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CHAPTER I

Amidst the preparations and reprisals in England

foreshadowing the beginning of the political conflict of

the 1640's between the parliamentarians and the royalists,

it seems probable that the publication of an anonymous book,

titled Rellplo Medici, defending the religion of a physician

against imputations of atheism, might have been ignored,

but it was not. Within a few days after its appearance a

well-known figure, Sir Kenelm Digby, was asked by the Earl

of Dorset to write a rebuttal. Out of this request came

Observations Upon Rellglo Medici (1643). Word of this soon-

to-be- published work prompted the author of the Reli Sir

Thomas Browne, to recognize his own book and to prepare an

authorized edition of it. The inherent controversies to be

found in the juncture of these two works did not die down;

for within two years another tireless controversialist,

Alexander Ross, who was noted for his attacks on liberal

thinkers, published his Med leus Med leatus (1645), essentially

a warning to Impressionable readers of the allegedly danger¬

ous doctrines contained principally in the Reli

in Digby.

but also

It is the purpose of this study to examine the por¬

tions of the Relip.io which Browne himself and his later

critics considered arguable and to examine particularly the

1
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sections of the Rell which Dlgby and Ross criticize

adversely in their animadversions.

Although Rellglo Med 1c1 may not have been primarily

intended by Browne to be a work of controversy in the sense

of being propagandlstic or doctrinaire, there is little ques¬

tion that irowne sensed his own innately controversial char¬

acter. As a young physician and scientist with a reasonably

skeptical mind concerning religion, faith, and philosophy,

Browne professes repeatedly in his work a sense of his own

uniqueness as a thinker and as a personality. While there

are not as many personal allusions as a modern reader might

expect in a "private exercise," there are enough clear refer¬

ences spread throughout the work for the reader to perceive

this young man's belief in his own Intellectual worth and

imaginative insight.

In addition to Browne's belief that he was at odds

with many of the thinkers of his time, there is a second

level of controversy in his thought. Some of his contemporar¬

ies would have argued with his extreme love of paradoxes,

while other contemporaries would have found controversial the

ronclusions his synthesizing mind formed. The synthesis he

achieves sets Browne apart from the dogmatists who criticize

him.

ihe interplay between his Christianity and his natural

science was a source of wonderment for Browne. Probably he

approached these controversies with a greater objectivity

than Dlgby and Ross could muster. Being tolerant with himself,
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Browne could be tolerant with others. Browne's usual pla¬

cidity is disrupted by a contempt for false zeal. Neverthe¬

less his intense fideism resembles the very irrationality

which characterizes the hated zealot.

Browne was intensely involved in the spiritual con¬

troversies of his time, yet seemingly unabsorbed by the

political crises. Browne's main tie with the secular world

was his medicine, a profession deeply influenced by the moral

and spiritual quests of the period. Browne accepts an inher-

duall the spiritual which saves

him from reducing one to the other. Ihus a particular provi¬

dence may be believed in. Since the spirit 1 till primary

for Browne, he Is no mechanist. He emphasized the Ideas of

Plato and the Forms of Aristotle. Above all, Browne's Nature

Is still permeated by the Divine Presence and is innately

animate and moral.

So while Browne's mind and faith upholds the First

Cause, the prominence of divine providence, and, despite

some quizzicalness, the sanctity of Biblical authority, he

also moves toward a religious tolerance and desire for order

and unity based more directly on the presence of a modern

rationalism. For example, probably the Pope as antichrist

had been reduced by Browne's tolerance to a semantical

question, rather than the personal threat which Alexander

Ross saw In it Eventually a skepticism about contemporary

miracles such as Browne's will develop later in the seventeenth

century into a rationalism which will renounce all miracles

except for the Biblical ones.



Browne's nineteenth and twentieth century reputation

has been largely due to his famous literary style, but it

was his ideas that made him famous or infamous in his own

day and for several generations. Neither Kenelm Digby nor

Alexander Ross are greatly concerned with Browne's language,

except for slight, usually disparaging, references to it.

To Digby, Ross, and other controversialists of the late

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries it is Browne's

unorthodoxies that provoke interest and attack.

In the light of the religio-scientific controversies

of the seventeenth century, Browne is fundamentally a con¬

servative. This makes all the more interesting the attacks

upon hi particularly extended ones by Disby and

Browne remains substantially within the mainstream of Anglican

odernism; only when he gives rein to his fideism does he

ove outside the via media. By doing so, his intense love

of impossibilities and irrationalities make him a vestigal

figure outside the sweep of modern scientific rationalism.

With the growth of natural religion in the last half of the

century emphasis on the reasonableness

of Christianity and its corresponding de-emphasis on the

lysteries of the faith, Browne's

Idealism are left behind.

■mysticism and

Nevertheless Religio Medici is a significant document

in this transition. That Browne's speculations should prompt

such outraged protests from the Catholic Digby and the

Protestant Ross signifies the inherent revolution implied in
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some of Browne's thinking. Browne usually

pursue his conjectures to the point where they conflict with

or undermine Christian orthodoxy, hut pregnant possibilities

are raised.

The relevance of Fellplo Medici to the religion-

science controversy of the century is underscored by the

fact that Browne concerns himself with the central issue:

the relative authority of divinity and philosophy, and by

aintainlng a substantial dualism throughout the book Browne

endorses the tendency of modern science since Bacon and

Descartes. Browne easily bridges the gap through his

heightened imagination of a God-centered universe and exist¬

ence, but in his lifetime the dichotomy will widen.

The arguments of Browne and Pigby fall within that

body of debate and argument carried on throughout the cen¬

tury by the virtuosi, a heterogeneous group of scientists,

clergymen, and scholars interested in natural philosophy.

Richard S. Westfall has examined the writings of these men

from the days of Gresham College to the terminal figure,

Sir Isaac Newton.
1

The three disputants examined in our

study concern themselves with most of the same spiritual and

material problems raised by the virtuosi. The harmony of

science and religion, the order inherent in human existence,

the role of divine providence and natural law, the interplay



of reason and faith are questions considered by Browne,

Digby, and Ross. Browne's perspective is largely limited

6

in the Reli to that of a private conversation aimed mostly

at self-illumination, but implicit within his self-concern

are far-reaching, and, in fact, revolutionary speculations.

Even though Browne's work is somewhat insulated

against notoriety, the rebuttals he attracts, although fewer

in number, are similar to those aimed at far more prominent

figures like Thomas Hobbes and later John Milton. The seven¬

teenth century was a time of severe counterattack. In a

semi-scholastical fashion Digby and Ross will rebut section

by section, page by page, Browne's Reli The astute

Intellectual would be expected to follow all sides of the

debate, perhaps even with the assorted volumes before him.

Sir Kenelm Digby will complain about the inadequacy

of Browne's metaphysical views on God, the Trinity, and the

nature of eternity. Browne's Platonic attitude concerning

the immortality of the soul and its subsequent salvation will

be distasteful to Digby. The author of Observations will

analyze at some length Browne's failure to differentiate

clearly between charity and virtue and will conclude that

Browne did not understand the nature of grace. Browne's

opinions on the supernatural and the spiritual will be

judged shallow and invalid. The breadth of Digby's rebuttals,

which extends from God and eternity through a consideration

of the soul, ending with a more worldly discussion of virtue

and grace, encompasses nearly all of the major subjects in

Reli and in the religious controversies of the day.
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Digby himself is nearly as paradoxical a thinker as Browne.

He was feeling his way toward he knew not what. His essential

echanism was softened by his equally essential Christianism.

Much of the interplay between these two forces in his think¬

ing is carried on with Browne's views serving only as spring¬

boards for conjecture and personal investigation on Digby's

part. And being a much more prominent figure, Digby will

patronize Browne and dismiss him with facetious rejoinders,

but running throughout the major portion of his book Digby

grapples with fragments of the most important questions his

mind can conceive.

Alexander Ross will be angered by Browne's latitudi-

narianism. Along with Digby, Ross finds Browne's thinking

on the soul, its nature immortality, to be defective.

Hot only will Browne's metaphysical thought be Judged false

by Ross, but he will find Browne's views on heaven and earth

unacceptable. Ross will attack Browne's metaphorical explana¬

tions and Platonic idealism as being irrational and impious.

Ross, one of Charles I's chaplains and later Vicar of

Carisbrooke, Isle of Wight, held Scripture to be a central

proof of all truths, so he disputes many of Browne's specula¬

tions about the Bible. Ross will take Browne free think-

Scriptural meanings as being personal

affront to his sanctified approach to all Biblical questions

Ross will particularly quarrel with Browne on the relation¬

ship of God to man; Browne theocentric view will not be

firm enough to satisfy Ross. Finally many of Browne's view
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on man's social relationships—mainly the role of charity-

will be suspect in Ross's eyes. There will be no general

area of discussion in the that Ross does not cuestión

v. 1 thin the framework of these disputed points a

cross section of century and scientific

controversy will appear. Not even the recurrent facetious¬

ness by Digby and Ros3 on some of the questions and answers

presented make such an inquiry as this inconsequential. For

just such a mixture of seriousness and humor shows the rela¬

tive importance of the issues considered. Out of the cross¬

currents of the thinking of Browne, Digby, and Ross flow

some of the vital quarrels and partisanships of early seventeenth-

century England.



CHAPTER II

while Sir Thomas Browne intimated that Reli

Medici was not a controversialist piece, pub¬

lic controversy have from the first surrounded the work.

In addition to the two most important seventeenth-century

works on the Reli

arguments

by Sir Kenelm Digby and Alexander Ross,

and new, relate to the broad lines

of discussion. The author's implicit view of himself as

an inherently controversial person and his beliefs on tol¬

erance and charity, and God, the soul and the power of the

supernatural make up the broad divisions of our discussion

of the controversial nature of Rellgio Medici. The general

framework of Browne's faith will be composed of subtle

shifts in tone from tolerance and skepticism to simultaneous

declarations that both reason and intuition are valid guides

in science and religion.

The complexity of Browne’s latitudinarianlsm is

enhanced by Browne's short explanation "To the Reader,"

which he added to the 1643 authorized edition of the Reli

The preface, which could well be termed an "Apology to the

Reader," opens with an echo of a moving passage from Seneca's

tragedy, Thyestes. After Atreus slaughters Thyeste three

sons, an unnatural darkness blankets the earth, provoking

the chorus to cry out poignantly the immensity

9
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the crime. Their conclusive plea, ’’Greedy indeed for life

is he who would not die when the world is perishing in his

company,
«1 Is adapted by Browne for hyperbolic Juxtaposition

with his description of a time when someone as insignificant

as he can be harmed by the printers. Despite Samuel Johnson's

laconic complaints that a epigram might be printed

without the knowledge of the author, but not an entire book,

and that Browne issued the so-called pirated edition as a

feeler to Judge public reaction without revealing his author-
p

ship in case the book failed, Browne's melancholic remarks

have been largely validated by recent editors, who have

studied the numerous errors and revisions between the 1642

and 1643 editions of the Hell 3

Sympathetic readers overlook the apology as they read

on into the body of the work. Yet the charm of Browne's self-

effacement and his admission of the mutability of his thoughts

would cause even unsympathetic readers to have confidence in

candid an To hear an author disown his work even

as he introduces it would surprise, yet intrigue most readers

Besides, what is more inviting than a "private exercise," not

■^Lucius Annaeus Seneca, Seneca's Tragedies, trans. Frank
Justus Miller, 2 vols. (Cambridge, Mass 929), II, 163.

2Sir Thomas
Wilkin, 4 vols.
to as Wilkin.

Browne, Sir Thomas Browne's Works, ed. Simon
(London, 1835), l7 xx-xxi. Hereafter referred

^See Sir Thomas Browne, Religlo Medici, ed. Jean-Jacques
Denonain (Cambridge, Eng., 1955)7 PP« xxil-xxviii, for a
summary of the textual changes. The 1955 Denonain edition
will be used as the text for quotation.
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to be read according to the "rigid test of reason." Although

Browne's description of the private manner of his work suggests

the conversational ophical genre of Montaigne's essays,

the evasive apology differs greatly and Browne's plea contrasts

with the writings of contemporary controversialists. 4

I

While Browne prefaces his work with excuses to avoid

controversies, the actual text of the Rellglo suggests that

Browne recognized himself at age thirty as an innately con¬

troversial figure. Any attempt by Browne to understate in

the preface the quarrels which could arise from his book is

overshadowed by the first section of the Rellglo, for in it

Browne lists the factors which make him and his ideas argu-

entative.

(a) Browne opens with allusions to the wary attitude

which the world takes toward the scandalous profession of

physician, a reputation which, Coleridge observes, "in nine

cases out of ten is the honor of the medical profession."5
Suspected atheism combined with a scientific education on

the continent and a personal objectivity toward religious

^William P. Dunn,
1950), pp. 52-53.

Thomas Browne, 2nd ed. (Minneapolis,

^Coleridge on the Seventeenth Centur
Florence Brinkley

ed. Roberta
456. See Paul H.Durham, N.C., 1955), P

Kocher, Science and Religion in Elizabethan England (San
Marino, Calif., 1953), PP. 239-257, for an investigation of
"the forces at work to preserve and intensify" the tradition
of the physician as atheist.



quarrels contribute to a self-portrait of a man of contro¬

versy.

12

(b) LVen though is a personal work, it does

not contain frequent references to the author's personal

life. Nevertheless a clearly distinguishable self-centeredness

and self-awareness may be seen. Browne’s contemplations of

his death allow him to ponder characteristically his indif¬

ference to earthly memorials and even an indifference to life

itself. He relishes extending imaginatively such common¬

places as exclamations on the transience of life.

(c) The greatest number of personal allusions occur

in part two of the Reli which examinee charity, a virtue

defined as being close to self-love. Browne contemplates

his life, that "miracle of thirty yeares, . . . not an His¬

tory, but a peece of Poetry, ... to common eares like a

Fable He continues that the physical world is "a place,

not to live, but to die in." Perhaps to clarify his already

traditional point, Browne adds in the 1643 edition (pp. 95-

96) a one hundred and fifty-five word passage in which he

develops more fully his view that his reality is the micro¬

cosm. 3rowne studies not his exterior, but his interior

nature, and finds himself "something more than the great."

This is not meant facetiously, although Stephen treats

the microcosm as only "an agreeable literary ingredient,

¿hat whimsical inversion of the natural order [which] is
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the key to the 'Religio Medici.*But mere allusiveness is

rarely the intention in the Rellglo; instead Browne time after

time turns traditional metaphors to personal applications.

'•Nature tels me I am the Image of God as well as Scriptures"; to

not knov; this is to not know the "first lesson" in the "Alpha¬

bet of man.
a Browne continues in the 1642 text: "Let me not

injure the felicity of others, if I say I am as happy as any
tl

Then in a sentence omitted from the 1643 edition, Browne says:

"I have that in me that can convert poverty into riches, trans

forme adversity into prosperity: I am more invulnerable than

Achilles; Fortune hath not one place to hit me." The auda¬

ciousness of this statement may have motivated Browne's remov¬

ing it from the authorized edition. Unkind borne

out Browne's inclination. Stephen dismisses the statement

as presumptuous or figurative: "He is a humourist to the

core, and is here writing dramatically. «7 Paul Elmer More

speaking darkly finds the passage "the very tongue and utter¬

ance of a confirmed disillusion; yet it is, in men of his

temperament, out of this brave appropriation of vanity, and

out of this alone, that reflection rises into its own station

of content. «8 Perhaps this is vain content, but Browne would

not have deemed it tha instead he has attained that level

^Hours in a Library, 3 vols. (London, 1909), I, 270

7Ibid.. I, 251.

^Shelburne Sixth Serie
Dualism (Boston, 1909), p. Í83.

Studies of
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of happiness ir meditation very like the Intellectual happi¬

ness of the contemplative philosopher.

(d) hrowne holds that If he could remember his dreams

faithfully he would study nothing else. Browne's dreams are

in oart religious exercises—communications with God—and in

part contemplations of astrological Influences. i‘he conjunc¬

tion of Scorpio and Saturn seemingly weighs as heavily on

Browne as any hereditary influences. Margaret Bottrall con¬

trasts Browne's attitude with that of such autobiographical

writers as Montaigne and Cardano who emphasize educational

and hereditary influences rather than astrological ones.
9

Melancholy cervades Browne's sleep. He holds that even more

than in dreams the faculties of the soul are freed in the last

hours of a man's life so that the soul ''begins to reason like

her selfe, and to discourse in a straine above mortality."

Sleep is not death, but "it is the waking that kills us.
tf

Sleep is the middle point between life and death so Browne

confesses that he always says a farewell prayer before bed

since he ie content to "sleepe unto the resurrection" (pp. 95

99).

(a) Despite the melancholy of the preface and of the

sections on sleep and death, the prevailing mood is not som¬

ber or grim. Instead the book is the sedate proclamation of

>
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a man concerned about science and religion. At the outset

Browne disregards those who deny the name of Christian to a

physician or scientist. He announces his Christianity be¬

cause he has through grace and reason, not by an easy accept¬

ance, seen the need to so align himself. Not only Is his

Chri from that of the naive by the

gathered convictions of his "riper yeares," but his tolerance

of non-Christians sets him self-consciously apart from the

zealous and the uncharitable. Browne does not pronounce

explicitly that the charge of atheist or materialist or skeptic

could be brought against him, but his self-awareness implies

an oblique acknowledgment of such charges. While others

might detect an incongruity between science and religion,

Browne correlates them in an expression of tolerance.

(b) While there is little that is controversial about

Browne's Anglicanism, his tolerance of Roman Catholicism and

pagan faiths would have set him off from the conservative and

the sectarian. Also he specifically allies himself with that

Protestantism which he believes to be the closest to that

"primitive integrity" of the church in the time of Christ.

Fittingly he dislikes the protesting spirit of the name, but

nonetheless he himself protests against the "decaied" state

of Roman Catholicism—its attacks against Luther are com¬

parable to the abuses by the Jews against Christ. Neverthe¬

less he is not intolerant of Roman Catholic ceremonies.

Through his knowledge the Roman liturgy on the continent,

Browne has perceived unities in the Chri which
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promote similar devotion. Disassociating himself again

from zealots, Catholic or Protestant, who emphasize spiritual

differences, Browne admits a genuine stimulation from Catholic

ceremony, although he is troubled that much of that ceremony

aims only at Impressing the credulous laity. With magnanimity

Browne hopes for some ground of reconciliation of the divided

factions within the circle of Christianity. Since Browne’s

sentiment is based on recent experiences which Induced him to

accept companionable devotion, surely his conclusions cannot

be dismissed as intellectual detachment. Nevertheless, his

tolerance has been called "an Idiosyncratic sentiment, not a

belief . . . the statement of an eminently unsocial figure, „10

while a biographer has traced the motivation for Browne's tol¬

erance to a natural reaction against the anti-Catholicism of

his stepfathe Thomas Dutton. 11 Yet even if Browne were

peaking only with bias, he has been careful to qualify all

that he says His continuous reminders that these Homan

Catholic ceremonies resemble the superstitions of the masses

and his assumption of a superiority by which he "rectified

the errours of their prayers by rightly ordering mine owne"

ake Browne far from radical in his tolerance, and, ost

Important, his qualifications show that he fully understands

the implications and dangers of what he is saying. The

10Dewey Kiper Ziegler, In Divided
Worlds (Cambridge, Mass., 19^35, p.

Distinguished

1^-Frank Livingstone Huntley, Sir Ihomas Browne
(Ann Arbor, 1962), p. 53.
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seriousness of Browne's tolerance is enhanced by the natural¬

ness with which he explains what he means.

(c) In fact these early sections of the Reli

while not detached, are self-conscious explanations of how

Browne stands both within and without the circumference of

Christianity. As if to remove doubts about his loyalty Browne

declares clearly his Anglicanism. Questions of the laity's

responsibility to religious authority are uppermost here.

By elaborating his circle Imagery, Browne encompasses the

diversity of his religious loyalties. Out of the perfection

of the circle Browne directs the mingling of hl3 intellect

and his emotions in such a way as to avoid an arbitrary nar¬

rowness which serves only sectarian purposes. Instead he

achieves that moderation of which Aristotle wrote: "For

in everything it is no easy task to find the middle, e.g • »

to find the middle of the circle is not every one but for

him who knows. «12 For external authority, religious councils,

and the articles of the Anglican church, Browne substitutes "the

rules of my private reason, or the humor and fashion of ray de¬

votion" (p. 8). On matters pertaining to his salvation Browne

repeatedly aligns with orthodoxy. Surely these affirmations

are not intended primarily to placate his readers,
13

or to

^Ethlca Nicomachea, trans. W.D. Ross, IX, 1109a23-26
All references to Aristotle will be from the Ross edition

1-^Edmund Gosse, Sir Thomas Browne (London, 1905)♦
pp. 28-29.
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relieve his conscience, 14 for his orthodoxy provides a ra

tional framework out of which he feels free to oriticize and

evaluate spiritual questions, Browne squelches any inclina¬

tion to interpret his Anglicanism as sectarianism by his con¬

tempt for those who limit the Church of England to a beginning

in the time of Henry VIII, Browne believes that his faith far

antedates such recent events. Even with a certain tolerance

toward the Browne claims superiority, for he

knows that the Pope would not return his "good language,"

Nevertheless Browne hates the vulgar railing in the pulpit

which breaks through his serenity. He does not wish to asso¬

ciate with the intolerant and he is not timid when he rebukes

their anti-Catholicism, A fear and hatred of Catholic dogma

and the discipline of Rome would have made such sophistication

and detachment toward hierarchical claims unacceptable to most

Englishmen,^ Browne would have agreed with the declaration

of Benjamin Whiehcote that "nothing spoils human Nature more,

than false Zeal ... because I may be Mistaken, I must not

be dogmatical and confident, peremptory and imperious. I

will not break the certain Laws of Charity, for a doubtful

Doctrine or of uncertain Truth. «16

i^More, 0£. cit.. p, 165.
l^Hersohel Baker, The Wars of Truth (Cambridge, Mass.,

1952), P. 157.

"Aphorisms" No. 114, No.
he Platonic Renaissance in En

grove (Austin, Texas, 19537» P

rp
1

130 quoted in Ernst Cassirer,
land, trans. James P. Petti-
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(d) Just such a hesitancy about absolute truth In

religion prompts Browne to declare his avoidance of arguments

about religion. He offers a fine piece of Baconian advice

about successful argument: argue with those above you if

you want to be those below you if you want to

be confirmed. Browne warns again against the rashly zealous

by suggesting that the nature of truth and error may best be

understood by a humble and peaceful man. He declares that he

would not recognize truth without reason as his guide, so he

pronounces himself the servant of his reason, a decision ad¬

mired Dr. Johnson: "There is, perhaps, no better method

of encountering these troublesome irruptions of scepticism,

with which inquisitive minds are frequently harrassed."^
Browne's admission of his own paradoxicalness has been Justly

described as "distinctly provocative. ..18

(e) Browne's ambivalence toward the Bible would have

dismayed some of his literalist readers, but it is another

key ingredient in his latltudinari sin He praises the Bible

at the expense of the Koran (p. 33) in a panegyric which the

dogmatical would have relished, but he also prefaces his

praises with a rationalism which might have caused consterna¬

tion. He pronounces the Scripture "but the conclusions and

fallible discourses of man upon the word of God." He then

commends the Bible as a supreme literary work, eternal and

^•^Wilkln, ojd. clt., I, xlvii

l^cunn, oo. cit., p. 42.
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imperishable. The significance of the Bible’s meaning prompts

Browne to complain of the profusion of printed matter which

engulfs the world. Still thinking of the persuasiveness of

the holy text, Browne ponders the obstinacy of the Jews and

the Turks. Browne is frankly "amazed" by the Jewish interpre¬

tations ure their rejection of the New lestament,

but he denounces any persecution against them as

indirect way to plant Religion" (p. 36).

bad and

(f) Browne solidly identifies persecution with a

fanaticism which leads to "wicked Heresies, and extravagant

opinions." His view is a close weaving of admiration and

rejection; he is not free from the prejudices of his time,

but in his refusal to persecute he "stands well ahead of his

time."-*-9 Even Browne's refutation elsewhere of the vulgar

error, "ihat Jews stink," may be described as "an early speci-

en of sympathetic racism."20 Browne's concrete though mild

tolerance leads one to endorse W. K, Jordan’s enthusiastic

view that "it is refreshing indeed to reflect that England

could produce thought of height

the Laudian repression. k21

19
Ibid., p. 68.

2C>Edgar Rosenberg, From
Calif., I960), p. 318.

to (Stanford,

21<The Development of Religious Toleration in England
from the Access

amen

James to the Convention of the
ivng
TT

^527
4 vols. (London, 1932-19^0), II,f



(g) Nevertheless Dunn Is correct in perceiving that

Browne’s juxtaposition of anti-persecution with a disavowal

21

of martyrdom substantiates a certain temerity behind both.

Above all else Browne's continuous hatred of dogmatism and

zeal moderates his respect for the Christian martyrs. 22 For

one thing, Browne notes empirically that martyrdom has been

abused by too many claimants; nominations by zealous sects of

their leaders cannot always be accepted, he decides. Finally

rowne confesses that although there are few who fear death

less than he (a point on which he is consistent), he does

believe that he has a moral duty to stay alive. Wisdom does

not induce one to self-murder, he declares (p. 37).

(h) Nor surprisingly Browne's tolerance extends to

"those honest Worthies and Philosophers" of paganism. Although

rowne pronounces the bluntly orthodox hjpothesis, "There is

no salvation to those who beleeve not in Christ" (p. 69),

such an unbending view draws Browne’s sympathy to the great

figures of paganism who lived unaware of "the history of

Adam." A traditional synthesis running from Philo to Ficino

held that Plato complements Moses, Socrates "confirms'Christ,

and the Magi of parallel the prophets of

Israel. Such assumptions dissolve differences between Christian

doctrine and pagan theology, so that each could be understood

in an allegorical sense complementary to both.
23 Browne must

ggQp. clt., pp. 65, 68-69.

Jean Seznec, The Survival of the
Barbara Sessions (New York, 1952, 19&1), PP. 93-99

Gods, trans
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admit the final authority of that stern position that "all

soalvation is through Christ"; but he permits a heightened

dignity and priority to "men that live according to the right

rule and law of reason," although the "perfectest actions of

earth" must be transformed by belief in Christ before they

have moral "claim unto Heaven" (pp. 69-70). Robert Sencourt

can condemn Browne as being "almost unnecessarily orthodox

. . . almost too literal in his estimation of Christ's unique

part in reaching out to meet and sustain the poor effort of

human souls." Sencourt objects that "no suggestion of modern¬

ism was ever entertained" by Browne in this regard and he was

naive in his views. 24 On the other hand, Dunn praises Browne

at some length for his "liberalism appears at its best" in these

pages Although Browne is not so outspoken as some, Dunn ad¬

mits, he does speak strongly against sectarian Intolerance.

Dunn compliments Browne's "measured and crushing controversial

style" and speaks of his role in the "growing ethical enlight¬

enment of the Renaissance. ♦f Nevertheless Dunn judges the

basis Browne liberalism to be a prejudice against the

masses.
25

(1) So while Browne's sympathies allow him to compro¬

mise the strictness of faith in Christ, he detects failings

in the beliefs of others. While the goodness of the wise

and the virtuous can be sustained, Browne finds that Aristotle,

Philoso

25pp. clt.. pp. 70-73.

(Hildesheim, 1924), p. 291.
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the Stoics, and the Skeptics are examples of those who did

not practice the high ideals which they preach. From the

safety of historical rather than contemporary incidents of

hypocrisy Browne turns to virtue and vice in men of his day.

Men know good but do evil because they have a "depraved appe¬

tite” which is contradictory to the dictates of their reason.

Summarily "we are all that is, a composition of man

and beast." From this commonplace Browne concludes somewhat

controversially that although the way to salvation is diffi¬

cult and narrow, "those who doe confine the Church of God,

either to particular Nations, Churches, or Families, have made

it farre narrower than our Saviour ever meant it” (pp. 70-

72). Browne added in 1643 a short section which establishes

firmly what he thinks. He denounces as vulgar those who would

restrict the Church to Europe. Both Asia and Africa have been

reached apo martyrs, so they cannot be excluded.

Browne does not deny the concept of the Elect, but he n n tir-

lzes the ferocity with which each denomination or sect denies

salvation to the next. Each would exclude all others fro

God' mercy and grace, the only avenues by which salvation

is attained. He concludes that there must be several Saint

Peters as well as several heavenly gates, judging by the way

each sect turns the key against the other. ”V/e goe to heaven

against each others will . . . and with as much uncharity as

ignorance." Browne ay well be mo
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as Mrs. Joan Bennett argues, by the fruits of sectarianism

evidenced by the Civil War.2^
(j) Browne warns that some who believe themselves

saved are not, because man's Judgment Is not reliable. Even

devils do not know which of us is saved or damned; if they

did "their labours were at an end." Browne is amazed at the

number who are certain that they will be saved. He thinks

that there will be a hierarchy of saints in which he will be

happy to "bring up the Rere in Heaven." Nevertheless he is

"confident and fully perswaded" of his own salvation, although

he will "dare not take an oath" on it. He believes as firmly

that there is a Constantinople, but he might perjure himself

if he swore an oath on it. Not just a need for empirical

verification Browne sense of unworthiness pro-

otes his doubts. A realization that his salvation depends

on "feare and trembling" and the "mercy and beneplacit of God"

humble xhen a flurry of wit and parad on the

Johannine view of time: "Before Abraham was, I am," allows

Browne to measure his existence back to the "Ideas of God."

"Eve miscarried of mee before she conceiv'd of Cain" (pp. 73-

74). While Zeigler discovers a near "triviality" and exploita¬

tion of meaning in Browne's wit regarding eternity,g. 5.

Merton judges this passage to be "a striking example of how

26Sir Thomas Browne (Cambridge, Eng., 1962), p. 94

g7pp. clt.. pp. 13, 73-74.
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Browne's science functions as the medium through which his

imagination can assimilate conventional concepts.”2^
(k) Browne depreciates those who maintain that faith

alone serves as a ground for salvation. While he believes

this to be true, he finds Scriptural that the will

God directly to influence the fortunes of men. Above

all else, Browne does not believe that man can "boast” of his

faith, because it may be "a remove from nothing.” Thus no

an can have complete confidence in the strength of his faith

to save him—works must also be carried out.

(1) Browne's tolerance arises partly from his universal

tastes. He can be charitable because he is "averse from

nothing.” But he then registers a rather important contradic¬

tion to all this; he admits that he hates the multitude, which

includes not just "the base and minor sort of people; there

is a rabble even amongst the Gentry.” Considering the nearly

non-political nature of the Rellglo, it is surprising to hear

Browne say, "let us speake like Politicians, there is a Nobil¬

ity without Heraldry, a naturall dignity whereby one man is

ranked with another.” The present time is corrupted, he

argues, by the "byas” which ignores the truth. Dunn regards

Browne's views as compatible with the "moderate Anglican

position” of the time.29

^Science and ination in Sir Thomas >rowne (New
York, 19*9), PP. 109-110.

290p. cit.. p. 75.
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(m) Browne continues that charity provides man

with a virtue higher than his own nature. But the motivation

for charity must be "the Will and Command of my God." To

give alms "to satisfie the hunger of my Brother" is a lesser

act, to be sure, moral and rational, but not divine. Browne

digresses on whether "the signatures and markes of mercy"

may be seen in the faces of men. Will the form of a man

express his nature? Browne seems inclined to accept the

veracity of facial markings and attributes ignifi

as usual to "the finger of God," Variety does not disturb

Browne for diversity and accord are always mixed.

(n) There are many methods of charity. Of particular

importance to his own practice are the forgiveness of others'

ignorance, and more directly, study not for oneself, but for

the good of others. Although concerned with his own improve¬

ment, Browne is depressed to think that what he knows must

die with him and not be passed on to his friends. Once again

he condemns needless controversies and removes himself from

discussions of philosophy and divinity which are not "discreet

and peaceable." Passion throws reason off the scent of an

argument, he believes; beeides "the Foundations of Religion

are already established, and the principles of Salvation sub¬

scribed unto by all," so there is not much worth the passion

of an argument. He finds the quarrels of scholars comparable

to argument over the "S. and T. in Lucian," pointless and

humorous. Outwardly scholars are peaceful men, but the

sharpness of their tongues and the scratching of their pens

carry far.
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(o) Speaking from within the shelter of his faith

and learning, Browne condemns several offenses against

charity. Illogical and cruel epithets against people of

other nations "wound" the persons and "assassine the honour

of a Nation"; those who endeavour to destroy vice also destroy

virtue, for each is "yet the life of one another," Browne

believes that a surplus of vice enhances the goodness and

the persistence of a minority of virtue, "No man can justly

censure or condemn another, because indeed no man truely

knowes another," Browne perceives that he is "in a cloud"

to his friends, while to God, who only knows him, he is

nothing. Just as we do not know others, we do not know our¬

selves. Since we primarily measure others by ourselves,

Browne concludes that "all Is but that we all condemne, 3elfe-

love." Zeigler calls this "the statement of a disillusioned

cynic," and since Browne is not that, the statement "clashes

with the whole mood of the Rellglo Med ic1." Ziegler concludes

that such an incongruity arises only because Browne gains

"pleasure in the aphorism."-*^ But surely Browne's view is

not so extreme or so transient as that. Religio Medici Is an

examination of the self and of the wisdom of the Delphic

"know thyself." Ziegler complains several times that Browne

writes too much of himself; but why then be surprised when

Browne declares adversely that self-love is the center of
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an's consciousness? Since man unfortunately ’’is his own

Atropos," Browne asks how can we be charitable to others

when we are so uncharitable to ourselves?

(p) Browne holds that there are two enigmas in love:

our desire for love is so infinite that we are never satis¬

fied and our self-love is so strong that those we love become

ourselves (p, 86). Yet the spiritual love that forgets physi¬

cal appearance is not only friendship but also charity. Since

the "greatest happinesse" is to desire salvation for others,

Browne admits that he cannot pray for himself "without a

catalogue of my friends," so he prays for his neighbors, his

patients, his enemies. Only the devil could pray harmfully

against a person, he professes.

(q) Browne admits that earlier in his life he believed

that merely to neither harm nor be harmed contained "enough

of morality, but my more setled yeares and Christian consti-

have upon severer resolutions." uman

cannot be explained in terms of injury because ÍIK n i If
a

asse of Antipathies"; he contains all things, all viewpoint

and all essences. Beyond self-love is self-charity Charity

to others is self-charity because it is part of the self’s

fight against its own sins. Man must fight his sins because

he shares all the sins known to man. Yet man can be forgiven

as easily as he can sin. Browne feels nothing but "indigna¬

tion, anger, contempt and hatred" when he contemplates his

sinful nature and repents of it. Returning to his theme,
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Browne concludes that it is an act of charity denounce

our sins. Such an abhorrence maintains the harmony of dis¬

cords which composes both man and the world.

(r) Just as it is self-charity to divorce ourselves

from our general sins, it is compatible that we should

denounce vanity and thank God that we have escaped the sin

of pride. Grammarians, linguists, travelers (especially

sailors), and seekers after knowledge are particularly given

to vanity, Browne and even though he has shared,

perhaps even exceeded their experiences, he does not think

he has allowed this to become a cause of pride. Instead his

knowledge has confirmed him "to sit downe in a modest ignor¬

ance, and rest contented with the naturall blessing of our

owne reasons" until death provides that knowledge for which

we might otherwise foolishly exhaust ourselves pursuing.

Thus Browne disowns any ultimate attainment of knowledge in

this world with its conflicting philosophies and disciplines.

His solution of "modest ignorance" provides him "a practical

expedient whereby one can retain his intellectual integrity

and at the same time guard against the interference of heretic-

baiters. .,31 Fluctuations of old and new knowledge, the uncer¬

tainty of systems and the general intellectual flux only en¬

couraged Browne to maintain his Christian faith and view all

else with a skeptical eye

knowledge be revealed.

But only after death will ultimate

31¡íargaret L. Wiley, The Subtle Knot (London, 1952),
p. 143.
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III

Writing out of an awareness of his own uniqueness as

a personality combined with a realization that he spoke for

other scientist-Christians, Browne has declared that his

rationalism and his fideism are not in conflict and that he

is both a good Anglican and a man involved with private n-

templations. Now it is not ing that a man of Browne's

humanity and charity would entertain heterodoxies. But the

reader is hardly prepared for the marvelous confession of

youthful heresies, which Browne carefully distinguishes as

antiquarian errors, not recent ones (pp. 11-13). Although

Gosse considers these admissions dangerous in the chaos of

the 1640's 32
the language, the timing and the paradoxical

Interlude on the eternality of heresy with which the "revolu¬

tion of time" reappears "like the river Arethusa," hardly

reflects controversial revelation, seeming rather to be cal¬

culated reflection on the attractiveness to him of the cyclical

pattern of human events, whether H be the Platonic year, the

Biblical "there is nothing new under the sun," or "Metempsucho-

sis," the transmigration of souls. The point is not esoteric

allusion, but simply Browne's love of historical parallels and

ancient dictums. By aligning himself with Anglicanism, Browne

prepares himself for speculative daring. On this basis he

allows his imagination to contemplate "the poetical 3ide of

32pp. cit.. pp. 21, 26.
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creeds which differ from his own.
.,33 Nevertheless Browne's

heresies reveal much about the nature of his latitudinarism.

Browne's admitted first "heresy," the mortality of

the soul until "the last Day" when both soul and body

resurrected, was a "conceit" held by all, he believes. ihe

joy of seeing aviour gives Browne the patience

to "be nothing almost unto eternity."^ His second heresy,

that the vengeance of God is not eternal, "but after a defi

nite time of his wrath hee would release the damned soules

from torture of the authority of Origen, who

held that the punishments which the soul endures are medicinal

and educational. Further, Origen contends that unlimited

punishment does not await the soul because God's love and

man's free will combine in the finality of God's universal

rule. 35 Browne maintains that his third heresy, prayer for

the dead, "I did never positively . . . practise." Coleridge

cries out against those who find Origen in error, "Merciful

GodJ how thy creatures blaspheme theei" while he acknowledges

that prayer for the dead, although neither sanctioned nor

prohibited by the Anglican Church, is "an act of natural

•^Stephen, op. clt.. I, 264.

^George Williamson, Seventeenth Century Contexts
148, 175» discusses the sti(Chicago, 1961), pp

which Browne's mortalism had on subsequent debate in the
century.

35jean Danielou, Origen, trans. Walter Mitchell (London,
1955), PP. 277, 287. For Origen on resurrection, see Contra
Celsum, trans. Henry Chadwick (Cambridge, Eng., 1953),

03, 276-281, 420, 489.
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piety sublimed by Chr n Hope, ,.36 which recommends itself

in Browne's behalf. Browne excuses his propensity for these

three errors on the basis that Just as he could not avoid

"charitable Inducements" to pray for others, so too he can

find "no malice" in his avoidance of despair by contemplating

the magnitude of a divine mercy which could forgive all.

Browne's language is markedly unsentimental, even as Jeremy

Taylor's qualification to an objection to prayer for the dead

is simply that It is "at the worst . . . but a wrong error

upon tbe right side of charity. ,,37
rowne avows that he never

propagated his errors, but allowed them to die, thus avoiding

Lucifer's sin of tempting others. But despite Browne's dis¬

claimers he is listed in the amassed heresies of Thomas Ed¬

wards' fangraena (1646) because of these professed heresies.

Browne's own Judgment of them is fairer and more sensible;

these are not intricate disbeliefs, "but bare Errors, and

single Lapses."

Yet the importance of heresy lingered in Browne's

ind, for he added a short section in 1643 in which he held

that Just as there are always heresies so too "men of singular

parts and humors" will always have unupual and original ideas

which need not be heretical. Browne clarifies that there

are "many things untouch'd, unimagln'd" over which reason

36pp. cit., pp. 440, 456.

37ihe Whole Works of the Right Rev. Jeremy Taylor,
ed. Reginald Haber, rev. Charles Page Eden, To vois.
(London, 1855), V, 597.
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ay play and expatiate with security." Gosse finds Browne's

conviction that heresy cannot be eliminated "alarming enough

in the seventeenth century";^ but Browne by emphasizing the

endless reaches of religious speculation is making the impor¬

tant point that schism is the rule rather than the exception,

lhus the "circle" of the church is never closed; in fact,

Browne has said in an underdeveloped way that truth is itself

disunified and fragmented, at all times partially heretical

and sometimes unknowable. Browne does not say that divinity

is also "double-faced"; but he hints that it too includes

unrealized truths. To the religious absolutists of his day

or this day, such a position would be anathema.

IV

(a) From this broad hypothesis that religious specula¬

tion and near-heresy revolve cyclically through great thinkers

of all ages, Browne extends the breadth of his rational skepti¬

cism and imaginative wondering to an "0 altitudo" (Romans

xl:33). This surprising paradox of Browne's latltudinarism

and his fideism characterizes the attraction which the Reli

had for the next generation. 39 The arguments which the

"0 altitudo" provoked seem to prove it was understood to be

more than just rhetorical. Browne's affinity for the Ter-

tullian concept, "Certum est, quia impossible est" might also

cit*, p. .

^9Louis I. Bredvold,
den (Ann Arbor, 1934,

Intellectual Milieu of John
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have been dismissed as patently rhetorical, but it was not

in Tertullian, nor is it in Browne. In the sermon, "De

Carna Chri those who cannot accept

Christ's resurrection because it is contrary to natural law.

But to hi ind this very abnormality makes the resurrection

credible because "philosophy does not take into account the

omnipotence of God. Only the faith of the church, based on

the tradition of prophets and apostles, adequately understand

this. „40 Browne later invokes the all-embracing power of God

as the force which supercedes man's knowledge and prompts his

spiritual thought. That the emotional phrasing explicit in

an "0 altitudo" has become a commonplace in describing Browne's

thought does not detract from the complete seriousness of

Browne's stated preference for theology over philosophy. rp
A he

gravity of this choice appears when Browne says that it will

"answer all the objections of Satan," a personage who in

Browne's normal usage is not a figure of speech, but the

epitome of deceit and evil itself. Browne is not being

"irresponsible" or intellectually removed
41 when he take

this stand. If he is Indeed "stating the extreme position,"

this is not a careless position as has been intimated: "to

classify every Scriptural statement as 'divinity' and to

rebut all critical questionings as temptations of Satan was

^Robert M. Grant, Miracle and Natural Law in Graeco-
Roman and Early Christian Thought (Amsterda 1952 195.

^'Ziegler, x, 26.
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35

However Browne,42

is not committing himself to a faith of easy acceptance, for

throughout the Rellglo he shows how alive he is to perplexing

questions of faith and reason,

(b) In fact Browne relishes the difficulties of having

total faith. He professes his happiness that he did not wit¬

ness first hand the miracles of Christ and his disciples.

Such a compulsive faith was both and contemptuous to

many dogmatists, but Browne pushes his test of faith even fur¬

ther when he disclaims the faith of those like himself v;ho

have lived after Christ as less noble than the faith of those

who preceded Christ, Even if Browne Is indulging a self-

conscious twist of fancy which appeals to his bizarre sense

of relative truth, he is taking an intellectual (or anti¬

intellectual stance, if you will), stance which epitomizes

his deepest thought. Yet all of this carries the stigma of

impiety to his extremist readers. The flexibility of Browne's

fldeis seemed extremely dangerous to the rigidly dogmatic

minds of his time.

(c) The extremities of M0 altitudo" lead to the mystical

preoccupations of Browne's imagination. The limitations of

reason involve a conflict with faith; and Browne's recogni¬

tion of this conflict is one of his distinctions. He attempted

to bridge the gap between reason and faith at a time when it

42Basil Willey,
(Garden City, N.Y.,

The Seventeenth Century Background
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was conclusively broadening. Browne seeks a unity between

faith, and reason by not being as absolute in his demarcation

of natural and supernatural knowledge as were some of his

contemporaries 4-3 Browne’s mysticism is not a typically

indulgent attempt to escape the limits of reason
4-4-

for he is

not incoherent in his mingling of the mystical and the ra¬

tional. Peter Green suggests that Browne's "natural temper

ay best be described as religio-scientific romanticism"

and speaks of "the creative unity which it imposes on appar¬

ently irreconcilable modes of thought." However, this unity

is by no means an absolute one either artistically or person¬

ally, for as Green continues, "the squaring of his medical

with his religi conscience was not an

piece of casuistry." Nevertheless his "re-integration of

already rapidly diverging intellectual and spiritual elements

was a vain endeavour. He lived to unity

awareness finally destroyed, split apart by the wedge of

urn considerations. »A5

4^7ictor Harris, All Coherence Gone (Chicago, 194-9),
p. 181.

44
Elbert N.S. Thompson, "Mysticism in Seventeenth

Century Literature," SP, XVIII (1921), 200.

Browne, Bibliographical
Writers and Their

^Peter Green, Sir Tho
of Supplements to
Work, No. 108 (London, 1959)» pp. 13-14. Numerous examina¬
tions have been made contrasting Browne's thought with that
of the rationalistic mode; see S.L. Bethell, The Cultural
Revolution of the Seventeenth Century (New York,

, op. oit., p. ¿9 (Leibniz); Willey, op. cit.,
267 (Locke); Williamson, op. cit., pp. 175-177 (Tillotson)P
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Certainly we cannot ignore that Browne was unquestionably a

man of science,
46 but intrinsically Browne's spiritual be¬

liefs are so God-centered that his natural thought becomes

so too; consequently there is no dichotomy in his analysis

of questions of faith and reason, particularly since he does

not leave dogma to the theologians as he clai Nevertheless

the extremes of his imaginative vision do serve to blur the

clear progressions of any coherent argument. For how can a

commitment to the mysterious produce a system of thought?

However there is a degree of consciousness about Browne's

ystical leanings that establishes a measured mode of thought:

his "0 altitudo" is controlled by a knowledge of what he is

allowing his rational mind to do. He always knows from whence

he speaks; his voice speaks out of an Intellectual awareness,

at once rhetorical and poetical, skeptical and devotional.

Browne has been called "utterly naive and innocent

in theology, exposed to all the winds that blow from Greek,

Christian, Jewish and Hermetic quarters, «47 but surely Browne

was aware of this exposure because it was self-invoked. He

knowingly opened his mind not only to impossibilities, but

to metaphysical, rather than scientific, definitions* His

pyrrhonistic skepticism leads him to recognize the Socratic

dictum that man knows essentially nothing; surely this is

46Gordon Keith Chalmers, "Sir Thomas Browne: True
Scientist," Osiris, II (1936), 32.

^F.F, Wilson, Seventeenth Century Prose (Berkeley,
I960), p. 71.
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no naive point of view. His conscious subservience of reason

to faith, and definition to metaphor, signifies once again

an intellectual commitment. A recent critic has complained

that Browne’s preference for the "Buckler" instead of "an

edge in all firme belief" (p. 14) epitomizes precisely "what

the century Browne liking for the buckler
♦»
was at the least . . . irritating." It is true that Browne's

outlook conflicts with that of those who wished to avoid

paradox in their search for the "sharp outlines" of religious

dogmati The contentment and Browne

rives from the mysteries Hermes and Plato is resented by

a recent critic who complains: "As if the better Scholastic

philosophy had intended merely to please!"^
(d) Even Browne's marginal gloss to Hermes is not

authentic, 50 his Latin descriptions not explicitly Platonic,

and his Aristotelian definitions unexplained, Browne i bias

is distinct: he prefers to define the soul of man as the

angel of man and the body of God rather than as an entelechy

or actual being, lhe metaphor that light is the shadow of

4-9ziegler, 22
65-66, finds Browne
"■p“— " Lacking

"the

P. 32. He further, on pages 63,
too

c it.,
catalogue of poetic experiences

, *.the control of a committed artist, Browne
Incorporates "the total sincere thought and feeling of great
men" into "beautiful and brilliant cadenzas" which lack
"seriousness," Zeigler holds.

5°Catalo Translationum et Commentariorura: Mediaeval
and Renaissance Latin Translations and
Paul

Commentari
re

es, ed.
ar Kristeller (Washington, IPoOTj TJ 152.
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God "humours" hi ore than definition that light is the

"actus perspicui" (visible movement). The body or the shadow

of the deity seems to be Hermetic. In "The Cup of Monad"

Hermes describes the body of God:

With Reason (Logos), not with hands, did the World-
Maker make the universal World; so that thou thus
shouldst think of Him as everywhere and ever-being,
the Author of all things, and One and Only, who by
His will all beings hath created.

This Body of Him is a thing no man can touch,
or see, or measure, a Body inextensible, like to
no other frame. 'Tis neither Fire nor Water, Air
nor Breath; yet all of them come from it. Now being
God He willed to consecrate this to Himself alone,
and set its Barth in order and adorn it.^d

The remainder of Hermes' speech describes the commonplace

ysticism of the permeation of the universe by the Mind which

stands superior to the physical body. The imagery of the

cup is familiar from Timaeus and is probably a traditional

Orphic Pythagorean
52

symbol. This unseen Body of God

in the universe is analogous to the Platonic World-Soul,

which also appears in Browne. Ficino employs both the shadow

and the circle of God. 53 Although the divine vision is tra

ditionally one of light, within the interplay of light and

dark, there would be shadow. God in Philo's vision has a

shadow:

^G.R.S. Mead, Thrice-Greatest Hermes, 5 vols. (London,
1949), II, 85.

52Ibid., I, 450-456.
53Marsilino Ficino's Comment

trans. Sears
on Plato's "S; osiu

If

niversi ssoun

Studies, Vol. XIX (Columbia, Mo., 1944), pp. 212, 215, 138
137.
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But God's Shadow is His Reason (Logos), which
using, as it were an instrument, He made the cosmos,
And this Shadow is as it were the Archetypal Model
of all else. For that as God is the Original of
His Image, which he [Moses] now calls [His] Shadow,
so, [in its turn] that Image is the model of all

, as he showed when, at the beginning of the
law-giving, he said: 'And God made man according
to the Image of God,' — this Likeness being imaged
according to God, and man being imaged according
to this Likeness, which received the power of the
Original,5

Philo's writings were in Browne's library and that "peculiar

delight" which the former felt "when a passage [in the

Pentateuch] in its literal acceptance was contradictory or

absurd «55 is comparable to Browne's continuous desire for

ore paradoxes in theology. When Browne tells the reader

how "I and reason to stoope

unto the lure of faith," he is didactic, for he teaches the

reader how to read and to understand what he is saying,

Marjorie Nicolson has broadened Browne's advice to a guide

to a general under century

literature in which the conflict of reason and faith plays

a part. 56 Browne's intention is not an absolute acceptance

of the literalness of Scripture, for in raising paradoxes

and ironies—a tree in had not yet fallen,

tho suspicion that the serpent "made his motion on his belly

54>iead, op. clt., I, 236, quoting Leg III, 31.
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before the curse"57—he suggests a line of skepticism which

is not displaced by the concluding emphasis on the irrational,

for his rational perceptions are kept alert. Of course,

Browne would ultimately hold that such puzzles are not essen¬

tial to one's salvation and therefore open to speculation.

Thus Browne's mysticism and Scriptural questionings are much

more artistic than dogmatic, since he imparts to his reader

a personal excitement for the myriad of ideas and expressions

which fascinate him. But as he rambles, Browne remains a
CO

"wise doubter,and, as Mrs. Bennett emphasizes, "Like

Keats's 'man of achievement, especially in literature* . . .

'willing to be in uncertainties without irritably seeking

after fact and reason. ,.,59

V

(a) The self-consciousness with which Browne pursues

the ramifications of his mind and imagination is carried

through when he sets an Horatian mood and location (Satires,

I, iv, 133f.) for his contemplations and his readers' relaxed

reactions to them: "In my solitary and retired imagination

(Ñeque enim cum porticus aut me lectulus accipit, desu

nihi)" (p. 15). In such meditation Browne remembers that

he is not alone and embarks upon a discussion (pp. 15-28)

57Arnold V.’illiams, The Common Expositor (Chapel Hill,
1948), p. 116, suggests that Browne^s belief is an endorse
ment of the view that the serpent's "nature was thus converted
into his curse."

5Snuntley, op.

59Qennett, op.

cit.,

cit.,

182.

59.
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of God's wisdom, eternity, and providence. While a contempla¬

tion of God's wisdom excites Browne, he is confounded by

God's eternity. 'While time antedates man by only five days

and relates to this existence, eternal time calls forth an

"0 altitudo." God's definition, "I am that I am" was Intended

to "confound mortalities, that durst question God"; but Browne

is not disillusioned by this inability of the human mind.

Not even "that terrible terme Predestination," which Browne

Interjects after one of his elliptical "therefores," frightens

him. Browne's mild tolerance of Calvin's doctrine conflicts

with his youthful heresy that God's mercy releases the damned.

Even So Browne is not surprised that "the weak and the wisest"

are troubled by Calvin's belief that God is no respecter of

persons. A reconciliation of the mercy of God and the Justice

of God is central to Calvin's rebuttal of his opponents. Cal

vin holds that since through Original Sin all men are guilty

and deserve punishment, God evidences His mercy through His

free grace "by giving to some what they never deserve," while

He manifests His justice thus: "by not giving to all, he

declares the demerit of all. „60 To those who question the

arbitrariness of his system, Calvin answers that we may take

confidence in its incomprehensibility: "let us be content

with so degree ignorance the wisdom of God soars

into its own sublimity" (II, 236). Browne does not by any

^institutes of the Christian Religion, trans. John
Allen, ?th ed., 2 vols. (Philadelphia, 1936), II, 212.
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leans promote Calvin's doctrines; his interest is motivated

by the public harshness of the dogma and

ore directly by the fascinating conjectures which he per¬

ceives when this God election is combined

speculation of eternity, which is to Browne:

those continuous instants of time which flow
into a thousand yeares, make not to him one
moment; what to us is to come, to his Eternitle
is present, his whole duration being but one
permanent point, without succession, parts, flux,
or division (p, 16).61

In these contemplations Browne nearly attains "the full

spiritual consciousness of the true mystic," a state which

develops "in two apparently opposite but really complementary

directions":

On the one hand he is intensely aware of, and
knows himself to be at one with that active World
of Becoming, that immanent Life, from which his
own life takes its rise. Hence , .

in . . . life a sacramental meaning; a loveliness,
a wonder, a heightened significance, which Is hidden
from other men.

On the other hand, . . .

he perceives

... it developes the power
of apprehending the Absolute, Pure Being, the ut¬
terly Transcendent; or as its possessor would say,
can experience 'passive union with God.* This all¬
round dual power of knowing by communion the tem¬
poral and eternal, ... is the peculiar mark, the
ultimo sifrillo of the great mystic.62

(b) To contemplate the mysteries of God and eternity

is also for Browne to contemplate the mysteries of numbers.

The "difficulty" in the Trinity of denying "in a relative

^Browne's definition
Augustine's. See
(New York, 1950),

^Evelyn Underhill,
1940), pp.

closely approximates Saint
of God, trans. Marcus Dods

sticism, 13th ed. (London,
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way of Father and Son ... a priority” leads his mind to

ponder not the mystery of this differentiation, but fancifully

to manipulate the image of the triad. He wonders at Aris¬

totle’s eternal world (De Cáelo, 284al-2) or two eternities,

the latter taken perhaps from the aither (De Cáelo,

270b21-24) or from the distinction drawn between the eternal

movements of heaven and the Eternal Mover Qetsohyslca, 1073a

34-35). Browne’s identification with Aristotle of the three-

part soul symbolized by a triangle does not correspond exactly

with Aristotle's presentation of the five faculties of the

soul (De Anima, 4l4a29~31); nevertheless the tripartite soul

may be found in Plato, who speaks of the soul being composed

of reason, passion, and desire or appetite (The Republic,

440b-441a). Also in the Ilmaeus, 51d, the structure and

generation of living things is said to follow triangular con¬

structions. Plato’s dependence on triangular explanations

prompted either Aristotle or one of his followers to com¬

plain:

How absurd it would be if, when one wished to
show that the three angles of a triangle are
equal to two right angles, one were to assume
as a principle that the soul is immortal! For
it is not appropriate, and the first principle
ought to be appropriate and connected. As a
matter of fact, one can prove that the three
angles of a triangle are equal to two right
angles as well without the immortality of the
soul. (Magna Moralla, ll83bl-6)

Nevertheless, Aristotle in De Anima, 4l4b28-32, does speak

of the resemblance between the types of soul and a series

of figures. Even if Browne had known of such a criticism
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of an importunat he would not

have ended hla enhancement with unexplainable transitions

from the divine trinity to the geometrical triangle to the

spiritual trinity* The ease with which Browne reconciles

the unity of the tripartite soul and identifies it with

the Trinity suggests the high degree of correspondence he

perceives in them. For Browne the complexity of each con¬

cept has seemingly been absolved by the numerical three.

(c) 10 speak of numbers meant speaking of Pythagoras,

so Browne admits a not surprising iratlon for this

thinker’s "mysticall way” and "the secret Magicke of num¬

bers.'' Browne supports his earlier warning against giving

too much weight to philosophy by allowing that "there is a

set of things which carry in front, though not in capitall

letters, yet in stenography, and short Characters, something

of Divinitie" (p. 17). As before, Browne overlooks Aristotle's

complaint in Le Cáelo, 300al5-19» that the natural world is

composed of "weight and lightness" whereas the Pythagorean

unit is not; nevertheless the strength of the Pythagorean

principles in combination with the Platonic triad and the

Christian trinity was widespread. If Browne's vision of

the mingling of number and substance falls short of that of

Copernicus and Kepler, it still combines the knowledge of

divinity with the pursuit of ciphers and signs in nature.

The mystical correlation of the tripartite universe with

the body and the soul of man was common before Browne's day;
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indeed he may mark the end of the association.
63

Perhaps

Browne was more easily fascinated by the similarities which

the triangular symbols evoked than he should have been; but

probably respon to the Imaginative freedom and

breadth of scope which may be deduced fro lathematical defi¬

nitions, for example, "the precise definition of an ellipse

introduces us to all the ellipses in the world. «64 Browne'a

attraction to the magical numbers of Pythagoras is fitting

when one remembers that one of Browne's purposes in the

Reli is to investigate the relationship between faith and

reason. In the mythic figure, Pythagoras, Browne had found

a classic blend of a philosophy originated in religion, but

revived as science;

# •

However far Pythagoreanism may have broken away
from religion in the direction of pure science, It
never became a dispassionate scientific study of
the nature of number, such as the modern mathe-
atician's, but was always ... on the lookout for

. But the numeroussymbolical significance,
symbolical meanings Pythagoreanism discovers are
eldom . , . parts of any coherent system of rational

thought; they are not as a rule deduced the one from
the other, but are independent discoveries. . . . When
they do happen to agree, It is of course a godsend;
and there is an increasing aspiration, as the scien¬
tific motive progressively outweighs the religious,
to force them somehow to agree and to make up a con¬
sistent and unified whole. But such an aspiration
was never fulfilled without the continual turning
of a blind eye. If, for instance, evenness is un¬
limited and bad, the number 4 ought not to symbolize

63j.b. Bamborough, The Little World of Man (London,
1932), pp. 21-22, 31-32.

64-D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson,
John Tyler Bonner, abridged ed.
P. 269.

For and Growth, ed
Eng., Í961)
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Justice. But 4 is also the first square number,
and to be foursquare is to be fair and just. The
Pythagorean does not say at this point, as the
modern scientist would say: 'Here are two incom¬
patible propositions: I must give up one or the
other.' He refuses to surrender either, in much
the same way as a modern theologian refuses to sur¬
render either Omnipotence or Benevolence.°5

To Browne such a moral and scientific dualism would not have

been objectionable; the divinity of numbers overrides their

quantitative meaning for Browne. The abstracting power of

numbers endorse the all-embracing generality of

the microcosm as an explanation of man's relationship to the

heavenly.

(d) The contemplation of such mysteries prompts

Browne to indulge in a touch of the intellectual's superior¬

ity when he weighs the "content and happinesse" gained fro

study as "the advantage I have of the vulgar" (p, 17). But

he again rehearses ttaining knowledge

either God or man, and even admits to "embrace" the advice

of the Devil at Delphos in order to gain wisdom about the

latter. See Browne never tires of reiterating his

inferiority before God, for after justifying hi3 devout

searching after mysteries, he adds to the 1643 edition a

rather bad poem which merely repeats these ideas. Ultimately

in either form, prose or verse, Browne's declarations are

not startling; in fact, redundancies are so evident that

Raven
. P.

and Eleatics (Cambridge,
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one wonders at the author's compunction to end all this

with a pious summary of his good intentions and a wish of

future salvation. Even Coleridge's complaint that Browne

misund the true mystery of the Trinity, i.e.,

that is not the three in one as Browne has it, but one

in three, 66 does not enliven the discussion. Nevertheless

this intermixture of God's and man's will, the latter striv¬

ing to understand and serve the former, does evoke Browne's

characteristic expression of a dual love and commitment.

(e) To a man of Browne's inclination, a contempla¬

tion of the glory of God is a contemplation of the absolute-

ne D Q of causation. His explanation of "one first cause, and

four second causes" (p. 20) is consistently Aristotelian

(Physlca, 198a23-21), only combined with a hierarchy headed

by a providential God who exists without causal motion, fol¬

lowed by angels who are immaterial and finally a first matter

which is without form. Since God incorporates all second

causes, Browne loves to ponder this divine action in nature.

He complains that not devote enough attention

to the First Cause, a disappointment not shared by a recent

admirer of Browne who objects that Aristotle spent too much

insistence on teleological explanations. 67 Although an

attempt has been made to divert Browne's Interest in the

66Ojo. cit., p. 456.
2nd ed. rev.
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Final Cause away from his scientific thought, it seems

imperative that the vrorkings of a Craftsman-God such as

Browne envisions apply as much to the basis of his medical

thought as to his mystical. Browne’s pleasure at Galen’s

entioning of the deity only reinforces how closely his views

on the natural world are tied to his understanding of divine

causation.

(f) The existence of the divine force in nature is

substantiated for Browne by the, for him, natural law that

’’Natura nihil agit frustra"; herein he can call on the support

of Aristotle (De Cáelo, 271a23-3^) end Galen. 69 When Browne

prefers the study of the "little Citizens," he not only has

the aforesaid authorities behind him but also the Book of

Proverbs. hindsight commentator

perceive what a strange mixture of the new and the old

Browne's thinking for when he turns away

generall pieces of wonder," the study of the tides, magnetism,

astronomy, and cosmography, he is ignoring "the realm of

astronomical mathematics" in which "the really great achieve-

lents were being accomplished at that very moment. „70

When Browne's anatomical eye measures the tiny beings

while his imagination measures the universe, the precise

68
Chalmers, 0£. cit., Osiris, II, 64.

69On Anatomical Procedures: De Anatomicis Administra
tionibus, Singer,

Medical Museum, new series, No. 7 (London, 1956),
pp. 148-149.

70Dunn, o£. cit., p. 96.
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regard for quantity Is necessary for numbers are irameas

able and not exact in their meanings.

(g) Two of the most renowned passages In the

are not only unoriginal, but the analogues are ever lengthen¬

ing. Nevertheless Browne*s phrasing is Justifiably famed when

he writes of the "two bookes from whence I collect my Divinity,M

Nature, the ture is the

Art of God" (pp. 21, 23). While none of this is dangerous,

some modern commentators have complimented Browne: Dunn per¬

ceives in the remarks an "appreciation of Greek religion and

the rebuke of the Christians";?1 Bottrall regards the celebra

tion of nature as an "implied criticism" of scholasticism?2
and Willey commends Browne’s "courage" in admiring the pagan

knowledge of nature.?-5
(h) The causative powers Browne's God are far-

reaching; nature is "the hand and instrument" of God who as

First Mover extends absolute control over all subsequent

sequences of and effect. The universality

hand in the created universe is revealed to Browne in M
gen¬

eran beauty," which denies deformity, a view which parallels

closely Aristotle's reconciliation of monstrosity with neces¬

sity (_De Generatione Animalium. 767bl3-l6). Browne closes
his discussion with a famous conjunction of art and nature:

?1Ibld.. p. 98.

720P. clt.. p. 50.

?5qp. clt., p. 58.
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"all things are artifician, for nature is the Art of God"

(p. 23). Of this epitome Dunn writes that Browne revolts

orally and esthetically, not scientifically, against the

dualism of his time. 74

(i) m God art is in Browne's mind

closely allied with the workings of divine providence,

distinguishes between two avenues for this providence:

He

the

"ordinary and open way," which relates to the processes of

the natural world, and Fortune, a "way full of Meanders and

Labyrinths," which Browne describes as "that serpentine and

crooked line" by which God acts without our knowledge (p. 23)

Apparently 3rowne does not mind the of maintaining

two systems of divine providence for he exalts over the

occurrences both types in his life and in recent

history. Nothing is left entirely to chance; even the "sue

cease of that pety province of Holland" comes from God's

ercy and direct will. 75 Bro not overly troubled

by the intricate mysteries of providence; in fact, the only

qualification which he allows is the ebb and flow of life

by which he rationalizes that "all cannot be happy at once"

(p. 25). Thus Browne has again introduced a cyclical movement

7^0p. clt., p. 101.

75see Rosalie Colie, "Sir Thomas Browne's 'Entertalne
ment' in XVIIth Century Holland," Neophllologus, XXXVI
(1952), 162-171, for a study of the involvement of the
Reilglo in the Dutch controversy over the merits of the
ancients and the moderns.
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in history to explain the fluctuation of good and bad for¬

tune. In his image of the "Helix" and the "Meridian" Browne

recaptures an ancient doctrine still acceptable to his con¬

temporaries .
76

(j) Causes do not "operate in and stragiing

way ordered by God, and in our ignorance

there is nothing "ridiculous" in praying before games of

chance. Coleridge will agree with Browne, but in a quizzical

way:

But a great profanation, methinks: and a
no less absurdity. Would Sir T. Brown before
weighing two pigs Lead, a and b, pray to God
that a might weight the Eeavier? Yet if the
result of the Dice be at the time equally be¬
lieved to be a settled & predetermined Effect,
where lies the Difference? Would not this ap¬
ply against all petitionary prayer?—St. Paul's
injunction involves the answer:—Pray always.77

Perhaps the wisest answer for Browne's time would have been

that of Gerolamo Cardano:

But now I return to the question at
if anyone should say that
me, although apparently he had never yet revealed
himself. I will not discute it: vet. there must

y Genius was advising

self, I will not dispute it; yet, there
have been some art by which the Genius himself
had this foreknowledge. On this point, (as I
have said) I leave the decision to others. ü

76Willi amson, op.
Thomas Porde in Lusas
cription in treating

cit., pp
Portunae

36-37, points out that
(1649) borrows Browne's des

theme.

77

78
Op. cit., p. 456.

The Book on Games
trans. Sidney
from Oystein Ore, Cardano:
N.J., 1953).

Chance: Liber De Ludo Aleae,
T9ol), p. 3^. Reprinted

The Gambling Scholar (Princeton,
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Browne espouses humility before the powers of chance; he

disdains those who want to influence chance for material

rewards rather than Intellectual ones. Wisdom arises from

a realization of the superiority of the latter rewards.

Meditating on the influences of fortune directs Browne's

lnd to the controversial question of judicial astrology.

While admitting that there are numerous arguments against

it, Browne nevertheless professes that an acceptance of

astrology "doth not injure Divinity" (p. 26); but over all

else man must recognize that God, not the zodiac, deserves

our gratitude for good fortune.

(k) Seeming for once to prefer a rational explana¬

tion to a poetical one, Browne "There is a nearer

way to heaven than Homers chaine; an easie Logiok may con-

joyne heaven and earth in one argument, and with lesse than

a Sorites resolve all things unto God" (p. 26). He then

replaces the Homeric symbol the great chain

of being. Browne'8 de-emphasis of the Homeric chain does

not lessen its significance in the Renaissance as a prefigure-

ent of the chain of being. Browne's earlier references

(p. 22) to the geometrical Importance of the revolutions of

the back in part to Plato's Identification

of the chain and the sun in Theatetus, 153c-d, an ironic

blend of the physical and the metaphysical which was

"broadened by succeeding generations" after Plato. 79 Despite

^Ludwig TLdelstein, "The Golden Chain of Homer," Studies
in Intellectual History (Baltimore, 1953), pp. 51* 52.
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the mixed images, Browne's essential point remains that

God is the true and infallible cause of all things.

(1) As if to emphasize for his own mind the impor¬

tance of this divine Browne embarks next on a

discussion of the dangers of atheism which lie in too much

concern with second causes. These atheists have listened

too closely to reason and passion, while Ignoring the third

member of the triumvirate: faith (here substituted for

Plato's "desire or appetite"). This triad must be kept in

proper order by a temperate assignment of each to its proper

realm. Such harmony is difficult in religion where there

are perplexing questions which can only be relieved upon

one's knees. In the 1642 edition Browne ended his thoughts

at this point, but in the authorized edition he doubled the

length of this section by relating his debates with the

devil. He admits that a perusal of the Archidoxes of

Paracelsus and a reading of "the secret Sympathies of things"

helps Satan to "disswade . . . belief" about such Biblical

incidents as the brazen serpent, the drenching of the altar

in 1 Kings xviii:38, the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah,
and the falling of manna in the desert. Browne notes that

of the last even Josephus tells of manna in his lifetime.
80

But Browne has also heard of contemporary reports which soil

the probability So Browne concludes that the

Loeb
80Jewish Antiquities, trans. H. St. J. Thackeray,

London, 1930), IV, 335



battle of wits between him and the devil is not unavailing,

for he thinks that his ’’honest endeavours” have not harmed

"the edifice of my reason” (p. 28). Browne's citation of

the Archldoxes and the doctrine of sympathies as rational

and natural explanations for the miraculous was hardly con¬

troversial, although Browne's acceptance of both is not to

his credit scientifically. Browne's compatibility with

Paracelsus is appropriate since the latter also emphasizes

a teleological explanation of nature. His purpose in the

Archldoxes is to reveal ”the treasure of the chief good,”

i.e., Eternal God as revealed in Nature, so that we may

understand it ”in a material way.” His main intention is

to teach the laws of medicine and he begins by reaffirming

the importance of the microcosm because in curing the cor¬

poreal body the physician allows the spiritual body ”to per

feet its actions therein, like civet in a pure and uncon¬

taminated casket. «31 The remainder of the work treats the

separ four elements and the nature the

tessence. Paracelsus writes that the extraction of the vir

tues of the quintessence will put in man's hands a power

which can only be hinted at, so we must never forget that

the "foundation” of this knowledge "brings with it a faith

fixed on the Creator, and a hope of His love towards us, as

of an excellent father for his children. «82

8 It.The Hermetic and Alchemical Writings,
• 5. 6Edward Waite, 2 vols.

ed. Arthur

82 Ibid., II, 36.
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(m) While Browne recognizes that atheists, those

who concentrate on second causes in nature, exist, he min¬

imizes the probability of their existence. In his own case

Satanic doubts harm for pan Browne's faith

in ultimate truth encompasses the teleology of Epicurus, the

blasphemy of the anonymous De Tribus storlbus, and the

Satanic "Rhetorlck" of Maehiavelli and Lucian, Browne

pous controversial companion when he endorses Epicuru

denial of providence as !,no Atheism, but a magnificent and

high-strained conceit of his Majesty" (p. 28), When Browne

expresses equal satisfaction with Epicurus's portrait of the

Gods (probably in the Epistle to Menoecus) and the Stoic doc¬

trine of "fatall necessitie," he might be recollecting the

counterarguments by Cicero against Epicurus, Cicero disap¬

proves of ourean that is blessed and

eternal can neither know trouble itself nor cause trouble

to another, and accordingly cannot feel either anger or

favour, since all things belong only to the weak,'"^3
Browne's championing of Epicurus comes at a time when the

latter was still generally in disrepute. C. T. Harrison

finds only two other English writers, Nicholas Hill and

Francis Bacon, Joining Browne in Epicurus's behalf in the

first half of the seventeenth century. Deeming Browne's

sympathies for Epicurus as being moral rather than scientific,

83pe Natura Deorum, Académica, tran
Loeb ed. P. *7.

H. Rackham,
9
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Harrison overlook remarks In the Reli

and calls Browne's lengthier discussion in the Vulgar Error

the pointed in English. 84 Some

easure of Browne's courage in urus's ennobling

of the distant gods may be ascertained by remembering the vile

associations such thinking had with the writings with Lucre¬

tius, whose materialism loomed dangerously in the eyes of

Browne's orthodox contemporaries. A recent commentator suc¬

cessfully describes Browne's appreciation of even the "most

tenuous insight into the nature of God" because "it was

spiritual obtuseness ... which disturbed" him. 85

(n) Browne admits that he has had doubts about the

Immortality of the soul and about lesser question Scrip¬

tural validity. He is not troubled; he is least skeptical

about such essential questions as the soul and is only

intrigued by harmless Biblical contradictions and ambiguities

Although he admits that there are fabulous tales in the Bible

and he himself "could show a catalogue of doubts" (p. 30) not

noticed by other men, Browne steadfastly upholds the sanctity

of Scripture in a typically witty manner by ratifying the

word of Saint Paul against that of sailors, or the Genesis

account against that of the atomists. Browne's flexible

34"£he Ancient Atomists and English Literature of the
Seventeenth Century," Harvard Studies in Classical
XLV (1934), 20, 12.

®^;iley, ojd. clt., p, 148.
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delegation of a "bundle of curiosities" to "Pantagruels'

library" epitomizes how calmly, yet facetiously, he discusses

literal interpretations of Scripture. Despite his question¬

ings Browne is certain that these "are no points of Faith,

and therefore may admit a free dispute." Even though he

has been involved in an actual dispute concerning Peter's

angel (Acts xil:ll-l6) with "a young Divine . the

Franciscan Opponent," Browne's final attitude is amused

speculation.

Browne's train of thought is drawn again and again

to the miraculous. While not doubting the miracles of the

Bible and the early church, Browne does not accept contem¬

porary instances, especially those reported by the Jesuits,

whose self-witness and endorsement of transubstantiation

are dubious to Browne. He adds in 1643 a short section

(pp. 38-39) in which he admits that the only antiquarian

authority he admires is "Eternity, and that is God himselfe."

The claims of temporal antiquity, whether it be of miracles

or of religious relics, do not promote Browne's devotion,

although he obviously loves investigating these claims.

VI

Since Browne's thinking in many corporeal and

aterial areas is teleological and Platonic, it is not sur¬

prising to find his ideas about man's soul and the world

of spiritual beings are even more metaphysical than the

previous views we have seen.



While the "verity" of Scriptural

history against that of chronicles not dismiss

oracular wisdom despite its Satanic origin for it serves

as evidence of the spiritual world. Browne's need for the

presence of spirits and witches arises from the principle

of plentitude—the full universe
86

Browne's belief in

witches has drawn perhaps more adverse commentary than any

other single statement in the Rellglo, or, for that matter,

in his entire writings. His unfortunate involvement in

1664 in the witch trial of Amy Duny and Rose Cullender

otivates this dismay. Nevertheless if the composition of

Browne's library indicates anything, the presence there of

only inconsequential books on witchcraft implies that he

"did not take his witchcraft very seriously. H 37 Boro thy

Tyler has absolved Browne of any responsible guilt in the

Duny-Cullender trial, 88 while recent critics compliment

Browne's "cautious credulity"^ and "coolheadedness"^0 when

compared with his contemporaries. Once again Browne's

temperateness saves him from extreme superstition. His

^Arthur
I960), p. 80.

Lovejoy, The Great Chain of (New York

^Malcolm Letts, "Sir Thomas Browne and His Books,"
N & 11th series, X (1914), 362.

88» a Review of the Interpretation of Sir Thomas Browne'
Part in a .itch Trial in 1664," Anglia, LIV (1930), 178-195

89i£ocher, ojc. cit., p. 134.

9°Dunn, op. olt.. pp. 32-33
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credulity is a weakness, but not a scar. Moreover devilish

possession does not easily win Browne*s acceptance. Never¬

theless he allows that ysteries ascribed to our owne

inventions have beene the courteous revelations of Spirits

(p. 42). Such a belief arises from a combination of the

traditional guardian angel, for example in Aquinas (Summa

■theologla, I, Q, 113)f and the traditional distinction between

white and black magic. Browne perceives a strain of science

originating in "traditionall Magicke . . . learned . . . sec¬

ond hand” from the Devil's "Schollars," which then become

empirical principles of science removed from Satanic stigmas.

In any event Browne contends that man should be thankful for

the knowledge inspired by good and bad angels, jihus Aquinas*

moral have transformed by Browne into learned

informants.

(b) Man's relationship to his guardian angel is merely

one stage in man's middle state between the worlds of matter

and spirit. Browne admits that the Biblical account of this

state contains "obscurity” (p. 46), but literallst difficul¬

ties may be avoided by an allegorical reading. Speculating

further about the habitation of angels, Browne hopes that he

does "not offend Divinity"; nevertheless he has been accused

of atheism^1 and a recent critic complains of his "specious

ethod of argument" and his unorthodox identification of

91v/ilkin, ag. clt., II, 375.
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angels with God's essence.92 Many readers might well dis¬

miss the section on the creation and nature of angels as

Coleridge did when he declared it "an excellent Burlesque

on some parts en, tho' I fear an unintentional

one. -93 Nevertheless Browne's witty meanderings have a

serious religious purpose. To describe God's creative

powers as "Omneity informed Nullity into an Essence" stands

well outside the conventional anthropomorphic descriptions

of the time, but it is even so an obtuse formula.

(c) Browne draws on Genesis, Plato, Aristotle,

Paracelsus, Saint Augustine, Galen, and contemporary thinkers

in relating a series of speculations about the creation of

an. Ignoring or subverting differences among his authori¬

ties, Browne centers his discussion of the "making of man
it

by God. The creation of the universe is ex nlhllo, but man

is a combination of materials infused by an immortal soul.

Thus Browne combines the Scriptural and scholastical attri¬

butes of God with the Platonic conception of the workman-God

who creates with artistic purpose out of available materials

(Tlmaeus, o8e-59e). Browne disagrees here with Saint Augus¬

tine who denies the artisan God (The City of God, xii, 23).

Browne also rejects Paracelsus's belief in the homunculus,

instead preferring to examine the two orthodox explanations

of the combined soul and body. Traduction, the majority

92ziegler, 22 • dt.» PP. 77-73.
93qp> clt., p. 442.
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view of the time, held that the soul was passed into the

body in the act of conception. Browne does not believe

that this explanation can be denied; yet he is bothered by

the doctrine of the transmission of the soul in coition. To

avoid this conclusion Browne seems to prefer the minority

opinion of the time, infusion, which held that God created

souls and then infused them into bodies at birth. The gen¬

eral theoretical questions raised by Browne were to extend

throughout the century Browne's sm the soul's

inorganic nature would still be debated in 1693 by Charles

Blount, so as Williamson says, "Browne was not then merely

the stylist."94 Despite his misgivings about the origin of

the soul Browne concludes that his study of anatomy has

taught him proper respect for divinity. He does not ignore

the Aristotelian emphasis on the rational soul's dependence

on the body, and Browne's own imagery of the seed incorpor¬

ates a partially material basis for the soul. Browne rests

his case on anatomical experiments, saying that the absence

of an "Organe or proper instrument" stands as "a sensible

and no inconsiderable argument of the inorganity of the

soul" (p. 49). Browne's thinking does not mesh into any

tangible expression; instead he commits himself to the

ystery that we are men, "and we know not how."

940p. cit., pp. 154-135. Blount's remarks occur in
The Oracles of Reason, p. 3.
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(a) The inorganic nature of the soul leads Browne

to meditate death. He contemplates the metaphor, "All

fleshe is grasse," without any of the morbidity of the

edieval moralist; instead he relishes the literal truth

that "we have devoured our selves, and yet doe live and

remayne our selves." Lesser raetamorpheses are unbelievable

because man’s soul is subject to "neither contrary nor cor¬

ruption." Browne is so certain of the purity of the soul

that in a reversal of his former heresy he declares that

the souls of the dead so surely this earth that

ghosts exist. In this Browne exceeds in two ways

the thinking of his time: first, the orthodox held that only

the souls of martyrs went immediately to heaven, lesser souls

waited until Judgment; second, the literal existence of

ghosts, not explicitly limited to devils, as Browne contends,

was still believed by many. Thus Browne steps outside

common spirit lore by declaring the existence of only evil

spirits, since in his exalted view human souls would not

linger in this world after death if the heavenly life

beckoned them. Such a metaphysical extension is a small

gain over the general superstitions of the time, but it was

enough to be controversial, for it was approved by the Dan¬

ish scholar, Olaus Borrichuis, although the editor of the

1715 edition of Borrichuis’s Dlssertatlones divorces the

Danish writer's way of life from that of the "irreligious

Religio Medici of Browne. «95

95sthel Seaton, Literary Relations of England and Scandi¬
navia in the Seventeenth
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(e) While Browne admits a normal fear of death, he

discovers that contemplating death does not "daunt the cour¬

age of a man, much lease a well resolved Chrl Browne* s

equanimity allows him to consider death only "to be a kinde of

nothing for a moment." Browne passes from such a dignified

vision of death to another of those trivial Scriptural ques¬

tions that fascinate him: the age of Adam at his creation.

But Browne recovers from that speculation and turns it into

a preface to an imaginative view of the birth of man out of

"the truest Microcosme, the wombe of our mother," Man exists

three the womb, this earth, and immortality. The

philosopher's stone has taught Browne "how that immortall

spirit and incorruptible substance of my soule may lye ob

scure sleepe a while within this house of flesh." The

presence of the soul within the body during its earthly exist¬

ence is to Browne very much like "those strange and mysticall

transmigrations that I have observed in Silkwormes." Although

a recent critic might dismiss the philosopher's stone passage

as "really theatrical in tone,"96 the orthodox superstition

of the stone closely parallel intended use of it,

even if he is speaking metaphorically. Evelyn Underhill

explains the traditional view in this way:

Upon the spiritual plane also they held that the
Divine Idea is always aiming at 'Spiritual Gold'—
divine humanity, the New Man, citizen of the
transcendental world—and 'natural man' as we

ordinarily know him is a lower metal, silver at

962iegler, op. cit., p. 63.
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best. He is a departure from the 'plan,' who
yet bears within himself, if we could find it,
the 'tincture' which makes gold. . . . This
'Incorruptible substance' is man's goldness,
his perfect principle: for 'the highest mineral
value resides in Man,' says Albertus Magnus, 'and
God may be found everywhere.' Hence the prose¬
cution of a spiritual chemistry is a proper part
of the true Hermetic science.97

Whatever antiquated sympathies Brown might have had for such

etaphors on the nature of man, he does not deserve the rebuff

of a recent critic who complains that Browne's "deliberate

and studied calling" of authority, "the gullibility of his

experimental approach, and indeed, his heavy verbosity, all

mark him as a thinker characteristic of his period, which

he lacked the Intellectual power to escape.
«98 Such a view

misses the beauty of Browne's language and ideas without

substantiating for the reader the Inherent superiority of

odern prose and empirical rationalism.

(f) Browne admits that rather than being afraid of

death, he is ashamed of it. He closes with an exquisite

piece of sardonic humor: "I might not call my selfe as

wholesome a morsell for the wormes as any" (p. 53). As for

the Immediate future Browne concludes that increased age

makes us worse not better, so there Is no need to seek old

. He does not desire a second earthly life or a new

beginning to this life because he feels that he would only

97underhlll, ojd. clt., pp. 142-145.
98jane M. Oppenheimer, "John Hunter, Sir Thomas Browne

and the Experimental Method," Bull. Hist. Jed., XXI (1947), 51
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do worse. He complains that a man becomes a child again in

old age; but more particularly child who repeats the sins

of his youth. Browne added in 1643 that the providence of

God is needed for a life of threescore In a fine image,

he declares "though the radicall humour containe in it

sufficient oyle for seventies, yet I perceive in some that

it gives no light past thirtie" (p. 56). Therefore we should

not complain of an early death, for we are in God's hand.

Thus Browne tempers the audacity of his earlier remarks

about death by reintroducing the omnipotent providence of God.

(g) Then Browne expatiates on some of the various

views held on death and suicide. Although he endures Lucian's

advice that the seeking of earthly bliss is vanity, he cannot

share the Stoical admiration for the happiness to be gained

from suicide. Rather than follow the example of heroic

suicide, Browne chooses the suffering acceptance of Job.

Acknowledging the nobility of Stoical truths even when mixed

in the pulpit with Christian dogma, Browne thus tempers his

total acceptance of such paganism. Subsequently Browne com¬

piles a catalogue of Renaissance complaints about the power

of death, although his tone is not as pessimistic as it might

be in the hands of a less paradoxical author. In either the

Stoical or the Christian sense Browne gains satisfaction fro:

the belief that death is an escape from the miseries of life

But at the same time the miseries of life seem less when

compared with imminent death.

(h) Thinking of man's death leads Browne to speculate

on the world's death. Browne endorses the Christian concept
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of the world's end, but he does not believe with some of hi

contemporaries that the world Is "neither old nor decayed"

(p. 59). End decay are not synonymous in Browne's mind

Both the creation and the annihilation of the world are works

"above nature." Only by the direct intervention of God will

the world be destroyed. Browne takes the orthodox99 position

that "to determine the day and the yeare of this inevitable

time, is not onely ... madnesse, but . . . impiety."

(i) In preparing for this Last Day Browne declares

that without the resurrection "all Religion is a Fallacy."

Such a stance enables Browne to declare Seneca's advice

(De Vita Beata, ix, 4) that "vertue is her owne reward, is

but a cold principle." Nevertheless Browne its that he

has practiced Seneca's "honest artifice" (Ad Lucilium Eplstulae

Morales, epistle xi, 6) to pretend when alone and tempted

that my "deare and worthiest friends" are with him. Such a

resolution, however, leads to only "morall honesty," and not

to virtue in remembrance of Him who "must reward us at the

last." Thus to Browne and the afterlife

are the ultimate goal and guide in morals.

(j) Browne's affirm the urrec is one

of the most famous portions of the Rell because he also

affirms palingenesis—the regeneration of the flame-consumed

plant. But first Browne declares that with regard to the

99c.A. Patrides, "Renaissance and Modern Thought on the
Last Things: A Study in Changing Concepts," The Harvard
Theological Review, LI (1958), 171.
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resurrection of the dead: "to beleeve onely possibilities,

is not faith, but meere Philosophy" (p, 62). Divinity is

beyond reason and sense, while such a mystery as magneticism

is verified by sense, not by reason, so reason cannot be the

essential guide even in matters of philosophy. Now that reason

has been relegated to the lowest level of evidence, Browne

turns to the matter of the immortality of the body as well

as the soul. Browne holds that at the creation the "voyce of

God" separated "that confused masse into Its species" so it

can again separate the species "into its distinct individuals"

on the "last day." Rather than be abstract Browne exemplifies

the reality of such a separation and re-unification in the

natural kingdom by discussing the regeneration of plants.

Similar experiments were reported in 1623 by William Drummond

in A Grove100 and Mrs. Bennett reports an experiment

by a Dr. Daniel Cox in 1674.
101 Browne's belief in the immor¬

tality of the form is based on the theory of the non-corporeal

form which combines with matter, but survives matter because
102

the form is of a higher nature close to the Ideal.

(k) Perhaps it is possible to dismiss Browne's scien¬

tific views on the ground, as one critic does, that they are

102v;alter Pagel, "Religious Motives in the Medical Biology
of the XVIIth Century," Bull. Instlt. Hist. Med., III (1935)»
127-128, and Merton, Science and Imagination, pp. 44-50, 57-
59, 68-70.
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further from modern science than the scientific thinking of

the Scholastics,10- but such blanket hardly do

justice to the influence Browne's speculations had on later

thinkers. An affirmation of Browne's thinking may be found

in Needham's contention that "first experiments in chemical

embryology were undertaken" in Browne's home in Norwich.

Bro wne examinations were "static" rather than

dynamic role is a measurable one.
104

At the heart of Browne's thinking is the mlcrocosmic

Idea or seed. He can speculate that the world cannot actually

be destroyed by fire, since fire is but one of the four elements;

perha Browne wonders, certain "Chymists" are correct in

holding that the fire will "chrystallize" Into glass. Browne

conjectures further that even if God does annihilate his crea¬

tion, He will not destroy the microcosm, a view consistent

with Browne's most serious thought. Browne returns to his

seed and Idea imagery to postulate that "in the seed of a

Plant to the eyes of God, and to the understanding of man,

there exists, though in an invisible way, the perfect leaves,

fruits and flowers thereof" (p. 66).

(1) Into the midst of this discussion of the regenerated

soul and plant Browne interjects a discussion of heaven and

103john K. Ryan, "The Reputation of St. Thomas Aquinas
Among English Protestant Thinkers of the Seventeenth Century,"

he New Scholasticism, XXII (1948), 139.

10^Historv of 133, 139.
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hell in which he raises thoroughly materialistic doubts

whether "fire is the essence of hell." How exactly "flame

. . . can either prey upon, or purifie the substance of a

soule" he does not know. Even if we were provided with

"bodies" susceptible to torture by fire, Browne is not cer¬

tain how the fire can endure without destroying the body.

As for hell itself Browne declares his lack of fear of either

hell or of a revengeful God. He separates himself from those

"slaves of the Almighty" who fear Him rather than serve Him,

and who do not perceive the mercy of His judgments, but only

see them as punishments. Characteristically Browne pursues

this train of thought to the paradox that "God is mercifull

unto all, because better to the worst, than the best deserve;

and to say he punisheth none in this world, though it be a

Paradox, is no absurdity" (p. 69). This ingenious view of

man’s relationship to God probably cushions the author against

absolutist outcries.

(ra) The ideal nature of the soul and the spirit and

mercy of God exist for Browne in harmonious order. Harmony

is beauty, especially beautiful music which reminds him of

the music of the spheres with all its religious and spiritual

associations. To be in harmony is to be in a state of good

health, so Browne disassociates himself from those physicians

who desire the spread of disharmony in order to create ill¬

ness (p. 92), a perceptive jibe at another pejorative medi¬

cal tradition of the day. Most of Browne's associations of

harmony with God and with the health of the soul and body are
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traditional. 105 The harmony of music is "a Hieroglyphicall

God.” Browne's worshipfulness allows him to hear devotional

music in "even that Vulgar and Taverne Muslcke,” a homely

admission attacked by critics like Stephen and More. The

latter speaks darkly of Browne's reputation depending more

than any author on "purple patches” such as these.
106 The

former is much more outspoken; while granting Browne the

liberty to indulge humourous” nature, Stephen must con¬

fess that "the severity of our modern taste is shocked by an

intermixture which seemed natural enough to his contemporaries.”

Stephen professes that today "few people find their religious

emo 11on O * tlmulated by the performance of a nigger melody.”

In other words few moderns can comprehend the sacred in the

secular, a comprehension which Stephen believes the "great

secret of Browne's eloquence. «107 From the medicinal proper¬

ties of harmony, Browne can with some coherence speak of the

105f.M. Cornford, The Unwritten Philosophy and Other
Essays, ed. W.K.C. Guthrie (Cambridge, Eng., 1950), pp. 18-23,
discusses the Pythagorean tradition of the harmony of the
spheres. The soul itself was a harmonía and the health of
the body and the virtue of the soul depend on the harmonía
being in order. Cosmic harmony and number reflect the divine
order of the world. Gretchen L. Finney, "Music: A Booke of
Knowledge in Renaissance England,” Studies in Renaissance,
VI (1959)» 36-63, discusses the Renaissance interpretations
of musical harmony as emblematical, indicative of the recon¬
ciliation of opposites, the mystery of numbers, and the
representation of "human frailty and mutability.”

lo6Ojo. olt.. p. 177.

107pp. clt., I, 268.
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curative powers of the three professions. Medicine stands

first since law is infallible, while there are ills that

divinity cannot cure.

Continuing the theme of harmony Browne concludes

that man's nature is such a mixture of good and evil that

each man carries within himself the cure for his every dis-

. But this therapy does not affect the moral nature

of man for a moral infection reaching back to the "man without

a Navel'1 persists. Browne prays: "Lord deliver me from my

selfe." Man in his corruption may seek solitude but he will

never achieve it, for our loneliness is filled with the world,

the mind, the devil and the divine, the last drawing this

disunity into a transcendent unity (pp. 94-95).

(n) Despite Browne's view of man's God-centered ex¬

istence, he does examine man's relationship to society. In

one of the most tortured sentences In the R (P. 99),

he declares:

The method I should use in distributive justice, I
often observe in commutative, and keepe a Geometri-
call proportion in both, vrtiereby becomming equable
to others, I become unjust to my selfe, and super-
erogate in that common principle, Doe unto others
as thou wouldst be done unto thy selfe.

Browne detects that he may be judged an atheist by the world

because he does not "honour that which the world adores."

But he contends that his charity the "Epitome":

"He that giveth to the poore lendeth to the Lord." His

final verdict that the disappearance of poverty would "take
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away the object of charity draws an "o for shame! for

shame!'1 from the idealistic Coleridge.10®
(o) The next-to-last section of the Religio opens

with this proposition: the "Basi

'‘is the love of God, for who

Pillar" of charity

our

There is nothing unusual in our loving the invisible for

"all that wee truely love is thus." Virtue is the greater

because it is insensible. The visible progression of love

to our parents, then to our later to our children is

but a "dumbe showe." V»rhen our children mature they begin

a repetition of this ritual, so Browne perceives "a man may

bee buried alive, and beholds his grave in his owne issue."

Ziegler contends that when Browne pushes his paradox to a

"final hyperbole," he assumes a "selfish standard of virtue.

Surely Browne would have justly claimed that his vision is

empirically grounded on the real order of things. Men do

indeed temper or revert early ties as later loyalties arise;

3rowne only describes the commonest example of this fact.

Characteristically he extends his vision to a paradox which

lends originality to all that has substantiated, it.

centers on a

I

(p) The final section of the Rell

prayer, but much of the controversy £ ing the section

ignores the prayer and focuses on a passing, but disparaging

allusion to Copernicus. Coleridge complains that Browne is

10®Qp. clt., p. 446.

1Q9qp. clt., p. 80.

109
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an example of the thinker who is guilty of the "second evil

in philosophizing . . . that of mistaking for such facts mere

general prejudices, and those opinions that, having been

habitually taken for granted, are dignified with the name of

C0J4M0N Coleridge's disappointment may have been

answered in part by the conclusions of such critics as Chalmers

and Almonte C. Howell who have studied Browne's scientific

views, especially in the Errors, Browne's next work

after the Rellglo. Browne's inconclusiveness there about

Copernicanism may be explained possibly by his usual unwill

ingness to become entangled in the religious disputes sur¬

rounding Copernicus's ideas. Ill Perhaps the Copernious ref¬

erence in the Reli is just a bit of humor. Browne'

ultimate purpose concern is that earthly happiness is an

"apparition, or neat delusion." Since only God and the

angels are happy, Browne prays for "the peace of my con¬

science, command of ray affections, the thy selfe

and my dearest friends, and I shall be happy enough to pity

Caesar." Browne deems these requests to be "the humble

desires of my most reasonable ambition, and all I dare call

happiness on earth." He reiterates that since he does not

limit the providence of God he commits himself to "the wis-

dome of thy pleasure. Thy though in my owne

ll00p. cit., pp. 394-395.

^Chalmers, ojd. cit., Osiris, II, 60-63, and Howell,
"Sir Thomas Browne ’and Seventeenth-Century Scientific
Thought," SP, XXII (1925), 72-80.
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undoing." The last word has been toned down fro "damnation"

in the 1642 version.

VII

Reactions to the Religio were quick and emphatic,

such as that of John Aubrey who was prompted to record:

"1642, Religio Medici printed, which first opened my under¬

standing."112 Browne's friend, John Merryweather, wrote

Browne on October 1, 1649 that the Reli

found some demurre in the first impression at
Leysden; and upon this occasion: One Hayl, a
book merchant there, to whome I first offered
it, carryed it to Salmasius for his approbation,
who being in state, first layed it by for very
high a quarter of a yeare and then at last told
him that there were indeed many things well i
but that it contained also many exorbitant concep¬
tions in Religion, and would probably finde but
frowning entertainment, especially among the minis¬
ters: Which deterred him from undertaking the
printing.!Í3

aid,

From the mid-164o's until the end of the tury

work was translated into Latin, French, and Dutch. It was

bandied about in the Dutch version of the todern

controversy on the side of the moderns.11^ A physician-poet,

John Collop, published high praise of Browne in his Poesis

Rediviva (1656):

112Aubrey's Brief Lives, ed.
(London, 1950), p. xxxli.

11^Quoted in Celie, 0£. clt.,

Oliver Lawson Dick

p. 163,

n^Ibid., p. 171.
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Religio Medici though th' world Atheism calls,
The world shows none, and the Fhysitian all.
More zeal and charity Brown in twelve sheets shows,
Then twelve past ages writ, or th' present knows;
What Paracelsus brag'd of doth disclose,
He 'twixt the Pope and Luther might compose,
Though gut-inspired zelots bark at him,
He hath more knowledge than their Sandedrim.
Or the Scotch pedant a worm in every book,
To maim the words and make the sence mistook.
Dul lumps of earth not yet concocted mud,
In natures count scarce Cyphers understood.
Let these lick up the indigested phlegm
Which Cruder stomach'd Sciolists belch'd 'fore them:
Dog-like to vomits run and lick each sore,
Think learning to repeat what's said before,
While these can prize truths weapons by the rust,
Crawl with the aged serpent in the dust.
Shine out dispelling th' ages darker night.
Knowledge makes only Children of the light.
Folli's unmask'd, and errors bald pate shown.
Brown others errors, others write their own.H5

According to John Collop the world declared Sir Thomas Browne

an atheist, but Collop recognized Browne as a modern pro¬

gressive who mediates between the extremes of the Pope and

Luther against the outcries of the zealots. Collop respected

Browne as a man of knowledge who reveals the errors of the

ignorant. Pedants like Alexander Ross are dismissed with

bestial imagery.

John Evelyn's famous description of Browne in 1671

as an indefatigable collector of curiosities 116 has conditioned

H5Conrad Hilberry, "Medical Poems from John Collop'
Poesis Rediviva (1656)," Journ. of the Hist, of Med. and
Allied Sciences, XI

ed. WillianH^Diarv and Correspondence of John
Bray (London, n.dTTT
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readers of subsequent ages to picture and harm¬

less gentleman, but the admirations of Aubrey and Collop and

the attacks of Digby and Ross must not be Ignored. The con¬

troversial Dr. Browne will not dissolve away in the pleasan¬

tries of the quaint Sir Thomas, although the latter dominates

all the writings after the first two books. It was Reli

Medici that marked Browne for good or ill. Derhaps the taint

of religious unorthodoxies in the work kept Browne out of the

Royal Society11^ or perhaps it was the excesses of Browne's

tyle.
118

Be that as it may, the controversies aroused were real

and detectable. Even in so combustible a time as the 1630's

and 1640's in England, üie significant meanderings of Browne's

religious and scientific mind were not unnoticed and were not

dismissed as trivial or superficial. Charles Raven has com¬

mented that "the denunciations called out by so conciliatory

and orthodox a treatise . . . show how inveterately hostile

were the Churches of Western Europe to any attempt to formu¬

late 'a religion for the scientist.'"-5-19

117Chalniers, oj3. clt., Os iris, II, 31n.
•^^Richard Foster Jones, "Science and English Prose

Style in the Third Quarter of the Seventeenth Century,"
The Seventeenth Century: Studies in the History of English
Thought and Literature from Bacon to Pope (Stanford, Ca
1951), P. 90n.

lacharles Raven, Natural Religion and Christian
(Cambridge, Eng., 1953), p. 1. Raven believes that Browne
was "in broad agreement with the outstanding scientists and
theologians of his day."
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Browne may be seen in the Rellplo as a synthesizer

who, as S. L. Bethell points out, pushes the analogical method

to great lengths because he "is aware of a wider range of

possible modes of knowledge than the previous generations,"

Scholastic principles are extended through Browne's imagina¬

tion and insight "to accommodate new knowledge and new uncer¬

tainties."^® ¿he final product of the synthesis was only

partially completed later by the combined efforts of men such

as the founders of the Royal Society and the Cambridge Fla-

tonists, but they "created between them a Rellglo Medici

greater and more coherent than that of . , . Browne.”121
Nineteenth century critics firmly established the

view that Browne idealizes himself in the Reli Coleridge

defines this position best:

The Relipio Medici • • 0 is fine Portrait of a

handsome man in his best clothes—it is much of
what he was at all times, a good deal [of what]
he was only in his best moments. I have never
read a book, in which I felt greater similarity
to my own make of mind—active in enquiry, & ye t
with an appetite to believe, — in short, an affec¬
tionate & elevated Visionary! But then I would
tell a different Tale of my own heart; for I would
not only endeavor to tell the Truth, (which I doubt
not, Sir T. B. has done) but likewise to tell the
whole Truth, which most assuredly he has not done.
However, it is a most delicious Book.

Hi3 own character was a fine mixture of humour¬
ist, genius, and pedant. A library was a living

120Bethell, oj), clt., pp. 96, 99.
121Charles E. Raven, Synthetic Philosophy in the

Seventeenth Century (Oxford, 1945), P. 5.
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world to him, and every book a man, absolute
flesh and blood I and the gravity with which he
records contradictory opinions is exquisite.122

But that this mixture of literal and ideal is difficult to

sustain may be seen in Dowden's conception of the Rell

a
H

a philosophic poe not to be read literally. Browne

himself recognized the dangers of too literal a reading, per¬

haps because he intended his work to describe the idealistic

and symbolic mind at thought.

The imaginative quality of Browne's thought has been

pra i s ed 124 and deprecated. While Dowden's verdict is close

to correct: "It cannot be said that Browne contributed any

idea of capital importance to century thought

he ascertained no new truth; he confirmed no old truth by an

original dialectic"; ~ such a verdict misses the true flavor

of the Reli Its attractiveness is captured in this anec¬

dote: Evert Duyckinck, the publisher, wrote his brother

George in 1848 that Herman Melville who had borrowed and read

his copy of the Rell called 3rowne "a kind of 'crack'd

Archangel.' Was ever anything of this sort said before a

lg20p. clt., p. 433.

12^puritan and Anglican (London, 1901), p. 43.

-*-2^3ottrail, £]D. clt., pp. 28, 55» and Lytton Strachey,
Books and Characters (iiew York, 1922), p. 44.

^25willlam Hazlitt, Lectures on the Literature of the
of Shakespear's PlaysAge of Elizabeth, and Characters

(London7 l88o), pp. 223, 224, 225; and Gosse, og
p. 46.

126Op. clt., p. 68.
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sailor? M127 Evert asked. We might has any such statement

ever again been made about a physician? From the creation of

a cracked archangel in 1848 we see that over a century later

the Rellglo has been judged as "at least in part, a psychologi¬

cal work in em sense.
w 128 These pole cracked

archangel and the psychologist, mark the possible extremes in

evaluation Browne book. While these opinions are

by no means the furthest about Browne reflect to a

great degree the breadth of Browne’s attraction. But we must

Identify not the fringes of value in Browne's work, but the

broad middle way of its excellence. In another context

R. P. Blackmur has described the kind of intellectual viewpoint

and excitement we find in the Relíelo:

inds
Fortunately, there exist archetypes of unin¬

doctrinated thinking. Let us incline our
like reflectors to catch the light of the early
Plato and the whole Montaigne. Is not the inex¬
haustible stimulus and fertility of the Dialogues
and the Essays due as much as anything to the
absence of positive doctrine? Is it not that the
early Plato always holds conflicting ideas in
shifting balance, presenting them in contest and
evolution, with victory only the last shift? Is
it not that Montaigne is always making rooms for
another idea, and implying always a third for
provisional, adjudicating irony? Are not the
forms of men themselves ironic, betraying in its
most intimate recesses the duplicity of every
thought, pointing it out, so to speak, in the act
of self-incrimination, and showing it not paled
on a pin but in the buff life? . . . Such an
approach, such an attempt at vivid questing,

127F.0. Matthiessen, American Renaissance (London,
1941), p. 122.

128
iJerome M. Schneck, "Sir

and the History of Psychiatry," The
, CXIV (1958), 659.chiatr

homas Browne, Rellglo Medici.
American Journal of
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borrowed and no doubt adulterated by our own needs,
is the only rational approach to the multiplication
of body of critical thinking. Anything else Is suc¬
cumbing, not an approach; and It Is surely the com¬
monest of ironies to observe a man altogether out of
his depth do his cause fatal harm merely because,
having once succumbed to an Idea, he thinks It neces¬
sary to stick to It, Thought is a beacon, not a
life-raft, and to confuse the functions is tragic.
The tragic character of thought—as any perspective
will show—is that it takes a rigid mould too soon;
chooses destiny like a Calvinist, in infancy, instead
of waiting slowly for old age, and hence for the most
part works against the world, good sense, and its own
objects; as anyone may see by taking a perspective of
any given idea of democracy, of justice, or the nature
of the creative strength.1^9

While the specific context of Blackmur's remarks relates to

the writing of original literary criticism, may we not detect

a description of the meditative wanderings of Sir Thomas

Browne in what Blackraur praises?

Brown was not unindoctrinated but his mind and per¬

sonality were influenced both consciously and unconsciously

by so many doctrines—old and new—that an intellectual blend¬

ing process took place. We see Browne in the Rell listen¬

ing to the reflections of his own mind, ¿he self-centered-

ness of the work cannot be ignored—from such self-concern

the beginnings of controversy come. Browne considers himself

to be a person worth knowing; even his apologetic preface

intrigues the reader to pursue onward. Browne's profession

is openly controversial, his scientific education and educa¬

tion set him apart from other men, while his speculations

129The Double Agent (New York, 1935)» pp. 273-274.
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about religion and Scripture mark him as a skeptic or worse.

Brown© is unadmittedly proud of his character. While he is

not as radically dissimilar from most men as he might think,

this does not lessen the vigor of his work. Browne*s failure

to systematize his contradictions, and inconsistencies may

be held against him, but his critics such as Sir Kenelra Digby

and Alexander Ross, as we shall see, pay the cost of their

attempted consistency by writing tedious, unimaginative

critiques which misrepresent Browne and do their authors lit¬

tle credit.

But to be fair we must not hold Browne*s theocentricity

against him, for it is the sincere product of his mind and his

age His continual devotion to faith and charity is not it¬

self controversial; but his attempts to develop both faith and

charity in the light of his intellectual experiences, both

empirical and mystical, lead him into difficulties. Sir

ihomas claims to be serene and Indifferent to controversy

even in the midst of civil upheaval; indeed the quietness of

his later life in East Anglia seems to bear out his ability

to remain calm and detached both religiously and politically.

But the Hell perpetrated ripples of reaction and outcry

that stand out significantly even in this age of intellectual

counterattack. The irony is that Browne himself was not

primarily an attacker or even an Initiator. Nevertheless

when he undertook this compendium of meditations about what

he believed at age thirty, he created a catalogue of insights
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tnd perspective! many the debated ideas of

his century. Even if the Relipio is Just a primer in

controversy when compared with those battles of Hobbe

and Milton, it nevertheless left its mark.



CHAPTER III

Sir Kenelm Digby was spending Christmas 1642

imprisoned in Winchester House in Southwark when his

friend, Edward Sackville, the fourth Earl of Dorset, fro

the battle preparations at Oxford invited Digby to criti¬

cize "this favourite of yours, Rellglo Medici," The year

preceding Digby's confinement had been tempestuous both

for him and for England. Digby and other Royalists had

been called before the Long Parliament in January 1641 to

be examined about their alleged dealings for King Charles,

As the pressures portending civil war increased, Digby volun¬

tarily left for France June However, Digby killed a

French lord, Mont le Ros, in a duel over the latter's deroga¬

tory dinner toast to the cowardice of the English king and

had to return to England in November 1641. Continuing to

work in Royalist and Catholic causes, Digby was spied upon

and finally arrested in August 1642, but released without

formal charge. As anti-Catholic and anti-Royalist forces

continued to oppositi to enthusiasts like Digby

grew The civil war was but three months old, when Digby

was confined in early November.
1

1R.T. Petersson, Sir Kenelm Digby (London, 1956),
pp. 154-164.

84
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Imprisonment did not stifle Digby's famed energie

In the limes of Confusion, the Bishop of Winchester's
Lodging in Southwerk, being a large Pile of Building,
was made a Prison for the Royalists; and here Sir
Kenelm Digby wrote his book Of 3odies, and diverted
himself in Chyraistry, and used to make artificial
precious Stones, as Rubies, Emeralds, d-c. out of
Flint, as Sir Frances Dodington, Prisoner with him
at the same time, told me.2

Contemporary and later opinion varied about the

veracity and the value of Digby's thought and work. To Henry

Peacham, Digby suited perfectly his heroic figure: "that

noble and absolutely compleat Gentleman Sir Kenelme Digby

Knight. «3 But John Evelyn s an "arrant mounte¬

bank" and "a teller of strange things." Furthermore in

describing Digby's library to Samuel Pepys in 1689, Evelyn

judged it "of more pomp than intrinsic value."
4

lioxvever, an

acquaintance of Digby's, John Finch, could hold Digby's cura¬

tive powers in higher regard than those of Van Kelmont, but

this may be excusable credulity, as Nicolson has suggested. 5

That variety of endeavor described and lauded by

has e Digby's "doom. t.6 John

represents a typical nineteenth century viewpoint when he

2Aubrey, op. cit., p. 98.
3 Peacham Compleat Cxentleraan, Tudor and Stuart Library

Op. cit., pp. 185, 311, 684.

^Conway Letters, ed. Marjorie Hope Nicolson (New Haven,
1930), pp. 85, 312-313.

6Ibid., p. 11.
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regards Digby as "a notorious pervert” In religion and as

"a man distinguished more by a certain restless liveliness

of nature than by any higher attributes of head or heart.”

Nevertheless even Tulloch upon delving into Digby's writings

qualifies his verdict:

We do not profess to have studied Sir K. Digby's
treatises, but we have looked into them. Ihey are
not very readable; yet they show more solid labour,
and even subtlety of disquisition, than we could
have supposed permissible from the versatile and
restless character attributed to him.7

James Russell Lowell in a famous essay, "New "Engl Two Cen¬

turies Ago,” pronounced Digby a political turncoat about who

no good could be said. 8 A recent commentator is kinder recog¬

nizing Digby as an early example of the ”'Man of quality I H

who became interested in science when it was ”a new thing”

which only later was to "become fashionable” and "highly

approved,”9 Perhaps we may juxtapose Douglas Bush's descrip¬

tion of Digby as "the Ralegh of light opera
„10 against the

epitaph written by Richard Ferrar in 1665 as the possible

extensions of Digby's reputation:

Christian Philo
London,

in England
I, 107-168

^Literary Essays, 4 vols. (Boston, 1890), II, 57.

^Robert K. Kerton, "Scienoe, Technology and Society in
Seventeenth Century England,” Osiris, IV, Part 2 (1938),
pp. 365-386,

10English Literature in the Earlier Seventeenth Century,
1600-lü6o, '2nd ed., Oxford History of English Literature,
Vo1. V (Oxford, 1962), p. 31.
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Under this Tomb the Matchless Dlgby lies;
Digby the Great, the Valiant, and the Wise:
This Ages Wonder for His Noble Parts;
Skilled in Six Tongues, and Learn’d in All the Arts,
Born on the Day He Dy’d, the 'Eleventh of June,
And that Day Bravely Fought at Scanderoun,
'lis Rare, that one and the same Day should be
His Day of Birth, of Death, and Victory.il

I

That this extravagant person should have been stimu¬

lated by such a work as Rellglo Medici which discussed two

of the subjects—religion and science—which were uppermost

in Digby's mind at all times, is not surprising. Out of this

stimulation came the rapidly composed work known as Observa¬

tions Upon Religio Medici (STC 1441). Although Browne's sum¬

ary of his book's unauthorized publication contains no direct

allusion to Digby's rebuttal, Browne's knowledge of it may

have prompted his decision to acknowledge the pirated work as

his own and revise it for formal publication. Browne and

Digby had exchanged letters in March 1643 on the matter of

authorized publication. Browne explains politely the private

nature of the Reli in language not unlike that he uses in

his added "Preface to the Reader.'1 He requests that Digby

withhold circulation of his animadversions until the latter

has read "the true and Intended original (whereof in the mean

time your worthy self may command a view)."12 Browne promises

that his revised edition will show "how far the text hath been

mistaken" and that "exercitations thereon, will in a great

HQuoted in Huntley, ojd. clt., p. 146
12'Wiikin, ojd. cit., II, xxviii.
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part impugn the transcriber, rather than the

author,"

Digby’s mocking reply professes his inability to

comply with Browne's request, his unawareness that his

Observations was being prepared for print. Any efforts to

contact the printer into whose hands, Andrew Crook (who would

publish both the pirated and the authorized editions of the

had delivered "something under my name" had failed.

He then lists excuses about the unworthiness of his "slender

notions" against "so smart a piece as yours." Despite his

renown Digby indulges in extravagantly false modesty.^ He

practically disowns his work as he concludes his letter with

mock reticence: "My superficial besprinkling will serve only

for a private letter, or a familiar discourse with lady-

auditors. Digby also describes the speed with which he

wrote his commentary, the busy twenty-four hours that Dr.

Johnson was the work's main distinction and

Digby*s chief fame.1^

^Jeremiah Finch, Sir lhomas Browne (New York, 1961),
p. 93» comments that Digby must disown publication of the
Observations because his social station and intellectual
reputation required that he not immediately acknowledge
that he has written a criticism of an anonymous book.

^Wilkin, ojg. clt.. II, xxix.

T-5ibid., I, xxii. Petersson, op.
believes that Digby misrepresents the
composition of his book in order to make it appear to be
an unimportant endeavor.

clt., pp. 168-169,
time devoted to the
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Although Digby's fuller Observations contains rela¬

tively little comment on Browne's style, Dlgby' letter

includes a judgment that the Hell is ''so strongly penned,

as requireth much time, and sharp attention, but to comprehend

it." F. P. Wilson regards this statement as a perceptive

opinion on Browne's demands.1^
The excesses in language in both letters emphasize

the strained mixture of courtesy, modesty, bravado, and anger

which seeks expression. Er. Johnson comments on these letters

«II-Ihe reciprocal civility of authors is one of the most risible

scenes in the farce of life. «17 An anonymous note signed

A. 3. appeared when the letters were published. This notice

is the earliest retort to Digby for its author acknowledges

without Browne's approval that readers of both the Hell

and the Observations will perceive the "hasty birth" of the

latter which contains to a great extent Digby's "prepared

conceptions" and "digressions . . . not at all emergent fro

this discourse. «18 This note is the first of many rebuttals

charging that Digby misunderstood and misrepresented the

meaning of the Hell

A correspondent of Browne's, Henry Bates, v?rote on

August 28, 1647:

•^Op. clt., p. 69.

^Wilkin, oj>. clt., I, xxii.

1-Ibld., II, xxx. Huntley, ojd. cit., pp. 143-144, specu¬
lates that A. B. was Andrew Crook and that the elusive
printer sought by Digby was Daniel Frere.
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But it troubles mee like the fall of Phaeton, that
Monsieur le Chevalier, who passes both for a wit
and a Judgement, should attempt to reyne the horses
of the sunne, and Schioppir on Religio Medici; I wish
hee had thought on the motto of that noble family
[the Earl of Dorset's], whence hee took that employ¬
ment, aut numquam tentes aut perfice, or that hee
had animadverted better, or had been aliud agendo,
then soe nihil agendo on that piece, sure then he
would have crost himselfe, blest him to have sitt up
soe late to soe little purpose, and lose his sleepe,
unless hee intended to make an opiate for his readers. 19

Such disparagement is justified since much of Digby's criti¬

cism of Browne is either facetious unfair. Coleridge's

evaluation of Digby's inability to recognize the true nature

of the Reli is still very much to the point:

Sir K. Digby's observations are those of a pedant
in his own system & opinion. He ought to have
considered the Rellglo Med1ci in a dramatic & not
in a metaphysical view—as a sweet Exhibition of
character & passion, & not as an Expression or
Investigation of positive Truth.20

Digby shows little sympathy with Browne's message of

his style and most of his favorable comment does not ring

true; it sounds snide or reveals a superior attitude which

is not taken kindly or generously by most readers, especially

after the self-effacement of Browne. Many of Digby's most

telling points are truncated, leading not to evidence or

conclusions, but to advertisements for his coming attraction,

the 'iwo Treatises. In fact, the Observations can only be

read as a series of incomplete and unformed Jottings, pivoting

19ibid., I, 353, quoted in Huntley, og. clt., p. 145.
200p. clt.. p. 438.
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around a few related points—immortality and resurrection,

the nature of virtue and grace—which seemed of first

importance to Digby at the time. His thinking on even

these points is sometimes belligerent, as befits a man

imprisoned and angered, and incoherent, as characteristic

of a man rushed and impassioned.

Ihe Qbservatlons reach no conclusion because they

cannot. Digby makes no effort to present a cogent summation

but then perhaps his thoughts were in too much flux to do so

Vie are left v<ith the vision of an all-powerful God who is

tied urely to every individual soul by a chain

which is visible to the Insight of the rational man. But

only by the path of "right reason" can men grasp the signifi¬

cance of the i--elationship. Even in ills most exalted pas¬

sages, Digby never loses that emphasis on judicious reason.

Kor does he forget the mechanical progression of causal rela¬

tions that he conceives to be the nature of man’s existence.

Nor does he in these contemplations of higher natures such

as the immortal soul forego his moral emphasis on the inferi¬

ority of the body and of earthly desires.

It is a curious paradox that Browne's mystical and

Platonic insights—those moments when he feels that he trans¬

cends inferior reality and perceives true reality—and Browne's

social and personal insights—those moments when he explains

the charities and virtues that can be expressed between men—

disturb Digby the most. In Browne's moments of transcendental

insight Digby complains of "aeryness." In Browne's moments
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of worldly advice Digby complains of "vulgar motions."

Digby is a man temperamentally not to be satisfied. xO him

Browne's metaphysical speculations are either too ephemeral

or too earth-laden; his early insights are too unaspiring.

So Sir Kenelm Digby is largel

dismiss his Observations even

unimpressed. Yet we cannot

have judged

by Digby's most thorough critic, R. T. Fetersson, "trifles

not worthy of serious attention,"2^ because they also show

the crosscurrents of two active and investigating minds.

II

Digby opens his Observations with pleasant commenda¬

tions both to his prompter, the Earl of Dorset, "the little

needle of my soul is thoroughly touched at the great load¬

stone of yours," and to the Religlo, "Ihis good natured

creature I could easily persuade to be my Bedfellow, and to

wake with mee, as long as I had any edge to entertains myselfe

with the delights I sucked from so noble a conversation."

However, such "perfunctory" responses are trivial, Digby

decides, so he promises "to blot a sheete or two . . . with

y reflections upon sundry passages through the whole context

of it" (pp. 1-2).22

21

22

Ojd. clt., p. 316.

[Sir ihomas Browne and Sir Kenelm Digby], Browne* s
Reliólo Medici and by * s Observations, Tudor and Stuart
Library (London, 1919). All references to the Observations
are to this facsimile edition.
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what Browne

"hath sprinkled (most wittily)" about the immortality of the

soul. Bacon's dislike for those unable to think

of metaphysical planes, but who endlessly attempt it, Dlgby

allows that Browne's "sharpe wit" might have served well in

such studies, but he believes that own "little philosophy"

serves him better to understand such subjects. However, Digby

professes that a lack of space will not permit him to "make

good this assertion" except for this note:

that I take the immortality of the Soule ... to bee
of this nature, that to them onely that are not versed
in the wayes of proving it by reason, it is an article
of faith; to others, it is an evident conclusion of
demonstrative Science.(p. 5)

Thus Digby opposes Browne's "Arabian" speculation that the

soul is mortal. For Digby both faith and demonstration

affirm the soul's immortality. That Digby returns repeatedly

to the subject of the soul is not surprising when all allusion

at this point to the composing of "near hundred sheets of

paper" on the "whole Science of Bodyes" shows that he is work¬

ing on his Two Treatises concerning the Body and Soul of Man

to be published in 1644.

Digby's superficial and perhaps facetious complaint

that Browne as a physician is mentally inadequate for the

handling of metaphysical questions contained an allusion to

Roger Bacon. Perhaps this reference stems from Digby's

Opus A somewhat parallel passage

23ms Digby 235 in the Bodleian. Wilkin, ojd. cl t., II,
121, edits the passage from Bacon as a direct quotation, but
the facsimile edition of the Observations does not.
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be found in part one of Bacon’s viork in which while dealing

with the causes of error, he writes that one safeguard against

the conceit of wishing to appear wise (the fourth "obstacle

in grasping truth") is the recognition that "universal causes

should be considered first,"

For in spiritual disease the process is the same as
bodily disease; physicians learn the special and
particular causes of a disease through symptoms;
but the latter as well the former a knowledge of
universal causes precedes, which the physician has
to acquire from the processes of nature; ....

For if we are ignorant of the universáis we are Ignorant
of what follows the unlversals.24

Such a plea for a remembrance of the general concepts behind

all knowledge is implied in Digby's words that the physician's

"fancy is always fraught with the material drugs," and his

hands and eyes with the "cutting up, & . . . inspection of

anatomised bodies," so that he is least able to "flye his

thoughts at so towering a Game, as a pure intellect, a Sep¬

arated and unbodyed Soule," Digby is not championing the

superiority of deduction, but he is recommending that instead

of a concentration on particular details, an understanding of

"first principles" must be uppermost in any metaphysical ques

tion. Unfortunately Digby does not explain specifically what

he means by first principles of the soul when he says that a

knowledge of them by Browne would have prevented his first

2^Roger Bacon, Ihe Opus Maius of Roger Bacon,
Robert belle Burke, 2 vo 1 b, (PhilaiJelph

trans.
I, 20-21.*
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heresy, that of believing the soul dead until resurrected

with the body.

(b) Later traduction (i.e.,

the soul transmitted by generation to the offspring) in

section 36 prompts Dlgby to Judge the problem "too tedious

and too knotty a peece for a Letter." He summarily declares

that the soul "is not Ex Traduce, and yet hath a strange kind

of neere dependence of the body; which is, as it were, Gods

instrument to create it by." Merritt Y. Hughes has shown

that orthodoxy emphasized the Immortality of the soul as a

signal of the miraculous nature of the soul,2^ but it also

fell back on what Browne calls "the flat affirmative of Plato."

Digby also re-enforces the Immortality of the soul and its

transcendence of the body, but he opposes the traditional

Platonic conception when he writes in Of Bodies:
• lb

the Platonic Philosophers (who are persuaded that a
humane Soul doth not profit in this life, nor acquire
any knowledge here, as being of herself compleatly
perfect; and that all our discoursings are but her
remembrings of what she had forgotten) find themselves
ill bestead, to render a Philosophical and sufficient
cause of her being locked into a Body. For, to put
forgetfulness in a pure Spirit (so manifest an effect
of corporeality,—so great a corruption, in respect
of a creature whose nature it is to know it self) is
an unsufferable error.26

25«fphe Themes of Pre-existence and Infancy in 'The Re-
treate,'" Renaissance Studies in Honor of Hardin Craig, eds.
Baldwin Maxwell, W.D. Briggs, Francis R. Johnson, and E.N.5.
Thompson (Stanford, Calif., 1941), pp. 296-300.

26jxwo Treatises: in the one of which, The Mature of
Bodies; in the other, The Nature of Mans Soul, Is Looked Into
In Way of Discover
"(London, Í

of the Immortality of Reasonable Soules
102, quoted in ibid., pp. 299-300.
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Although Digby reaffirms the spirituality of the soul he is

concerned with the ’’strange . . . dependance" it had upon the

body, concerned enough in fact to investigate in his later

writings the Cartesian-Hobbesian explanations that mechanical

responses of the nervous system lay at the base of all mental

processes. 27

An important aspect of Digby's knowledge of Descartes

is its early occurrence. A letter from Digby to Thomas Hobbes

is the earliest known reference to the shipment of Descartes'

Dlscours de la Methode to England:

October A, 1637
Sir:

I come now with this to make good what I promised
you in my last: which is to putt Monsieur des Cartes
(whom Mydorge so much admireth) his book into your
hands. I doubt not but you will say this a produc¬
tion of a most vigorous and strong braine; and that
if he were as accurate in his metaphysical part as
he is in his experience, he had carryed the palme from
all men living: which nevertheless he peradventure
hath done. I shall be very glad to heare your opinion
of him: and so in hast I take my leave and rest,

Your true friend and servant,
Xenelra Dlgby23

So, not only was Digby a regular correspondent with Hobbes,

but he was also scientifically and philosophically aware of

continental developments* and in this important instance,

aware earlier than many of his fellow intellectuals. The

dualism between thoughts and things in Cartesianlsm impressed

27fi.S. Merton, "Sir Thomas Browne's Interpretation of
Dreams,'1 Pg, XXVIII (1949), 499.

^Reprinted in Marjorie Nicolson, "The Early Stages of
Cartesianism in England," SP, XXVI (1929), 353.
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Digby. Even though disappointed by the "metaphysicall part"

of Descartes, who did not discuss immortality fully enough

to satisfy him, Digby praised Descartes for writing that

"•when all body is abstracted from in us, there still remain-

eth a substance, a thinker, an ego, or I, that in itselfe is

no whitt diminished, by being (as I may say) stripped out of

the case it was enclosed in.'"2^ Digby could accept out of

Descartes' "experience" the dualism "that bodies without us

do so give 'blows' upon our external organs as to set up

interior motions that, when continued to the brain, 'work

sensation in us.
f «30 Thus while Digby rejects traduction,

perhaps because of the spirituality of the soul, he is con¬

tinuously drawn back to the interactions of bodies, actions

which may indicate something non-physical,

(c) Later in his discussion (p. 19) Digby speculates

about "a most pregnant" exemplification presented by Browne

of a possible immortality found in a plant regenerated fro

its own ashes. Although seeing the experiment as revealing,

Digby believes that it will ultimately fall because the

original properties of the plant are lost in the flames:

"In the ashes there remalneth onely the fixed Salt, I am very

confident that all the colour, and much of the odor and last

29Of Man soul, p. 80, quoted in Sterling P, Lamprecht,
"The Bole of Descartes in Seventeenth-Century England,"
Studies in the History of Ideas (New York, 1935). Ill, 220.

30of Bodies, p. 335, summarized in ibid., Ill, 217.
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of it, is flown away with the Volatile salt.'* Thus Plgby

is not so mystically inclined as Browne although Digby

agrees that the "Idea of the plant" endures so that "the

'forms' of things perish not."
31

xhe originality of the Two

Treatises has been interpreted to be Digby's refusal "to

hold with 'the opinion of those who hold that everything con-

taineth formally all things. ,,,32 Needham compliments Digby's

"audacity" and "naturalistic tone" in the work and comments

on the irony that he was more daring than V/illiam Harvey, a

far greater scientist. 33 In his Two Treatises Digby objected

to the

old terminology of 'qualities' in physics and 'fac¬
ulties* in biology. xO say, as contemporary reason¬
ing did, that bodies were red or blue because they
possessed a quality of redness or blueness which
caused them to appear red or blue to us • . . appeared
mere nonsense and word-spinning to Digby. ^

Digby adopts the theory of preformation which states that the

organism was fully formed in the egg or seed, as explanation

that foreshadows modem embryonic concepts. Needham states

that "Digby has not received his due in the past; he stands

to embryology as an exact science, much in the same relation¬

ship as Bacon to science as a whole. „35 Digby was also a

Sir Thomas Browne," Isis,31E.S. Merton, "The Botany of
XLVII (1956), 164.

3^Robert Gordon Grenell, "Sir Kenelm Digby, Embryologist,"
Bull. Hist. Med., X (1941), 50.

33

34

35

Time: The Refreshing River (New York, 1943), p. 151

Needham, A History of

Ibid., p. 123.

, pp. 121-122
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supporter of the theory of pangenesis which is the process

by which

representative particles are contributed from all
parts of the body to the generative secretions,
which secretions, upon mingling, give rise to simi¬
lar parts in the offspring. This is heredity ex¬
plained, the resemblance of the offspring to its
parents.^

The processes of preformation and pangenesis as applied by

Browne and Digby to the broad question of generation, both

organic and inorganic, take us back to the case of the regen¬

erated plant. While the attributes of the flaming plant dis¬

appear into the smoke, the ashes retain the “fixed Salt" for

Digby and the “Idea'* for Browne. The regeneration would prob¬

ably follow the steps outlined by Digby in an address to the

Royal Society in 1660 on the vegetation of plants. G. E. Fus-

sell summarizes Digby's views as follows:
\

His ideas were largely speculative and were not based
on experiment, but he believes that the food of the
plant was obtained from a “balsamic salt' contained
in the soil. If the seed was sown in moist ground,
when the sun's rays were beginning to grow stronger,
this balsamic salt was drawn towards the surface.
The seed swelled and absorbed the water in the soil.
'Thus both the Innate and extern heat do concur to
enlarge the plant by filling both the root and the
stalk with continual new moisture, whereof the one
being exposed to the sun and wind must needs grow
rough and hard on the outside . . . and the other
thrusting down continually hard parts deeper into the
earth, whereby it remaineth firm.' Growth went on
as the plant absorbed the balsamic juice. The action
of the sun was to attract to the superficies of the
fruit the 'most spiritual and aery parts of the ascend¬
ing juice.' Digby's speculations are quite extraordi¬
nary when subjected to the critique of modern knowledge.

•^Merton, Science and Imagination, p. 47.
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The idea that the essential plant food was some¬
thing contained in solution in the water in the soil
was clearly in the minds of several people about this
time.37

Perhaps just such a skeptical materialism as Digby's

prompted Browne to change his account of the regenerated

plant from "I make good by experience" in the 1642 editions

to "is made good by experience" thus removing a troublesome

personal allusion. In either event Browne's point remains

the Idea In the seed by which he "could turn his philosophy

into divinity. «38

III

(a) Since we have seen that Digby, in keeping with

ost thinkers of his time, believes in the immortality of

the soul, his views on the salvation of this soul are rele¬

vant. Before looking specifically at Digby's views on sal¬

vation, we must discuss the nature of eternity—the place

awaiting these souls—and the nature of providence—the avenue

for this eventual progression to eternity. Here Digby raises

two objections (pp. 6-7) to Browne's definitions of eternity

and predestination. Of the first, Digby's remarks imply a

misunderstanding or misreading, for he believes Browne to say

that eternity is:

^ A Discourse concerning the Vegetation of Plants (1681)veg_
summarized and quoted in G.E. Fussell, rTCrop Nutrition in the
Late Stuart Age (1660-1714)," Annals of Science. XIV (1958,
pub. I960), 176.

^Merton. Science and Ination, p. 46.
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an infinite extension of time, and a never ending
revolution of continuall succession; which is no
more like Eternity, than a grosse body Is like a
pure Spirit. Nay, such an infinity of revolucione,
is demonstrable to bee a contradiction and impossible.
In the state of eternity there is no succession, no
change, no variety. Soules or Angells, in that condi¬
tion, doe not so much as change a thought. All things,
notions, and actions, that ever were, are, or shall b«e
in any creature, are actually present to such an intel¬
lect.

Digby's reading is faulty because Browne makes a clear distinc

tion between time and eternity at the outset of his descrip¬

tion. Browne writes: eternity "confounds my understanding,"

while "time we may comprehend" because it is of this earthly

existence (pp. 15-16). Rather than defining eternity Browne

wonders at it. Eternity is without beginning or end and like

God beyond our powers of rational comprehension. But Digby

is capable of explaining eternity as a timeless, placeless,

and changeless location for angels and souls.
39

Digby's con¬

fidence is so great that he promises "out of the principles

of Nature and Reason" to "demonstrate it to belong to the

lowest Soule of the lgnorantest wretch." "A bold undertaking,

he concedes, "but I confidently engage myself to It." When

he does write on these subjects he will also have "a great

deal" to say of predestination "which, by the short touches

our Author giveth of it, I doubt hee quite mistakes) and how

it is an unalterable Series and chaine of causes, producing

infallible (and in respect of the, necessary) effects." But

^Robert H. West, Milton and the Angels (Athens, Ga.,
1955)» PP. 82-83, contain a discussion of the opposed views
on eternity of the "giddy" Digby and Henry More.
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Digby declares that is "too vast an Ocean to describe, in the

scant Map of a Letter"; besides he fears that he has "too

uch trespassed upon patience," hope

that the Earl of Dorset has "not had enough to read thus far,"

ihis retreat to complimentary omission does not go far in

explaining Digby's views, but we may surmise that even the

hint of an infinity by Browne contradicts Digby's view of

eternity, while the injection of souls and angels by Digby

implies a concern about separating the realms of spirit and

matter.

(b) Just as Browne's views on predestination are not

rigid or firm enough to satisfy Digby, the latter cannot

accept Browne's later statement that "the Devill and Spirits

have no exact Sphemerides" of the cryptic method of Fortune,

Digby contends that "all causes are so immediately chayned

to their effects, as if a perfect knowing nature get hold

but of one linke, it will derive the entire Series , , , to

each utmost end" (p, 10). Digby states parenthetically that

he will prove his contention in the iwo Treatises. Only we

are ignorant of the "necessary causes" of things; therefore

we see "fortuiteness" where there is none, he continues,

Digby draws an analogy which appears in the next section of

the Religio, "Homer's Chain," which he defines "to be that

divine Providence and Mercy, . . . and not any secret, invis¬

ible, mysticall blessing, that falleth not under the search

or cognizance of a prudent indagation" (p, 11), Wilkin's
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editorial footnote on Digby's criticism still seems just:

he complains that Digby's reply "does not discuss the point

at issue; which is, not, whether there by any 'contingency
of things, in respect of themselves'—but whether devils or

angels . . , foresee future events. ii 40 Richard S, Westfall

has termed Digby's position as typical of that which would

become commonly accepted in the remainder of the seventeenth

century:

God sees everything at

ent.

To some extent Digby's theory approximated the Thomist
position, which held that nothing happens by chance in
the eyes of omniscient God,
once in the eternal present according to St. Tho
He knows for all time all of the chance encounters
that will cross the map of history. To the Thomist,
however, the great spectacle of providence is hidden
forever from human eyes, which cannot see at a glance
the whole of nature compressed into the eternal pres-

Digby on the other hand thought that providence
operates by a mechanical necessity inherent in the
original construction of the machine. Without mention¬
ing the eternal present, he expounded providence as a
succession which would be quite comprehensible to man
once he understood the machine. ... In Digby's theory
God is reduced to the role of original Creator, Who
made the machine and foresaw its actions but has not
bothered further since it began to run.^1

Rather than the mystical and open way of Browne, Digby has

reduced the question of providence to rational verification.

Digby believes that only man's reason shows him that the

mercy of the First Mover descends in a "coraplexe of all out¬

ward circumstances" down to "every individual on earth," A

hidden providence Digby will not accept.

400£. olt». II, 125-126n.
^3-Op. clt., pp. 80-81.
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(c) When Browne states that men of wisdom accept

the Justice in their lack of material fortune since they

"being enriched with higher donatives, cast a more carelesse

eye on these vulgar parts of felicity," Digby comments sar¬

castically:

and I
I must needs approve our authors aequanimity,

ay justly say his magnanimity, in being con¬
tented so cheerfully (as he saith) to shake hands
with the fading Goods of Fortune; and bee deprived
of the Joyes of her most precious blessings; so that
hee may in recompence, possesse in ample measure the
true ones of the mind, . . . (p. 11)

Digby draws a loose comparison of this with the views of

Epictetus, referring perhaps to such a vivid passage as

Epictetus' rebuttal to a complainer who says:

Oh, but my nose runs.
And what have you hands for, beast, but to wipe it?

Epictetus castigates those men who do nothing more with the

faculties God has given them than an animal would do. In¬

stead, we must realize that our faculties are meant to sus¬

tain us, so we must use them, not "sit groaning and lamenting,

. . . blind to him who gave them, and not acknowledging your

benefactor; . . . basely turning yourselves to complaints and

accusations of God."
42

Digby passes over the reference by Browne to the

"Powder-Treason" (1642 ed.) without commenting. Yet he

cl t.,
^Moral Discourses, trans. Elizabeth Carter, ed.

W.H.D. Rouse (London, 1933), PP. 14-16. Dunn, op.
p. 109, credits Browne with also speaking "out of the bit¬
ter and enduring wisdom of the old Stoics, Seneca and
Epictetus" rather than offering "the orthodox argument about
future compensations."
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might have included some insights into the relationship

\ between that notorious incident and the "fortunes’1 of the

Digby family, especially his father. Sir Everard, who was
}’S *

executed for his part in the plot.

(d) Any discussion of providence and fortune would

lead most Engl the time to a consideration of

"judiciall Astrology." Digby couches his views in such far¬

fetched language as to indicate a disagreement with Browne

when actually he is agreeing, for he admires Browne’s recon¬

ciliation of astrology and divinity. Nevertheless Digby

doubts that this conjunction is the point. 'Ihe real issue

is that astrology "has no solid rules, or ground in nature"

(p. 11). He continues rather forcefully, calling astrology

"that vaine art . . . rather folly than impiety." Finch

comments however that Digby qualifies his rejection too little,

for Digby says "to rely too far" on astrology would be a

mistake. Nevertheless Finch compliments Digby for taking "a

truly more scientific attitude" than Browne took on the ques¬

tion.
43

Another reason Digby finds for the rejection of

astrology is the speculation that it arose from the impious

and misled worship of the heavens by the heathen. The strength

of these rebuttals by Digby is at best a change of heart, for

earlier in his life he had carefully recorded his horoscope,

43'Op. cit., p. 163.
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while later he attributed marriage to Venetia Stanley

to astrological causes. Kio most Influential teacher,

¿homas Allen, was considered a foremost astrologer of his

time. Therefore Pigby'e sympathies could not be so clearly

drawn as they might have been. Astrology as a religious

question would have compelled Pigby as a good Roman Catholic

Ject insolent orobing into God's

secrets," but generally Pigby "avoided . . . the religious

controversy. «44 But in the face of Browne's opinions Dlgby

associates astrology with "a like inanity . . . Chiromancy,"

but he limits his renunciation by noting that Browne "and

no lease a man than Aristotle, seeme to attribute somewhat

more to that conjecturall art of Lynes" (p. 12). Browne's

contention in part II, section two of Rell that Aristotle

does not make any mention of chiromancy in his

does not seem to have been shared by Pigby, but at be3t the

references in Aristotle's work to the gestures of the hand

as an indicator of a person's character are far removed from

any application to the art of palmistry (8l3alO~ll). Digby's

personal interests in chiromancy are verified by the presence

in the Pigby collection of manuscripts in the Bodleian of

the oldest known book of palmistry in English, probably writ¬

ten before 1440. The editor of a recent facsimile edition

of the work notes that physiognomy, not palmistry, seems to

Petersson op. clt., pp. 15, 73, 36,
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be the subject matter of such classical writers as Aristotle

and Pliny and that while It is not impossible that the former

could have written such a work '‘there are no good grounds for

asserting that he did.“^5
1’ven though Digby rebukes astrology and palmistry

he does raise one interesting conjecture when he wonders if

an views about the “regularly-irregular motions” of the

stars also arose from heathen worship, i.e., Digby perceives

some link between natural and judicial astrology.

(e) Later in his discussion (p. 32) Digby disowns

Browne’s conjecture that if devils had foreknowledge “their

labour Digby argues that the nature

of devils compels them to carry on their temptations:

on the one side, it is active in the highest degree (

“For

being

pure Acts, that is Spirits) so on the other side, they are

maligne in as great an excesse
« Thus Digby surmises that

devilish intention shall never cease although the devils

shall be “frustrate of their moral end.” Digby's absolute

chain of causation remains intact because he believes that

it would be irapo for devils to act in any way contrary

to their nature.

IV

(a) There is a close relationship between the absolute¬

ness of Digby's view of divine causation and the principle

45An Old Palmistry, ed. Derek J. Price (Cambridge, Eng.,
1953), PP. x, xii.
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of contradiction. Browne had wondered in the 1642 edition

of the Religio whether God could work contradictions (p. 39).

Digby’s reply is short-tempered although abstruse. He notes

how ’’scrupulously'1 Browne refuses to deny God the power to

work contradictions. Then, twisting Browne’s remarks, Digby

concludes that Browne "seemeth to bee in averring downe

rightly, that God cannot doe contradictory things.” Actually

Browne wrote ”1 hold that God cannot do all things but sinne”;

this was changed in 1643 to "God can doe all things.” Digby

embarks on a succinct, but confusing, explanation that since

non-entity is one of the ’’termes” of contradiction, it would

be "impiety not to deny [it] peren with reference to

God, who is ”3elfe-dntity, all being must immediately flow

from him, and all not-being be totally excluded from that

effluxe Digby’s argument is Aristotelian, because in Meta-

ca, 1004b28-1005a5, Aristotle reduces substance to Being

and Not-Being. The cannot

to God, who is "the actuality of thought” (1072b25-30), thus

being mental, rather than substantial. Perhaps Browne after

these remarks toned down his ”God could work contradictions”

to ”God should' in answer to Digby’s sarcastic request that

”it is not amisse to sweeten the manner of the expression, and

sound oower to work

possible contradictions Browne referred to God commanding

Esdras to recall time past, but Digby counters that this task

although beyond the power of man, would be possible for God

to perform for it would only necessitate:
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putting agalne, all things, that had motion, into
the same state they were In, at that moment unto
which time was to be reduced backe and from thence,
letting it travell on againe, by the same motions,
and upon the same wheeles, it rolled upon before.

(P. 13)

Ihis view of time is essentially Aristotelian (Physlca, 220b27-

29) with its emphasis on uniform and linear motion and its

being divisible and continuous.

(b) Digby's objection to Browne's belief in section 45

(p. 59) that the world will not "perish upon the ruines of its

owne principles," since both creation and annihilation are

"above nature," returns us to the complex question of the end

of the world. Dlgby claims that Father Thomas White lias shown

that the world will end according to "naturall Reason." Indeed,

Digby tells the reader, without giving any evidence, that White

by an "ingenious rule" measured "in some sort the duration of

it, without being branded (as our author Lhreateneth) with

convincible and Statute madnesse, or with impiety." One fur¬

ther disagreement at this point is Digby's contention that

whereas Browne conceives annihilation outside nature and

therefore in the hands of God, Digby counters that annihila¬

tion cannot come from God because:

the letting loose then of the activest element to
destroy this face of the World, will but beget a
change in it, and that no annihilation can proceed
from God Almighty: for his essence being . . . selfe-
exlstence, it is more impossible that Not-being should
flow from him, then that cold should flow immediately
from fire, or darknesse from the actuall presence of
light, (p. 18)

So we have returned to the Aristotelian argument of Being and
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Not Being, the nature of contrariety. But on the more

specific points of proof Digby has called forth Father White

and the notion of ingenuity Instead of giving the reader evi¬

dence for his own views.

(c) It is interesting to find Digby precedes such

vaguene > o of counterargument with praise of Browne for being

against the "metaphysicall definitions of Divines." Digby

comments that his pleasure is:

not white lesse, when in Philosophy hee will not bee
satisfied with such naked termes as in Schools use

to be obtruded upon easie mindes, when the Masters
fingers are not strong enough to untie the knots
proposed unto them,46

But Digby is dissatisfied:

is, I should bee aswhen I enquire what light . . ,

well contented with his Silence, £s with his telling
me it Is Actus perspicui; unlesse hee explicate
clearely to me what those words mean, which I finde
very few goe about to do. Such meate they swallow whole,
and eject it as entire,

Digby promises to Investigate such matters as this Aristotelian

concept in his forthcoming work so as

to show by a continued progresse, and not by Leapes,
all the motions of nature; & unto them to fit intel¬
ligibly the termes used by her best Secretaries:
whereby all wilde fantasticke qualities and moods
(Introduced for refuges of ignorance) are banished
from ray commerce, (pp. 5-6)

Wilkin's note that "Sir K. probably intended to express his

accordance with Sir Thomas in rejecting it [Aristotle's

a
^Fetersson,

"closer to
ii

St.
cit. p. 340, describes Digby's view

more temperate credo ut intelle-
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definition]"4^ is hardly justifiable since Browne Is stating

a metaphysical preference for the ’'allegorical'’: "Lux est

umbra Dei" rather than rejecting Aristotle's definition

which described light as the activity of a transparent

medium (De Anima, 4l8bl0-12), a contention which opposed

earlier "quasi-tentacular" theories which necessitated the

eye transmitting as well as receiving. Dlgby more certainly

is rejecting the Aristotelian version as "wllde fantasticke

qualities," He will state his argument more concretely

(p. 15) when he answers Browne's linking of angels and light

In section 33 (p. 45).

(d) Dlgby judges Browne's discussion of "pure intel¬

lects" or angels to be shallow. He agrees that Porphyry's

distinction between men and angels on the basis of the immor¬

tality of the latter is faulty and he credits Browne with the

ability to argue skillfully on this subject—if he so desired

Since to Digby's mind Browne did not pursue "the tenor of

their [angels'] intellectual operations," he does so in this

summary:

in which there is no succession, nor ratiocinatlve
discourse; for in the very first instant of their
creation, they actually knew all that they were
capable of knowing; and they are acquainted even
with all free thoughts, past, present, and to come;
for they see them in their causes, and they see them
altogether at one instant, (p. 14)

4?02. cit., II, 123.
48William Cecil Da

Relations with Philoso
Cambridge, Eng.,

pier, A Hi
hv and”

162.

of Science and Its
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Although Digby qualifies what he says he Is more liberal

than his probable Saint Thomas Aquinas, who Is

careful to emphasize the dependence of angels on the Divine

essence and their inferiority to God in their intellectual

range, "specially angels and all "created intellects" are

ignorant of the future, Aquinas believes (Surama Theolo

Q. 55, art. 1; Q. 58, art. 2; Q. 57, art. 3). Digby does

not mention here the relationship of angels to God, but he

would probably also stress their innate inferiority before

the Deity.

(e) hen Browne calls light "a spirltuall Substance

and may bee an Angel" (p. 45), Digby retorts that the sub¬

ject is too broad for his short piece. But he states that

he will prove in the iwo Treatises that light is a "solid

Substance and a body" rather than a "bare quality," or as

Browne calls it an "accident." Thus Digby rejects quality

and explains light as corporeal, but among all the corporeal

things, it seemeth to aim Tightest at a spiritual nature,

and to come nearest unto it. .,,49 Light is as tangible as

"extremely dilated fire" and moves freely through the air. 50

Since Digby’s remarks c erning do not contradict

49Two Treatises, p. 48, quoted in Robert B. Hinman,
Abraham Cowley's orld of Order (Cambridge, Mass., I960),

50ibld., pp. 52-53, quoted
and summarized in Harrison, o£
Petersson, ojs. clt., p. 196.

in Hinman, op
c i t., p. 7 •

Cit., p
also

314,
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anything that Browne had said, it seems that Digby mainly

intended to show his familiarity with the subject and to

forewarn us of his expanded remarks in the ivo Treatises.

Digby ignores the commonly known basis (Augustine, The City

of God, xi, 9) for Browne's identification of light with

angels; indeed, Digby ignores the religious imagery entirely

and objects on a scientific basis. Once again space will

not allow him to substantiate his views.

(f) Digby lists "in a short note" four subjects on

which he thinks Browne is erroneous: the unity of the world

and the habitation of angels in section 35, and the "activity

of glorified eyes" and "his subtill speculation upon two bodies

placed in the vacuity beyond the utmost all-enclosing super¬

ficies of Heaven" in section 49 of the Rellglo. Of the latter

points Digby comments that both are contradictions "in nature,"

especially the act of seeing "in a state of rest, whereas

motion, is required to seeing" (p. 15). This explanation of

perception is essentially Aristotelian: "If there were

nothing, so far from seeing with greater distinctness, we

should see nothing at all" (De Anl 4l9a?0-2?) fVen when

Digby presents contemporary physical concepts they may often

be phrased in the vocabulary of Aristotle.^1 On the question

of the unity of the world Digby instructs Browne to read

Father White's Dialogues of the world (164?) which prove, he

say that the unity of the world is verified by reason, not

Hinman,
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just faith. Digby's curt reply on these points indicates

that he is only Interested in what he considers to be Browne's

obvious errors on concrete points.

Instead of explaining more clearly his four objections,

Digby merely tells Browne, "Ne Sutor ultra Crepidam" (let the

cobbler stick to his last) and he recalls what he believes

to be a fitting title from St. Victor's library: "Quaestio

Subtlllssima, Vtrum Chimaera in vacuo bombinans possit comme-

dere Secundes intentiones." Even as Digby turns the barb of

this mock title towards Browne, he turns it away from himself,

for he cites only half of it. The remainder contains a satiri¬

cal thrust against the Council of tance

per decera hebomadas in Consilio Constantiensi.

"et fuit debatuta

i*52

(g) Despite Digby's failure to define his views

clearly, he is orobably correct in chiding Browne's vagueness

When Browne becomes enchanted by the endless puzzles of the

triangularities of the Trinity and extends the triangular

soul Into an endorsement of "the secret Magicke of numbers"

(p. 17), Digby may with justice retort that Browne

from the abysse of Predestination, falleth into that
of the Trinity of Persons consistent with the indivisi¬
bility of the divine nature: And out of that (if I
be not exceedingly deceived) into a third, of mistak¬
ing . . . by a wild discourse of a Trinity in our souls.

(P. 7)

^Francis Rabelais,
tran

Works of Francis Rabelais,
Sir ihoraas Urquhart and LPeter] Motteux, 2 vols ♦ f

rev. ed. (London, 1863), I, 325
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Again Dlgby does not expand his objections, but merely toys

with Browne's argument by saying that "the dint of wit is

not forcible enough to dissect such tough matters," Instead

of "light" we get "obscure glimmering . . , clothed in the

darke words of negation," Subsequently Dlgby feels unable to

offer "any po to parallel it wlthall." His

reservation about Browne's attribution of the doctrine of

correspondence to Hermes amounts to nothing more than a

reminder that such ideas are "every where to be met with in

Plato; and is raised since to a greater height in the Chris¬

tian Schooles" (p, 8), Unfortunately Digby did not express

his own opinion of the microcosm. Since "it is Cartesianis

which ultimately made microcosrnism in its 'classical' forms

impossible," Digby's views might be enlightening since he

had an early knowledge of Cartesian principles, ihe synthesis

of the Platonic World-Soul and Neo-Pythagorean number specula¬

tion in the Neo-Platonists kept the theory of microcosrnism

central to the English view of Plato. That Ficino and Pico

della Mirándola combined all what they learned

from cabbalistic and Hermetic writings was probably known to

Browne obj to irowne's allusion

to Hermes is nothing more than a pedantic rebuke. As Digby

says, the "Christian Schooles" were certainly relevant since

53pudolf Allers, "Microcosmus: From Anaxlmandros
Paracelsus tf Trad1t1o, II (1944), 354n.
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attempts were made "to Identify the anima mundl of the pagan
54

of the Trinity." Sincephilosophers with the third person

Digby expresses only a shallow reminder of the importance of

Plato and Christianity in the question, perhaps we must con¬

clude that the whole matter of correspondences was 30 common¬

place to Digby that he had nothing to say about it. Apparently

he believed in correspondences because the chain of causation

from God to man which he endorses and his belief in sympathetic

powder as a curative imply a system of strict correspondence.

(h) Although Digby endorses a strict system of causal

relations in the universe, he cannot answer wholly Browne* s

summary of causation in section 14 (p. 20):

There is but one first cause, and foure second causes
of all things; some are without efficient, as God,
others without matter, as Angels, some without forme,

the first matter; but every Essence, created or
uncreated, hath it3 finall cause, and some positive
and both of its Essence and operation.

Digby is particularly disturbed by Browne's view of the "first

matter"

that

being "without forme." Digby doubts any authority

ight. have "to give an actuall subsistence and

being to first matter without a forme." Then apparently mis¬

reading Browne with intent, Digby charges:

Hee that will allow that [First Matter] a Reall
existence in nature, is as superficially tincted
in Metaphysicks, as an other would bee in Mathema-
ticks that should allow the like to a point, a
line, or a superficies, in Figures. These, in
their strict Notions, are but negations of further
extension, or but exact terminations of that

54ibid., p. 361.
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quantity which falleth under the consideration of
the understanding, ... no reall entities In them¬
selves: so likewise, the notions of matter, forme,
act, power, existence, and the like, that are with
truth considered by the understanding, and have there
each of them a distinct entity, are never the lesse
no where by themselves in nature. (p. 8)

Here we have a kind of preface to Dlgby's concept of "notions’*

which he developed further in the Two Treatises. This tradi¬

tion appeals "to the 'notion' In contradistinction to the

'idea' as a medium of knowledge."^ The problem is the same

as that discussed by Aristotle when he begins with the thesis

that "knowledge" consists of an "acquaintance" with "principle,

conditions, or elements." Aristotle continues: "Now what

is to us plain and obvious at first is rather confused masses,

the elements and principles of which become known to us later

by analysis" (Physloa I84al0-12, 22-24). In other words, as

Aristotle clarifies later, we must know the "how and why"

of a thing before we understand it; a study of causes will

enhance our discovery of the answers (194bl7-20, 24f). The

nalogy which Digby draws between the first matter and the

athematical symbols parallels the nature of the abstraction

by which Aristotle distinguishes the study of natural bodies

and the objects of mathematics, because the latter "are

capable of being considered in the mind in separation from

the motions of the bodies to which they pertain, and such

55john W. Yolton, "Locke and the Seventeenth-Century
Logic of Ideas," JHI, XVI (1955), 431-452.
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abstraction does affect the validity of the reasoning or

lead to any false conclusions." But when physical entities

are abstracted such as is done by "exponents of the philoso¬

phy of 'Ideas, » errors occur because natural attributes are

being abstracted (193b34-194a3). For Digby, all of these

"notions" are just

termes which wee must use in the negotiations of our
thoughts, if wee will discourse consequently, and
conclude knowingly. 3ut then againe, wee roust be
very wary of attributing to things, in their owne
natures, such entities as wee create in our under¬
standing, when wee make pictures of them there; for
there every different consideration . . . , hath a
distinct being by it self. Whereas in the thing,
there is but one single unity, that sheweth (as it
were in a glasse, at several positions) those var¬
ious faces in our understanding. In a word; all
these words are but artificial termes, not reall
things, (pp. 8-9)

Thus Digby attempts to "avoid any kind of realist theory of

names, . . . The 'notion* stood as intermediary between the

real natures . . . and the knowing mind." The sense organs

pick up a variety of reports so "it takes many notions to

embody or express one object." The warning which Digby

imparts to Irowne about the distinctions between the artifi¬

cial and the real is developed more fully in the Two Treatises

in his extension of the Aristotelian-Ihomistic
theory of knowledge in conjunction with a cor-
porealistic analysis of sensation, Digby had gone
beyond any of his predecessors in the seventeenth
century in the care with which he analyzed the
cognitive process from object to subject.

56Ibid., pp. 433-435.
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(1) While Browne searched in his study of natural

causes for the providence of God and finds "much divinity'*

in the research of Galen and Suarez, he complains of a lack

of the teleological explanation in Aristotle. Digby can

agree in part with Browne that Aristotle unfortunately did

not devote enough thought to the First Cause and he shares

Browne's enthusiasm for Galen, but he culminates his praise

by Including his friend, Father White, the secretive Catholic-

controversialist. 57 This serio-comic apology for Aristotle

and panegyric White adds little of value to the

argument, but Digby ends after complimenting Browne's "strong

parts and a vigorous brayne" and "noble & generous heart"

by comparing the strength of Browne's lament for "Aristotles

mutilated and defective Philosophy" (Digby's phrases) to that

lament "in Boceallnl, Caesar Caporali doth for the losse of

Livies shipwracked Decads" (p. 10). This allusion is delight¬

fully chosen if Digby intends to impart a exaggera

tion and mockery; for Boccalinl's anecdote of the interruption

of the orator, Rafael Valaterano, on this day of greatest

mourning is rich in both qualities:

a nimble Poet, were it either out of meer compunction
of mind, or that he would purchase reputation, by
shewing the whole Colledge of Vertuosi, how very sen¬
sible he was of that loss, broke forth into so loud
lamentations, as the Orator could be no longer heard:
. . . Apollo, who was present at the Obsequies, and

57^iHiamson, ££• clt., p. 158n, points out that "in
1666 Parliament coupled 'White's book Of the Middle State
of Souls with . . . Leviathan as atheistic, 'apparently on
the ground of their common denial of a natural immortality. f II
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who upon this mournful occasion had covered himself
with a dark cloud, being impatient to hear that noise,
and that he might the better behold his face who wept
so down-rightly, by the violence of his beams rarified
the Cloud, and found it to be Caesar Caporall, who, not
caring to see the yet remaining Decads of that admirable
Writer, did with such lamentations bewail those that
were lost: which extraordinary affection caused so loud
a laughter in all the standers-by as Volaterano's Ora¬
tion, , . . could not be ended by reason of every ones
great laughter.58

(j) Whether it is a question of metaphysics or of

orality Digby holds emphatically to a belief in immutability

and anti-contradiction. Of Browne's second alleged heresy

of his youth, the subsequent release of the damned from Hell

through the mercy of God, Digby complains that to believe such

is to think that God would or could change the condition of

the soul, for the soul of the damned is by its very essence

composed of pain and anguish. To eradicate this misery neces¬

sitates a radical change in the essence of the unsaved soul,

such as "to make fire cease from being hot, requireth to have

it become another thing then the Element of fire" (p. 5).

After this qualitative example Digby's language becomes so

complicated that his criticism seems more facetious than

serious; yet he consistently holds to the point that the ele¬

ments of the soul cannot be changed even by God.

(k) Because the 1642 edition of the Rellglo had

"Chillast" as an authority rather than the 1643 reference to

"Origen," Digby refers to the Chiliasts whom he feels share

^Trajano Bocalini, 2
tlsements from ParnassusT
cal Touchstone, trans. Henry Earl

P. 199.

D1 Parnasso
Wi thcenturies.

of Monmouth,“3rd ed. corr.

Adver-
Politi-

f
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Browne's ideas about God's mercy. Although there is no clear

link between the Chiliasts and a later reference to the "vul¬

gar" who consider eternal damnation "the sentence . . . of a
¡ t

severe Judge," Dlgby makes the correlation. By chiliasa

Dlgby probably meant the raillenial expectations among the

progressivlsts of his day who were spreading a gospel of

reform and advancement in the name of science and society.

Digby himself wrote a long epistle praising George Hakewill's

An or Declaration of the Power and Providence of God

(1627) in which Digby showed an early Inclination to support

the "idea of progress."^ Historical chiliasm, a belief in

Millennium Christ would return to

earth and to power, thus establishing a Paradise of Saints in

this world, was condemned by Origen and Augustine. The former

saw dangers implicit in the transcendence of a belief in imme¬

diate and collective sainthood rather than alva-

tion of the individual soul, while Augustine complains of the

laxity in morals provoked by the expectation of temporal bless¬

edness.
60 That an expectation of the fulfillment of apocalyptic

prophecy would motivate fantastic responses is understandable.
\

The rise of what has been called the "Free Spirit," a heresy

of self-deification, which continued even into the seventeenth

132-133.

^°The City of God, xx, 7; Norman Cohn, The Pursuit of
the Millennium TFalrlawn, N.J., Essential Books Inc., 1957),
pp. 13-ÍA; Ernest Lee Xuveson, Millennium and Utopia
(Berkeley, 1949). PP. 15-18.



century in such groups as the Ranters, may have been a part

of the association Digby had with the term, chiliasm. How¬

ever, we have no evidence of Digby*s explicit awareness of

these or other radical groups whose prominence probably came

after 1646 and the instituting of the Protectorate.^
(1) Since Digby maintains so steadfastly the unchange¬

ableness of the souls of the damned, it would be valuable to

note his thinking concerning the saved. His views on salva¬

tion develop obliquely through a series of answers concerning

old age and the nature of ghosts. Browne's witty doubts about

the virtues to be gained by living to an elderly age go con¬

trary to Digby* s conception of long life as **a mighty great

blessing'* in alignment with '*the course of nature, and of

reason.
w Instead of an increase in sin which Browne fore¬

sees—old age ’’doth not rectifle, but incurvate our natures,

turning bad dispositions into worser habits',--Digby conceives

advanced years to be:

time leave to vent & boyle away the unquietnesse and
turbulencies that follow our passions; and to weane
our selves gently from carnal affections, and at the
last to drop with ease and willlngnesse, like ripe
fruit from the Tree.

vv 1th these comments Digby directs our attention to the

opinions of Plotinus on the subject. A perusal of The Tnneads

doe3 not discover any direct collaboration of Digby*s idea

or his fruit image. Plotinus considers time to be of impor¬

tance only ”if in the greater length of time the man has

61Cohn, op. cit., pp. 151-152.
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seen more deeply, . but if all the process has brought

him no further vision, then one glance would give all he has

had." Unhappiness may increase during an extended life,

Plotinus admits, but this will be due more to the"aggrava¬

tion of the malady," than to the passage of time. That happi¬

ness which Digby perceives in extended years is also in Plo¬

tinus one of virtue:

No: true happiness is not vague and fluid: it
i8 an unchanging state.

If there is in this matter any increase besides
that of mere time, it is in the sense that a greater
happiness is the reward of a higher virtue: this is
not counting up to the credit of happiness the years
of its continuance; it is simply noting the high-
water mark once for all attained.6

Digby continues by proposing that the aging process

is needed to mellow the fruit because immature fruit dropped

prematurely from the limb will taste of the wood and be bit¬

ter. But Digby also perceives that overly ripe fruit re¬

gresses to its center like "Soules that goe out of their

bodies with affections to those objects they leave behinde

them, . . . doe retaine still even in their separation, a

byas, and a languishing towards them" (p. 16). This state

Digby declares is the reason that spirits frequent "Caeme-

teries and Charnell houses" not for the "morall" reason that

Browne gives. Browne's thinking is sufficiently moral, it

would see since he is primarily interested in claiming that

^^Plotinus, xhe Enneads, trans. Stephen MacKenna, rev.
B.S. Page, 3rd ed. (New York, n.d.), pp. 53-54 (I. v, 3, 6).
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ghosts are not the ’’wandering soules of the dead," but the

"unquiet walkes of Devils" drawn to the "dormitories of the

dead, where the Devill like an insolent Champion beholds with

pride the spoyles and 'Irophies of his victory in Adam."

Against this moral exclamation Digby prefers to believe that

these are not ghosts but "carnal Soules" unwilling to be

separated from their "impressions" of the body. They "lin-

gereth perpetually" not allayed by the "impossibility

of their impotent desires," but desiring to live again He

then describes in some detail the superstition of the body

bleeding in the presence of its slayer as a clear instance

of the "unquiet spirit" speaking out against the shock of sud¬

den death. Since the "Organs of voyce" have been "benummed"

by death, the soul agitates the fluids of the body to gush

on its behalf. There are two paradoxes revealed in Digby’s

thinking.

(m) The first paradox is that Digby is obviously

much more credulous concerning ghosts than he was with witches.

Earlier in his Observations (p. 13) Digby laughed at Browne’s

about md his important that to

deny them does not jeopardize his belief in God and spirits.

By crediting Browne with ingenuousness in hl3 lack of evidence

for witches, Digby presents himself as a sophisticated modern

enjoying his skepticism and declaring his desire for "stronger

motives" before agreeing. Digby has probably been praised

more for his forward looking view here than for anything else
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he had to say In his Observations.
63

It must be noted that

Dlgby does not declare his disbelief in witches, he only

claims that he lacks evidence of their existence and, most

important he does not need to believe in them in

order to believe in God and spirits. Although Browne com¬

bines the principle of plentltude with this curious dependence

of belief in Satan and Satan agents order to retain belief

in God,neither Digby nor Alexander Ross in their objections

raise these important contemporary arguments.

(n) The second paradox in Digby’s views of ghosts is

deeper and more interesting than the first. Digby, as we

have seen, has exalted the superiority of the soul over the

body as a basis for his belief in spiritual immortality.

Now he speaks not of immanent separation, but of a spiritual

yearning by the soul for the body. However, he makes a very

important qualification to relieve himself of contradiction

and impiety. These wandering souls are "carnal"; they have

not attained the level of virtue and immateriality needed for

passage into, and indeed, anticipation of the next and higher

life. A kind of soul that is released unprepared is one

which was dealt a violent separation from the body. What he

63a noteworthy commendation of Digby's "advanced"
"Witchcraft," Literar;views occurs in Lowell's

Essa II, 387.
essay,

Recent Browne critics repeate
their congratulations to Digby for his greater foresight:
Finch, op

• olt*,
171; Huntley, ojd. clt., p. 242; Bennett,

^Lovejoy, oj2. cit., p. 80; Willey, 0£. clt., pp. 60-61.
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says here Is not particularly contradictory to what he will

say on lesa esoteric subjects In the Two Treatises. The con¬

cept of cohesion between bodies will generally be explained

on the basis of a "cementing fluid”:

Suppose that such a liquid part is between two
dry parts of a dense body and sticking to them, both,
becometh in the nature of a glew to hold them together;
will it not follow that these two dense parts will be
as hard to be separated from one another as the small
liquid part by which they stick together is to be
divided.65

Thus in the case of the unwillingly separated soul the intense

attraction or "sympathy'' felt by the soul for its body would

be expressed through So in

this instance of extended connection between soul and body,

the soul remains much more carnal than the higher and purer

soul of mind and knowledge exalted by Digby elsewhere.

(o) The relationship of the saved soul to its body

is of an ord Digby approaches the

nature of the resurrected body by another of his contentions

that Browne lacks the ability to cope with such time-consuming

questions. He says that when Browne avoids "higher ... or

more abstruse Principles," writing instead about thoughts

which "occurre in ordinary conversation with the world, or

in the common tracke of study and learning, I know no man

would say better." Having relegated Browne to the realm of

the superfluous, Digby after such a mixture of sincere and

^5pf Bodies, p. 151» quoted in E.C. Millington,
"Theories of Cohesion in the Seventeenth Century," Annals
of Science, V (1945)» 254.
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facetious praise of Browne's ingenuity declares Browne's

contention that every particle of the body is reunited with

the soul in heaven is a "groase conception." Digby is not

surprised to see that our author "should tread a little awry,

and goe astray in the darke." kith mock courtesy Digby

cedes that perhaps Browne has had little time to give to

con-

the "unw such entangled and abstracted subtilities."

Admitting that Browne's "naturall parts are such as he might

have the chaire from most men I know," Digby credits Browne

with "wit and sharpnesee," then launches a lengthy rebuttal

of Browne's views on bodily resurrection. Having deemed the

conception of the reuniting of all the particles of the body

"grosse," Digby admits that as Christians we must accept

just such a belief.
66

To explain this paradox Digby asks

the Earl of Dorset if he see3 the preparations for war near

Oxford with the eyes, "wherewith many yeares agone you looked

upon Aristotles learned leafes there?" (p. 28)

After a brief panegyrl the excellency of his Lord

body, Digby incorporates the atomic theory of "perpetual!

flux" to explain "how that which giveth the numerical individu¬

ation to a Body, is the substantiall forme. As long as that
I

remalneth the same, though the matter be in a continuall fluxe

and motion, yet the thing is still the same.
ft The only abso¬

lute for human but since they are absolute and

Patrides, op 179-180.
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unchangeable they unite with matter to "maketh agalne the

same man":

Nay, hee Is compared of the same Individúan matter;
for it hath the same dlstinguisher and individuator;
to wit, the same forme, or Soule, Matter considered
singly by it selfe, hath no distinction; All matter
is it selfe the same; we must fancie it, as we doe
the indigested Chaos; It is an uniformely wild Ocean

Exact examples from nature cannot be found to illustrate

"matter without forme (which actuall being)," But

Digby thinks that "enough is said to make a speculative man

see" that God’s power to unite the soul to its same body is

such that

the Forme,

if God should joyne the Soule of a lately dead man
(even whiles his dead corps should lie entire in
his winding sheets here) unto a Body made of earth
taken from some mountaine in America; it were most
true and certaine that the body he should then live
by, were the same Identicall body he lived with be¬
fore his Death, and late Resurrection, It is evi¬
dent that samenesse, thisnesse, and thatnesse,
belongeth not to matter by it selfe, (For a generall
indifference runneth through it all) but onely as it
is distinguished and individuated by
Which, in our case, whensoever the same Soule doth,
it must be understood alwayes to be the same matter
and body, (pp. 30-31)

Thus Digby emphasizes that the individual soul is the identi¬

fying agent in eternity. The source of the bodily atoms

is irrelevant, since the soul is the "forme," the "same

dlstinguisher and Individuator," Browne also draws on the

concept of the Aristotelian "form" and uses the philosopher's

classification of "species, .«67 both concepts acceptable to

67e.S. Merton, "Sir Thomas Browne as Zoologist,"
Osiris, IX (1930), 430.
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Digby and Alexander Ross, but Browne explains the ultimate

reuniting of form and body in mystical terms.

(p) Digby questions the inclusiveness of Browne’s

portrayal of the universal reuniting of all species by the

voice of God. With characteristic prejudice Digby complains
11 This language were handsome for a Rhetorician to

speake. But in a Philosopher, that should ratiocinate strictly

and rigorously, I can not admit it.'1 Digby’s greater objec¬

tion is that cannot "subslstent forms of Cor-

poreall things" with the exception of man's soul. Corporeal

things are created by the "action and passion of the Element

among themselves." Out of these "conflicts, . . . new forme

succeed old ones." More of these mysteries will be examined

in the Two Treatises. The exactness of Browne's correspond¬

ences between spirit and matter carry him beyond Digby and

Alexander Ross, especially when he evokes the divine voice

in this action. Once again Digby refuses to apply a poetic

or rhetoric reading to the Hell

did when judging

something which he freely

Spenser's FaIrle Queene
68 It seems Digby

needed to be reading verse per se before he cared to recog¬

nize the poetic intent. Perhaps Digby would not allow Browne

to Indulge in metaphorical explanations because he held such

a high standard for the poet. He explains the nature of the

poet in the Two Treatises:

68Observations on the 22. Stanza
the 2nd Book of Spencers 5
Motions concernIn
(London, 1

the Frame of Man,
Wing D-143977

in the 9th Canto of
of excellent

and his rational Soul
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But unto such a Post as would aim at those noble
effects no knowledge of Morality, nor the nature
and course of humane actions and accidents must
be wanting: he must be well versed in History; he
must be acquainted with the progresse of nature, in
what she bringeth to passe; he must be deficient in
no part of Loglck, Rhetorick, or Grammar: in a word,
he must be consummate in all Arts and Sciences, if he
will be excellent in his way.69

(q) Apparently Browne's speculations about change¬

lings, cohabitation with devils, and Satanic possession do

not induce complaints of poetical and rhetorical liberty

from Pigby, but he does object strenuously to the "wilde

fansie" of Browne's vision of a universal spirit. Especially

unacceptable to Digby is the peed with which Browne passes

"from natural speculations to a morall contemplation of Gods

Spirit working in us" (p. 14). Digby ignores the careful

qualification with which Browne stated his views: "there may

be (for ought I know) an universal! and common Spirit to the

whole world." Also troubling to Pigby is Browne's inference

that this spirit exists in the "realty of nature"; Digby pre¬

fers to limit the existence of this spirit to only "our under¬

standing." Digby perceives that instead of arguing for his

views that Browne invokes "his suddalne poetricall rapture"

whioh prompts Pigby to wonder "whether the solidity of the

Judgement bee not outweighed by the ayrienesse of the fancy."

Digby concludes snidely that Browne's ingeniousness cannot

be doubted, but "how deepe a Schooler" he is must be left

69of Man's Goal, p. 36, quoted in Hinman, op. cit.,
P. 136.
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to more skillful Judges. Digby dis Browne invoca¬

tion of the universal spirit with the pedantic note that

Browne misunderstands the Hermetic philosophers if he expects

to find doctrine there. Digby believes Browne to have too

freely transformed a metaphysical concept into a real entity,

but his remarks do not show the foundation of his objections.

Although readers might with good cause dismiss the entire

passage much as Digby does, the im’olved heritage of the

universal spirit will not allow it. Platonic, Augustlnlan,

Aquinian, and heo-Platonic parallels have been analyzed.

Contemporary discussions may be found in Robert Fludd and

Henry More.7*"' Merton's examination of the "Idea” and the
n seminal principle" brings out the scientific background,

while its aesthetic and spiritual meanings have been dis¬

cussed by Dunn and ivestfall.”1-

V

(a) If the mystical vision of an omnipresent power

does not satisfy Elgby's rational preoccupations, what view

of God does he submit? Digby's conception of God grows out

of a lengthy discussion of the nature of virtue and grace.

Digby's God is also supreme and all-embracing as Is Browne's

7c>valte
terns (Baton Rouge, La

ieare* s Philosophical Pat-
, hk. >2-4-5* vest, 0£

p. 75; Edwin Arthur Burtt, The Metaphysical Foundations of
Modern Physical Science, 2nd ed. rev.
n.d. ), pp. 140-Í55T

Garden City, N.Y.7

22
Vi

^Science and
clU, pp? 23-

tfall, oj3. clt

Imagination, pp.
257 also includes

57-39, 63-69; Dunn,
alchemical borrowings;

• * pp. 150-151.



Browne in section forty-seven (p. 61) of the Rellglo had

maintained a dichotomy between "mornll honesty" which he

defined as the Senecan advice to pretend when alone and

tempted that "my deare and worthiest friends" are with him

and virtue itself which he defines as acting In remembrance

of him who "must reward us at the last." Digby disowns the

value of "being vertuous for a rewards sake" and swears his

support to "being vertuous, . . . out of an inbred loyalty

to vertue." Digby recognizes the "ooblenesse, and berolke-

nesse of the ure and mind from whence they both proceed"

and perceives with reference to ourn end" a com¬

patibility between "morall honesty" and virtue since they

"both meet© in the period of Beatitude." With this pronounce¬

ment Bigby turns to the beatific state, which he believes

occurs through the "grace and favour but he admits

that there is disagreement about the "steps" by which "his

grace this effect." Promising not to trouble

Dorset with a lengthy discussion, Digby shifts to discuss

the effect grace has upon us in this life and on that basis

to study "what hinges they are that turn us over to Beatitude

and Glory in the next" (p. 20).

Digby then summarizes the various viewpoints that

people have toward God's rule. First, there are those wno

believe that God is a "Judge, that rewardeth or punis'neth

men, according as they cooperated wit.h or repugned to, the

grace hee gave." This God can be pleased or angered, kind

or indignant. Next, there are those "that flye a higher
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pitch'* who

conceive that Beatitude, and misery in the other lif
are effects that necessarily and orderly flow out of
the nature of those causes that begot them in this
life, with engaging God Almighty to give a sentence,
and act the part of a Judge.

These persons the portrayal of God as Judge as

"metaphoricall" and intended to "contains vulgar mindes in

their duties." Digby casts his lot with "these more pene¬

trating men" whom he believes

are vertuous upon higher and stronger motives (for
they truely and solidly know why they are so) doe
consider that what impressions are once made in the
splrituall substance of a Soule, and what affections
it hath once contracted, doe ever remaine in it till
a contrary and diametrically contradicting judgement
and affection, doe obliterate it, & expelí it thence.

(P. 21)

Describing the sensibilities of the soul as it seeks to

divorce itself from the carnalities of the body, Digby

explains power contrition as proportionate to the

"purely splrituall" quality of the soul. The sensitive per¬

ceive what they have lost through "momentary trifles, and

childrens play," when they could have gained so much through

"their right senses" and through obeying their reason. The

only release from the insanity of remorse is when the soul

finds escape from "this Prison clay and flesh" through

an understanding of "intellectual goods as Truth, Knowledge,

and the like." With these the soul attains the level where

it rejects the pleasures of this world and perceives "the

contemptible inanity in them, that is set off onely by their

painted outside." Most important of all the soul reaches

the stage at which it longs "to bee in the society of that
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supereminent cause of causes,'* containing "the ures

of all beauty, Knowledge, Truth, Delight, and good whatsoever,"

The soul becomes Impatient from him" and

comes to "hate'its life and body as "cause of this divorce,"

Dlgby concludes that such a soul attains a happiness in anti¬

cipation of its liberty from the body that exceeds the under¬

standing of any "heart of flesh" (p, 23).

Digby continues that the love the soul has for "that

infinite entity" is so great that

since the nature of superiour and excellent things
is to shower downe their propitious influences
wheresoever there is a capacity of receiving them,
and no obstacle to keep them out (like the Sun that
illuminateth the whole ayre, if no cloud or solid
opacous body intervene) it followeth clearely that
this Infinite Sun of Justice, this immense Ocean of
goodnesse, cannot chuse but environ with his beams,
and replenish even beyond satletle with his delight¬
ful waters, a soule so prepared and tempered to re¬
ceive them.

Finally Dlgby applies this correspondence between

divine and human excellence to Browne's views of virtue. The

an who practices virtue for its and reason sake

is almost invulnerable; hee can scarce miscarry, hee
hath not so much as a Inclination to worke contrarily,
the alluring baites of this World, tempt him not; hee
disliketh, hee hateth, even his necessary commerce with
them whiles hee liveth. On the other side, the hireling
that steereth his course onely by his reward and punish¬
ment, doth well I confesse; but he doth it with reluc¬
tance; he carrieth the Arke, Gods Image, his Soule,
safely home, it is true, but hee loweth pitifully after
his calves that hee leaveth behind him among the Philis-
tians. In a word he Is vertuous, but if hee might
safely, hee would doe vitlous things. (And hence bee
the ground in nature, if so I may say, of our Purgatory)
... (pp. 24-25)

At this point Digby concludes with a simple analogy of two

maids, one ill and one healthy; the former is tempted to
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Chalke, or Leather" to cure her "little sprinkling

of the green sicknesse," but she rejects the purgatives know¬

ing they will only add to her discomfort later. The healthier

girl is never attracted by such a diet and her good looks con¬

trast her with the sickly one with her "depraved appetite"

and constant "danger of relapse," Despite the superficiality

of this analogy, Digby's summation of the susceptibility of

the virtuous to vice except for their fear of exposure reminds

one of 3en Jonson's "Epode" (1601) which points up the paradox

that the meanly virtuous are chaste only through necessity,

since they know that "man may securely slnne, but safely

never.
M After this Involved discussion Digby ends by sub¬

stantially agreeing with Browne who also contrasts a "naturall

Inclination and inbred loyalty unto vertue" with a natural

frailty which leads to "easie temptation." Browne concludes

that the basis for all virtue is the resurrection by which

"our ashes shall enjoy the fruits of our pious endeavours"

(pp. 61-62). Thus Browne perceives the desire for both virtue

and vice within the human conscience, while Digby dichotomizes

those who are virtuous for virtue's sake and those who are

virtuous for reward's sake, but Joins the two by saying that

both actions result in beatitude. Despite this substantial

agreement, Digby has elaborated his argument to include his

repeated abhorrence of the carnalities of life.

(b) Digby follows his discussion of the goal of the

beatific vision, which parallels Browne's emphasis on the

resurrection, by speculating on Browne's concern (p. 69) for
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"Those honest Worthies and Philosophers" who may have been

damned because they lived before Christ's incarnation.

Digby conjectures that if these men "followed in the whole

Tenor of their lives, the dictaraens of right Reason, but that

their Journey was secure to Heaven." He refers the reader

back to the passage on the virtuous soul as an illustration

of "what temper of minde is necessary to get thither." Never¬

theless rigby must complain that although the avenue of right

reason presents itself to man, most men are too susceptible

to "Passion and terrene affections" to be easily led to beati¬

tude by "nature and reason in their best habit," so the teach¬

ings and example of Christ must lead most to salvation.

Chri crucifixion "taught us how the securest way to step

immediately into perfect happinesse, is to be crucified to

all the desires, delights, and contentments of the World."

Thus Digby's conclusion is that Christ's "last act" taught

us what "course is best; whereas few are capable of the Reason

of it." On the surface it might appear that Digby's stance is

not much different from the emphasis on salvation through Chri

as expressed by Browne, but Digby has continuously emphasized

the disavowal of this world combined with the knowledge of the

"Reason of his inoarnation," whereas Browne's views see living

according to the dictates of reason as simply a "naturall" act

of the human species, not worthy of further rewards. Browne

must end on the paradox that all salvation i Christ

alone, 'the perfectest actions of earth have no title or

clairae unto Heaven"; but Digby's rational basis for virtue
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with its emphasis on the ’’perfectly Judicious man” able to

rise above the worldly, is ironically more earth-bound than

Browne's which dismiss earthly virtue as inconsequential

where eternal rewards are concerned. Both writers compromise

somewhat the absoluteness of salvation through Christ but

Digby's rationalism (pp. 25-27) is the greater compromise.

(c) In order to abbreviate his earlier discussion of

virtue Digby delayed his definition of grace. He then appar¬

ently forgot about the matter until some re-reading of his

"loose papers to point them” disclosed the omission. So

Digby added a postscript (pp. 43-44) on the matter of grace

Digby explains that he does not mean to "conceive it to be

a quality, infused by God Almighty into a Soule.” This ex¬

planation is apparently too superficial to satisfy either

his theologloal or philosophical scruples, so he redefines

grace

to be the whole complex of such reall motives (as
a solid account may be given of them) that incline
a man to vertue, and piety; and are set on foote
by Gods particular Grace and favour, to bring that
worke to passe.

An example of this, Digby believes, would be the sensual man

to whom some calamity happens that softens his heart and

stirs his mind. „hile in this impressionable condition he

encounters a book or preacher which reminds him of his mor¬

tal danger and lifts him to contemplate higher things. After

renouncing sin he associates with the pious \vho are

able to change him even more conclusively to "a course of

Solid Vertue, and Piety.” Digby concludes that "These acci

dents of his misfortunes”:
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were ranges and disposed from all Eternity, by God's
particular goodnesse and providence for his Salva¬
tion; and without which hee had inevitably beene
damned; this chaine of causes, ordered by God to
produce this effect, I understand to bee Grace.

Despite Dlgby's repeated denunciation of the fleshly and his

frequently embellished references to the goodness of the

deity, the shallowness of this anecdote is surprising.

(d) The general context for Digby's analysis of grace

and virtue is the subject of charity—the main topic of part

two of the Reli Digby prefaces his examination of part

two by comparing it an of Error, . . . infinite,

and . . . bearing no proportion in it" (p. 32). After calling

Browne's introductory remarks "affected," Digby charges that

Browne lowered "divine Charity" to "a kind of doing good,"

God

afterthought is directed toward fulfilling

Although Browne had denounced the preju¬

dices of the multitude in section one: "that great enemy of

reason, vertue and religion" (p. 76), Digby turns the author's

words back on him by placing Browne with the vulgar because

Browne God as Judge, rewarder or punisher

Thus Digby complains about the de-emphasis of God's will in

Browne's view of charity, yet at the same moment Digby ridi¬

cules any references to the commands of God as vulgar and

"in a narrow compass Dlgby's definition of charity does

not clarify this conflict in any concrete way:

Whereas, perfect Charity, is that vehement love of
God, for his own sake, for his goodnesse, for his
beauty, for his excellancy that carrieth all the
otions of our Soule directly and violently to him;

and maketh a man dlsdaine, or rather hate all obstacles
that may retard his journey to him. (p. 33)
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Digby concludes with a mixed metaphor in which the face of

God both "warmeth us to doe other good'* and overflows "the

laine streame ... in a multitude of little Channels."

ihus Browne's conception of a natural virtue which supercedes

private ends and is indifferent to all but God's will has

been replaced in Digby by an urge on the part of man to be

with God, an urge so strong that man will hate evil and

love good.

(e) Another instance of Browne's concern for earthly

atters, Digby believes, is Browne's desire to "engrosse"

the griefs of his friends so that "my making them mine owne,

I may more easily discusse them" (p. 84). Digby argues that

such a belief is contrary to good judgment. Digby cites

Epictetus who held according to Digby that grief for another
é

only "disordereth the one, without any good to the other"

(p. 34). Perhaps Digby had in mind a statement such as "but

it is not fit to be unhappy on the account of any one, but

happy on account of all; and chiefly of God, who hath

constituted us for this purpose
ft Epictetus argues essentially

that grief is an affront to God, because we are allowing our¬

selves to be affected by happenings our powers. 72

Digby continues his objections to section five of the Rell

by suggesting that the feelings of men should be as those of

angels "that doe us good, but have no passion for us." He

considers Browne's kindness for men too extreme, especially

72Epi<jtetus, ed. clt., p. 188.
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when he thinks the latter compares his filial love to that

love which God has for the soul. Dlgby takes this statement

and ensuing ones by Browne dealing with the "three most raysti-

call union two natures In one person; three persons In one

nature; one soule in two bodies” (p. 85} as evidence that

Browne is ”a right good natur'd man” but Dlgby fears by Impli¬

cation a slightly blasphemous one. Dlgby seems to have mis¬

read Browne's first statement since Browne is only comparing

his love of his friend to his love of virtue itself and then

secondly hi3 love of his own soul to his love for God. He

does not intend the correlation drawn by Dlgby. Nevertheless

Digby reminds Browne that Saint Augustine "retracted” his

extreme grief for a friend on the ground that it resembled

more the "Rhetoricall declamations of a young Orator, then

. . . the grave confession of a devout Chri (p. 35).

Digby asks "what censure upon himself may wee expect of our

Physician, if ever hee make any retraction of this discourse

concerning his Religion?"

(f) Browne complaint in section eight 90-91

that the pursuit of philosophical knowledge leads to skepti¬

cism serves Digby with substantiation for his preconceived

notion that the dissatisfaction offered by skepticism 'is

the unlucky fate of those that light upon wrong principles"

(p. 35). Once again Digby cites Father ¿hite, who this time

has provided a chain of "Theorems and demonstrations of

Physickes" which link as continuously as the principles of

mathematics. hen Browne admits that he humbly shares

Solomon's complaint "of ignorance in the height of knowledge,"
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Digby retorts that Solomon never complained in this manner

cho ugh according to Digby, lament the futility of

earthly knowledge, such as the names of the plants, when one

should attend to 'divine contemplations and affections.” Once

again Digby emphasizes the values of the next life, yet when

Browne has reservations about the vanity of pursuing that

knowledge which will be revealed to us after death, Digby

advances a mild disagreement. «hile Digby agrees that all

will be opened to us after death, he cannot see this as a

reason to forego study in this life. There is "great advan¬

tage” and "contentment” in earthly study for it will protect

us against deception. He maintains that "the salt of true

Learning, the bitter wood of Study, painefull meditation, and

orderly consideration” cure "ignorance, folly and rashnesse”

(P. 37). By study Digby does not mean preparation for the

subtleties of "clamorous Schooles.” Instead we must pursue

"solid and usefull notions,” not "windy vanities.” Above

all, Digby concludes that the habitual pursuit of truth in

this world will foster an "inclination" toward further study

in the next life. Whether it is liquor, tobacco, or women,

Digby argues that we "make our tast before-hand” and that

each man must choose to cultivate and support his own choices.

That an choice is not another's is exemplified by Digby

through a juxtaposition of the apocryphal account of Archi-

edes' death1wi’th the vanities of "playne Country Gentlemen
ft

'^For a summary of the variant accounts of Archimedes'
death, see E.J. Dijksterhuis, Archimedes, Acta Histórica
Scientiarum Naturalium et Kedicinalium, XII (Copenhagen:
Ejnar Munksgaard, 1956), pp. 30-32.
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for their husbandry. Digby thus by an Irregular route reaf¬

firms that such "earnest affections" to knowledge In the next

life must be initiated in this life. Rational knowledge is

our "surest proppe ' in this life and "perfecteth . . . that

which const!tuteth him a man.
It Digby closes "confident" that

all will support him in requesting Browne to "keepe his Bookes

open, and continue that Progresse he hath so happily begun"

(p. 39). Digby's good-natured advice caps a generally human¬

istic appeal, upholding the 3tudy of earthly knowledge.

(s) Digby*s continuous emphasis on na

of the next life is entirely orthodox and in no way surpris¬

ing to have blinded any appreciation he might

have for Browne's style and mind. Most indicative of this

is Digby's censure of what he considers to be Browne's egoistic

remarks in section forty-one (pp, 53-54) and part two, sec¬

tion eleven (pp. 95» 97). Digby does not understand how

Browne's personal references to his equanimity ana to the

"miracle" of his thirty years can in any way "conduce to any

man's betterment' (p. 19), which was to Digby's mind the pur¬

pose Browne hau for writing his book (or perhaps for the writ¬

ing of any book). On the basis of Browne's self-indulgent

remarks Digby concludes that tne story of Browne's life would

lake a "notable Romanze." As Joan Bennett has said, Digby's

conclusion that Browne intended his book have

purpose is an "improbable conjecture" based on a misconcep¬

tion of Browne as a preacher or a teacher which he was not,
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Margaret Bottrall

has pointed out the irony that although amused by Browne's

idiosyncrasies, Digby disapproved of them, yet he himself

wrote for private consumption a tale of his adventurous

courtship of Venetia Stanley. 75 Frank L. Huntley explains

Digby's disapproval on the basis that Digby was too conceited

himself to comprehend 3rowne's intention to list his "own

attainments ... to derogate himself in the praise of his

Creator, but this stands between the Rellglo Medici and Dig¬

by' 8 grasp of it. «76

(h) The intolerance with which Digby Judges Browne's

personal allusions is matched by the retort he offers (p. 40)

to Browne's love of such paradoxes as "there is no man bad,

and the worst, best" and "there is no man alone . . . though

in a Wildernesse" (p. 94). Digby finds no value in such

statements; he dismisses them as "aequivocall considerations"

not "pertinent to the morality of that part where he treateth

of them." Such a complaint sound lore like crabbed ill humor

than anything else, but no doubt such views go deeper an

Inability on Digby's part to admire the beauties of paradoxi¬

cal truths. As Coleridge has said, Digby should have seen

the Religio "as a sweet Exhibition of character & passion,

74pp. cit., p. 84.

75pp. cit.. pp. 32-33.
reprinted as Private Memoir
Saunders and Otley,

760P. cit.. pp. 141-142.

Digby's romance has been
of Sir Kenelm Digby (London:
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& not as an Expression or Investigation of positive Truth."^7
The greatest paradox of all was that Digby thought that he

was contemplating absolute moral truths when he studied meta¬

physical problems and then dismissed Browne's Imaginative

aphorisms as irrelevant and equivocal.

VI

(a) Digby concludes his Observations by gradual stages

which suggest a series of afterthoughts. First, he finds

Browne’s concluding prayer in section 15 (p. 102) weak, "not

winged with that fire which I should have expected from this

occasion" (p. 41). He disagrees with two-thirds of Browne's

ingredients for the happy life. Browne prays: "Blesse mee

in this life with but the peace of my command of

my affections, the love of thy selfe and my dearest friends,

and I shall be happy enough to pity Caesar." igby asserts

that a peaceful conscience and discipline over the emotions

are not so important to the "perfect Christian." Instead he

counters that "love onely that can give us Heaven upon earth,

as well as in Heaven; and bringeth us thither too" is of

importance. And as he has done earlier in his objections

to Browne's views on charity, Digby restricts the object of

this higher love to God alone and disputes Browne's usual

reference to the importance of the love of friends. Having

corrected Browne's temporal reference, Digby presents the

77Op. cit.. p. 438.
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following conception of the author's "intended Theame":

that the love of God Is:

this transcendent and divine part of Charity that
looketh directly and immediately upon God himself;
and that is the intrlnsieall forme, the utmost per¬
fection, the scope and flnall period of true Reli-

... I have no occasion to speak of any thing,
since my Author doth but transiently mention it; and
that too, in such a phrase as ordinary Catechlsmes
speake of it to vulgar capacities.

Sion,

The latter remarks probably refer to Browne's definition in

section fourteen (p. 101): "For this I thlnke is charity,

to love God for hiraselfe, and our neighbour for God."

Browne continues later: "Thus that part of our noble friends

that wee love, is not the part we embrace, but that insensible

part that our armes cannot embrace. Despite the simple

beauty of this expression of Platonic love, Digby questions

both the proportion of Browne's argument and the commonness

of his language.

(b) Digby's second conclusion apologizes to the Earl

of Dorset for "how sleightly, upon so great a suddaine" he

studied Browne's book and how audaciously he has ventured

"to consider any moles in that face which you had marked for

a beauty." Digby Justifies his questionin

ing the limitations which he has followed:

by defin-

I offer not at Judging the prudence and wlsedome of
this discourse: Those are fit enquiries for your
Lordships Court of highest appeale; in my inferiour
one, I meddle onely with little knotty peeces of
particular Sciences; (p. 42)

Digby excuses his special Interests as too limited and too

mediocre to be of importance to Dorset, whose "imployments

are of a higher and nobler Straine; and that concerne the
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welfare of millions of men." Digby ranks his book as related

to those "low in ranke . . . low in their conceptions, and

low in a languishing and rusting leisure," the last a com¬

fortable description of imprisonment. In a strained analogy

Digby describes his remarks as being as inconsequential as

the complaints of an individual husbandman about his land

when compared to the opinions of his ruler. So Digby apolo¬

gizes again for his "demurrer unto a few little particulari¬

ties in that Noble discourse." Digby closes his Observations

with a request for a peace without which "a generall ruine

threateneth the whole Kingdome." That the long night's work

is finished is shown by his speculation about the day, for

after signing the 22nd, he parenthetically conjectures that

it may be the 23rd, "for I am sure it is morning, and I thinke

it is day." Thus the work ends on a pleasant note of personal

allusion. But the work is not ended, for Digby, having done

some re-reading, discovers that he has forgotten to complete

his discussion of grace; so a final note is added. This

afterthought was discussed above.

VII

Sir Kenelm Digby distrusts both the mysticism and the

worldliness of Sir Thomas Browne; the latter because Digby

prefers man to concentrate on the spiritual values which

are done in the service of a watchful God and the former

because Digby seeks what he considers to be rational explana¬

tions for the immortality of the soul, the absolute chain of

causation and the nature of grace. Like Browne, Digby is a
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supremely transitional Nearly a mechanist in his

emphasis on an intelligible causation open to the rational

ind, Digby yet supports a faith in grace and reward.

Most of Digby'a Observations are ephemeral and trun

cated. He too often chastizes Browne inability to deal

with metaphysical questions when he himself fails to deal

with them adequately. Suspicious of metaphorical concepts,

Digby nevertheless often falls to define concretely his own

views. He merely assumes ex post facto that the test of

reason and the truth of faith coincide in those beliefs which

he holds. let Digby's arguments are not deceitful for he

honestly seeks naturalistic evidence to substantiate his meta¬

physical beliefs. pering Platonic ideal¬

ism or Hermetic mysticism in Browne, Digby seems to uphold

ore materialistic explanations; but at the same time Digby

find3 Browne's charity and love of friendship too worldly

and material in another sense. Digby's contradiction is not

unusual. He moderates the heights of imagination and paradox

in Browne, deeming them flighty unrealistic; then he

elaborates Browne's social and moral values Into a nearly

absolute servitude of man to a loving God. Actually Browne

and Digby are very close in their emphasis on the primacy of

God and His will, but Digby will not recognize this. He must

have thought the twistings and turnings of Browne's teleology

ill-defined at best and '’vulgar" at worst, while Browne won¬

ders at the divine hand in human affairs, Digby rationalizes

its and its effect. Digby's system is
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too rigid and too mechanical to allow for the Janus-like

3rowne, who enjoys and contradiction. Digby seeks

tangibility and reliability in his universe, so he expects

the same qualities in the io; naturally he is disappointed



CHAPTER IV

What explicit response Browne’s preface, "To the

Reader,” with its plea against ’’the rigid test of reason”

ight have drawn from Sir Kenelm Dlgby we will never know.

But Alexander Ross in his Medicus Med leatus (1645) does not

pass over Browne's overture. In a dedicatory epistle to

Edward Benlowes, at whose request Ross "endeavoured ... to

open the mysteries of this Treatise, so much cried up by

those, whose eyes pierce no deeper than the Superficies;

and their Judgements, then the out-sides of things,” Ross

takes issue immediately with Browne's supposed attempt to

escape close scrutiny:

There are many things delivered Rhetorically, many
expressions therein meerely Tropicall, and as they
best illustrate my intention; and therefore also
there are many things to be taken in a soft and
flexible sence, and not to be called unto the rigid
test of reason. (Religlo Medici, p. 4)

Ross retort

Expect not here from mee Rhetorlcall flourishes; I
study matter, not words as I suspect that
friendship, which is set out in too many Verball

; so doe I that Religion, which is trimmed
up with too many Tropicall Figments, and Rhetorlcall

If the gold be pure, why feares it the

Complements

dresses. why fe
trie

pure,
Touch-stone? The Physician will
drugges, ere hee make use of them for hi
bodie; and shall wee not trie the

the Apothecaries
Patients

of thatingredients
Religion, which is accounted the physick of our soules?

1

^Alexander Ross, Medleus Medicatus: or the Physicians
Religion Cured, by a Lenitive or Gentle Potion: some

Animadversion
Religio Medici

on Sir Kenelme
London, sigs.

Observations on

wing R-196TT.
Subsequent references will be given internally.

149
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Then with some rhetorical Indulgences of his own, Ross round

out his Introduction with complimentary remarks to Benlowes

and with the customary excuses about the lack of adequate

time, books, and quiet to do his task at its best.

Both Benlowes and Ross would have shared much the
&

same opinion of Browne's moderation and lack of partisanship

in the struggles of the established orthodoxy against Roman

Catholic and Puritan encroachments, Benlowes' disapproval

prompted him to request that his friend Brown

and the Catholic Digby, The need for rebuttal must have

been largely sectarian and political in motive, for Benlowes'

interest in contemporary theoretical and scientific questions

was small and unenlightened. 2 But Ross himself must have

been "perfectly aware that he is in an intellectually antago¬

nistic world,"3 for he writes as one defending a sanctified

position brutally assaulted.

I

The beginning of Ross's work establishes his attitude.

He repeats, then disregards with sarcastic intent, Browne's

desire for a temperate assessment. Ross answers: "We must

be bold to let him know, that our reason is not given to us

in vaine; shall we suffer ourselves to be wilfully blind¬

folded?" (p. 1). Although Ross's complaint may be justifiable,

^Harold Jenkins, Edward Benlowes (1602-1676): Bio
of a Minor Poet (Cambridge, Mass., 195?), PP. Í49, TÓ9.

ra

^Foster Watson, "Alexander Ross: Pedant Schoolmaster of
the Age of Cromwell," Gentleman*
473.

azine, COLXXIX (1095),
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his attack is not. That Ross's avowal of rationality is not

one of just objectivity or tempered Judgment appears in his

remarks comparing Browne's "stupidity” to a triad of analo¬

gies: the parable of the tares, the proverbial "all is not

gold that glisters," and the subversive incident of the

Trojan horse. Aligning himself with the perceptive "Laocon,"

Ross rhetorically answers his posed questions about "the traps

and snares laid in our waies?" (pp. 1-2). The rationale

offered by Ross is in no way rigid in Browne's sense. Rather

than examining Browne's private remarks with too close an

eye for consistency, a rational criteria which might otherwise

be considered commendable, although somewhat inappropriate

to Browne's random impressions, Ross scrutinizes the Rell

according to his own subjective preconception, rational only

in a selfish sense of personal conviction.

Ross's mind is shown as much in what he omits comment

upon as in what he considers worthy of attention. At the out¬

set Ross passes over the first sections of the Rell in

which Browne states his purposes and declares his Anglicanis

But section three, which opens by designating the danger

inherent to those pledged to pressing differences of opinion,

draws Ross's comment. It is this tolerance for divergent

opinions and Ross's angry retorts against tolerance that

comprise the first general area of disagreement worth examin¬

ing.
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II

(a) Although Browne does not name the Roman Catholic

Church specifically as he examines his awareness of the common¬

ality of faith which should pierce the arbitrary barriers

separating devout Christians, Ross never doubts that the hated

Roman Catholics are meant. Naturally Ross omits Browne's

cautions against extremism and condenses his point about the

commonality of faith to this: "He tells me that between us

and the Church there is but one faith." So stated

the subtlety of Browne's oblique argument is lost and the

expansiveness of his appeal negated. Thus Ross construes,

at least for his reader's sake, that Browne means that "he

will have us beleeve with the Romanists" on six dogmatical

positions which Ross interjects, knowing that the points will

be unacceptable to most of his conservative readers: priests

as equal mediators with Christ, transubstantiation, prayer

to saints, the equality of Papal authority with Scriptural,

the acceptance of the , and the adoration of images

Despite the stern enmity of Ross's damnation of any compro-

ise with Catholicism, there may be some saving note of ironic

humor when Ross stipulates that Browne would have those of
ti
one faith" believe enough dogma to "merit both of congruity

and condignity, yea supererogate." Ross closes his first

series of criticisms with a strained pun that "if our faith

be all one . . . this may be indeed religio Medici, the

religion of the House of Medicis (p. 2). Clearly Ross is

treating Browne with ridicule, not with objective analysis.



(b) Ross next paraphrases Browne in such a way that

he has the latter saying that he

Is not scrupulous in defect of our Churches to enter
Popish Churches, and pray with Papists; for though
the Heathen temples polluted the Israelites, yet
the Popish impieties are not such as pollute their
temples, or our prayers made in the

Even though Ross's summaries distort Browne's tolerance almost

into intolerance, they still leave Ross matter to criticize.

Again he lists a number of observations which vary in their

misapplication to Browne's thinking: a series of Scriptural

examples disprove the necessity of praying in church; praying

with Papists "is ... a confirming of their Idolatry"; mix¬

ing with Roman Catholics "is a scandall to the weaker brethern,

and woe to him by whom scandall cometh"; such conduct "argues

dissimulation . . . and we know what Siraulata Eanctltae is,"

Ross hints darkly; praying with Catholics necessitates echoing

their words; the "Popist Churches, being actually imployed

about Idolatry" are worse than the heathen who worshipped the

sun and the moon, which are, at least, God's creations, rather

than images made by man (p. 3). Then Ross lists four cate¬

gories of idolatry:

1. Kerneticall, which is the worship of Images:
2. Poeticall, the worship of deified men; 3. Physi¬
cal!, the worship of the great Platonick anlraall,
the world, or the part thereof; 4. Metaphysicall,
the worship of Angels, or other created spirits.

(P. 4)

He concludes that the Catholics practice all except the third

of these.

(c) Picking out Browne's declaration of religious

sentiment in the presence of any devotional object, Ross
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offhandedly commends Browne’s frequent remembrance of Christ,

then pointedly reminds him that these objects are not the

true source for the recognition Cari

His legacy was "his Words and Sacraments.

presence, for

In fact, the sight

of idols such as a crucifix should "excite . . . indignation."

We must reaot as Moses and "Ezechia" did before the golden

calf, for even silence "is a secret consent . . . wherein God

is dishonoured?" Ros3 ignores Browne's temperate acknowledge¬

ment that while such religious objects reflect sincere com¬

memoration, thej are employed many times for their emotional

appeal to the masses. To Ross's mind Browne's candid admission

of religious stimulation by contact with the trappings of

the Roman church far overrides Browne's own condemnation of

the superstitious effect such symbcle might have.

(d) Next, Browne's criticism of the mockery afforded
M

a solemne Procession" which caused him to weep "abundantly"

draws Ross's conjecture that the mockers were playing the

"part of femocrituc." Ross asks who has the greater blindness:

"he that laughs at the folly of superstitious Processions,

or he that weeps out of a preposterous devotion?" (p. 5).

Addressing .rcvne directly, Ross commends the former's weep¬

ing if it is out of pity for the process loners, but he doubts

from Browne's v.'ords that this is the case, so he charges that

Browne lacks "the heart and Christian courage to reprove such

Idolatry" (p. 6), and he suggests that Browne weep for himself

because he had made their idolatry his own. The frankness

of Browne's confession of faith is wasted on Ross. To the
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latter the Insinuations of tolerance suggest a gullible piety,

dangerous in its ramifications. In the midst of Browne's

penetrating self-analysis, Ross speaks ex cathedra.

The contemporary reader of Ross's animadversions would

probably not have been surprised that the author passed over

the generalized remarks by Browne in the first two sections

of the Reli in order to concentrate his opening attack on

the details of tolerant behavior described in section three.

Browne on dangerous ground became so specific.

Actually his moderation would not have been so unusual in

the 1630's, but it was ill-timed and combustible to many by

1642 and later. The decade preceding Ross's attack had seen

the publication of many more deliberative and perceptive dis¬

cussions of the dangerous authority of the Roman Catholic

Church than Browne's personal impressions reveal. But that

vested Interests, whether clerical, social or political, were

feeling the combined strain being imposed by the spread of

oderate thought may be intimated by Ross's alarm. A social

and political tolerance of Roman Catholicism in England had

become dangerous. The missionary activities of Roman Jesuits

and their rise to court prominence during the 1630's had inten¬

sified the opposing pressures which erupted in the civil con¬

flict of the 1640's. Increasing conversions in high places,

the identification of the Roman Church with French and Spanish

policies distasteful to some "patriotic" Englishmen, and the

open presence of Roman Catholic sympathies in church and court
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contributed to the mounting bitterness among Puritans and

conservative Anglicans. 4

(e) Questions of the laity's responsibility to

religious authority were also in Browne's mind in the early

sections of the Reli Browne prefers to follow the dic¬

tates of reason and his own "humor and fashion" rather than

any external authority. As for the Pope, Browne extends more

charity than he expects to denounces the

outcries of the vulgar. Such relativism could make but little

appeal or sense to Ross and those for whom he spoke.

Ross again passes over with no comment much that Browne

says, prefering to attack that portion which is charitable to

that feared enemy, the Pope. Ross lists his objections:

(a) Christ refused poral power, so how can the Pope bo

follow Him and be a temporal prince? (b) the terms by which

we address the Pope are no worse than those used by Christ

against Herod and the Rabbis; (c) the language which Browne

calls "popular scurrilities" is what Scripture gives the Pope;

(d) Ross agrees that we may "'suffer without reaction' In

particular wrongs, but not when Gods glory is in question.

. . . To God to be wronged, and to be moved, is

not charity, but lukewarmnesses or stupidity." Finally Ross

cites examples showing that "we give the Pope no other

language, then what he hath received of his owne party" and

concludes with a long list of charges against various Popes

Jordan, op. II, 182-197.
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who "have Justly deserved these titles, If you look on their

flagitious lives, and hereticall doctrine" (pp. 6-8):

What duties of good language do we owe to Zepherinus
a Montanist, to Marcellinus an Idolator, Llberius an
Arlan, Anastasiua a Nestorian, Vlgillus an Eutychian,
Honorius a Monothelite, Sylvester a Necromantick;
John the 27. that denied the resurrection, and others?
What shall I speak of Sylvester the second, Benedict
the ninth, John the 20. and 21. Gregory the second,
&c. who gave themselves to Sathan and Witchcraft? I
will say nothing of their Apostasies, Idolatries,
Whoredomes, Blasphemies, Cruelties, Simonies, Tyran¬
nic, &c. (p. 8).

Such embellishments only serve to cap earlier allusions in

the passage. Ross's citations of Christ's rejection of a

temporal kingdom and of Christ's driving out of the money¬

changers were commonplace. 5 His panorama of heretical Popes

reveals a learned, but peculiar perspective about contro¬

versial church history. Yet much of what he introduces is

without direct relevance to Browne's ideas. the latter has

merely become a stalking-horse for Ross's elaborations about

the dubiousness of Papal authority. Nevertheless Roes with

his sense of the imperative addresses Browne directly as if

The Ri
A.C. Campbell,
1901), p.

of War and Peace, trans.
Classics (New York,

whence all

^Hugo Grotius,
e Library

272: "Christ himself, the spring, fro
the power of the church was derived, and whose life is the
model for the church to follow, said, his kingdom was not
of this world, that is, was not of the same nature, with
other kingdoms, otherwise, like the rest of sovereigns,
he would have maintained his authority by the power of the
sword. For if he hacl pleased to call up the aid of Legions;
he would have called up hosts of Angels and not of men. And
every exercise of his right was performed by the influence
of divine, and not of human power; even when he drove the
sellers out of the temple."



to suggest an Intuitive knowledge of a mind which maintains

such a supposedly rash tolerance. He directs Browne to read

the writings of Saint Bernard and those "who have sufficiently

onstrated the forgery'* of ihe Donation of Constantine.

By coupling the spirituality of Saint Bernard and the world¬

liness of Constantine, Ross has established, perhaps uncon¬

sciously, the poles of his polemic. Ross does not elaborate

beyond these allusions, but continues on his erratic way. Yet

Saint Bernard's position that a spiritual leader must be schooled

in the monastic virtues, not in war or politics, which are bet¬

ter left to the Christian prince,^ reinforces the dichotomy

which Ross supports. A typical Ros aneuver is the inter¬

jection of Ihe Donation, which had become an embarrassment to

the Catholic position since it implied forgery.1
Ross's catalogue of heretical Popes includes fourteen

men who have aroused controversies of one kind or another.

While Ross cannot prove Browne their sup-

DO he can practice "guilt by association" by

vaguely relating Browne with all of them.

^Hayden V.
of Clairvaux,"

.hite, "The Gregorian Ideal and Saint Bernard
JHI, XXI (I960), 343.

tion,
^For a discussion of the notoriety surrounding Ihe Dona-

Christopher Bush Coleman, Constantine the Great and
and James T.Christianity (New York, 1914), pp.

Shotwéll and Louise Rope Loomis, Ihe See of Peter, Records of
Civilization: Sources and Studies (New York, Í927), pp. 462-477.
For an English translation of ihe Donation, see Select Hlstorl-
cal Documents of the Middle Ages, ed. Ernest F. Henderson



declaration of abstention from religious disputes:

I could never divide my self© from any man upon the
difference of an opinion, or be angry with his
Judgement for not agreeing with mee in that, fro
which perhaps within a few days I should dissent
y selfe. I have no Genius to disputes in Religion,

and have often thought it wlsedome to decline
them, ... (p. 9)

Humorous advice by Browne about the futility of argument is

wasted on Ross who attacks Browne's lack of enthusiasm for

proselytism. Every Christian, Ross believes, must argue

fiercely, for to "not dispute against an Heretlck, is not

to fight against an enemy," He attacks the singlemindedness

with which Browne seeks to "follow the great wheele of the

Church." Ross’s pompous attack against Browne for his servi¬

tude to orthodoxy is ironical; but with a burst of allusions

Ross condemns those who would always follow the "broad way,"

what if "this wheele is sometimes out of order" such as

Judaism in the time of Christ or the rise of Arianism in

the time of Athanasius, Ross's admiration for Athanasius is

paradoxical because of the charitable behavior the latter

afforded individual heretics. 8 Closing with an apocalyptic

gesture, Ross reminds Browne that Christ prophesied that at

His return He would find little faith upon the earth, imply

ing, Ross believes, that the "great wheele" may always be

untrustworthy (pp. 8-10). Thus the reactionary Ross shows

^Adolf von Harnack, History of Dogma, trans. Neil
3uchanan, 7 vols. (New York, 195^7, III» 140, 143.
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himself always quick to disparage the middle way. The incon¬

sistency between Browne*s espousal of the church against

individual religious conclusions and Browne's questioning of

the church's grasp on the truth Is not investigated by Ross.

Instead Ross is contented to appear as one of the true

believers who In times of crisis insist that their way is the

only way.

(g) Later in his examination of the Rellglo, Ross has

no room for latitude about the possibility that "those honest

Worthies and Philosophers'* might have been redeemed despite

ignorance Ross is "gloatingly sure"9 that

salvation is only through Christ. The only consolation that

he can offer them is that "it will be easier for them ... In

the last day, then for Jewes and Christians, who have

their Masters will, and have not done it" (pp. 62-63).

knowne

(h) Ross does not feel any compassion for Browne's

magnanimous opinion (p. 72) that the Christian Church exists

in Africa and in Asia. While Ross does not summarily deny

that some Christians exist in these places, the evidence

offered by Browne does not give "stabilitie or permanencie to

the Church there." Foss then embarks on list of the

heresies associated with the Eastern Churches which represent

for him "rather Sceletons, then the body of Christ." Most

of the sects mentioned are in Ross's opinion either more

heretical than the • oman Catholic Church or Romanist

^Bennett, o¿. cit., p. 93.
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themselves (pp. 63-65) So Ross can at the same time object

to Browne’s literal avoidance of sectarian conflicts in the

England of the 1640's and then condemn Browne's religious

breadth with just the kind of intolerance that Browne tries

to decry, perhaps because Browne saw it so often in the

sectarian Civil War.10

Ill

Ross's complaints against Browne are not limited to

anguish at a supposedly naive tolerance. Ross also finds

Browne's thinking in particular points of faith,

for example, on the immortality of the soul.

(a) Browne's admission of three youthful errors

(pp. 11-12) receives lengthy discussion from Ross who ad¬

vises the reading of Plato's Ilmaeus and Philebus and Aris¬

totle's De Anima for philosophical proof of the soul's immor¬

tality since Browne had doubted that philosophy had provided

any proof. There is something ridiculous about Ross advising

Browne to read Plato, but he does. Interestingly Ross attacks

not the heresy of mortalism directly, but instead the minor

contention that philosophy has not disproved mortalism. Ross

seems more Intent on improving Browne's knowledge of Platonic

and Aristotelian proofs than in warning against the danger

of heresy. Ross then lists seven evidences of the soul's

Immortality:

10Ibid., p. 94.
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2. The soule Is a

1. The soule is of an heavenly and quintessential!
nature, not of an elementary,
simple substance, not compounded of any principles;
therefore can be resolved unto none. ... 3. As
the soule hath neither matter nor forme in it, so nei¬
ther are there in it any contrarieties: now all gen¬
eration and corruption are by contraries. This is
the reason why Philosophy denieth any generation or
corruption in the Heavens, because they are void of
contrarieties. 4. It is a Máxime in Philosophy,
Quod secundum se alicui convenit, est ab eo insepar¬
able; therefore life is inseparable from the soule,
because it lives by it selfe not by another, as the
body doth, or by accident, as the souls of beasts do.
5. Mens soule have subsistence by themselves, not by
their composite, as accidents, and formes of beasts
have; which is the cause of their decay. 6. The soule
hath a naturall desire to immortality, which if it
should not enjoy, that desire were given to it fro
God in valne: ... 7. If the soule perish it must
be resolved to nothing; for it can not be resolved
unto any principles, as not being made of them: if
some thing can be resolved unto nothing, then some
thing was made of nothing; but Philosophy denies this;
therefore it must needs deny that, of the corruption
of the soule, and consequently, it holds the soules
immortality, (pp. 11-12)

Ross's description of the properties of the soul is dis¬

tinctly Aristotelian, although the combination that Ross com¬

piles is not precisely the doctrine of Aristotle. Both the

conception of the superiority of the heavens and the view

that generation and decay take place through lay

be found in a single passage in De Cáelo, 270al3-23, but the

transference of these remarks wholesale to the nature of the

soul overstates the point. While Aristotle denies in part

that the soul could be a combination of elements because the

soul is indivisible, he does explain the soul in terras of

its parts: the nutritive, the appetitive, the sensory, the

locomotive and the intellective. Thus the soul is in some

ysterious manner compounded, although Aristotle does not
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call It such. Ross's remarks about the soul come primarily

from Aristotle's views on the intellective faculty of the

soul—the presence of the mind. It is this component that

is as superior and as independent from the body as Ross would

state the entire soul to be. The soul itself in Aristotle is

closely related to its body, although the union is an unequal

one:

If, then, we have to give a general formula applicable
to all kinds of soul, we must describe it as the first
grade of actuality of a natural organized body. That
is why we can wholly dismiss as unnecessary the ques¬
tion whether the soul and the body are one. . . . Unity
has many senses (as many as 'is' has), but the most
proper and fundamental sense of both is the relation
of an actuality to that of which it is the actuality.

(De Anima. 4l2b5-10)

The soul to Aristotle is not as free from matter or the body

as it is for Ross. In fact, Aristotle believes "that the

soul is inseparable from its body, or at any rate that cer¬

tain parts of it are (if it has parts)—for the actuality of

some of them is nothing but the actualities of their bodily

parts" (De Anima, 4l3a4-6). The only transcendent feature

of the soul is the mind (the thinking and the judging faculty)

which "cannot reasonably be regarded as blended with the body:

if so, it would acquire some quality, e.g. warmth or cold,

or even have an organ like the sensitive faculty" (429a21-26).

Thus Ross has endowed the soul with higher powers not pre¬

cisely found in Aristotle's analysis. This heavenly essence

of the individual soul with its priority over body or matter

so important to Ross cannot even be found with certainty in

Plato's Timasus. Although the accepted connotation of a

acrocosmic-mierocosmic relationship is there, Plato speaks
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ore directly of a World-Soul (34b-35a). Despite Ross's con¬

fident statement that the "soul hath neither matter nor forme,"

Plato and Aristotle do not so argue Plato's proposition is

that the soul although susceptible to the diseases of the

body (Tlmaeus, 86b, The Republic, 6llb-e) rises above them

with only the body being left to die while the soul passes

through the cycle or reincarnation. Plato's myths on the

immortality the soul are ignored by Ross or sometimes dis

paraged whenever Browne shows his fondness for them. However

Ross’s contention that the "soule hath a naturall desire to

Immortality" approximates Plato in Tlmaeus, 90, when he pre¬

sents the soul as yearning for a spiritual existence in the

superior realm of true reality transcending the mutable, thus

inferior, material world. Although Tlmaeus substantiates the

view that the soul through its unity with the world-soul sub¬

sists independently of the body (30a), there are difficulties

involved in defining the Platonic Ideal in relation to the

Christian concept of the Individual soul, since it is ques¬

tionable that the spiritual essence passing back and forth

from this world to the next and then returning to Join another

body is identical with the immortal soul which Ross believes

in. So too Aristotle's contention that the soul is insepar¬

able from the body to which it gives life hardly reinforces

Ross's religious view.

Since the Platonic myths do not appeal to Ross, he

suggests Phllebus as a possible explanation of spiritual

immortality. This late dialogue examines more directly the
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ure. so nature of the soul arises

significantly only once in the work, during a discussion

of the ure intelligence in life in which

the possibility of "limits" is raised. The conception of a

cosmic order governed by reason is presented within which a

cosmic soul, much like that described in 1imaeua, coexists

with bodily elements fragmented from the physical universe

and spiritual elements corresponding to the world-soul

(Fhllebus. 30a-b). So Ross’s case for immortality and the

separation of the body and the soul in the afterlife is based

on qualitative differences, not directly on mythic or super¬

natural accounts, That Ross's motives were scientific or

philosophic as against religious and ethical is dubious. At

best Ross trots out his philosophic examples in order to

answer Browne's speculation. Ultimately Ross's own explana¬

tion of immortality is a preconception based on faith and

Scripture, then just affixed to the Greek accounts. Biblical

evidence would have been held by Ross as the supreme authority

Butwhile Platonic myth would have been dismissed as invalid,

Ross has attempted to discuss the soul as a philosophical

entity rather than as an instrument of salvation or rebirth.

As we shall see, an eternal system of reward and punishment

confirms Ross in his emphasis on the soul's immortality, so

no appeal to a Platonic quest for true justice is needed.

In fact, Ross's next answer to Browne is to dismiss any excuse

about our unworthiness to be immortal as only the wishful
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doubting of the sinful who would prefer to escape immortality

because it signifies "torments, rather than sleep or rest."

(b) Consequently Ross is offended by Browne's accept¬

ance of Origen's belief that God in His infinite mercy will
fl release the damned soules from torture" (p. 12). Ross

reminds Browne that Saint Augustine has shown "how pernicious

this opinion . is, for ... it destroyes Gods justice."

Augustine had extended Origen's argument to its ultimate con¬

clusion:

Which opinion, if it is good and true because it is
erciful, will be so much the better and truer in

proportion as it becomes more merciful. . . . And yet
they dare not extend their pity further, and pro¬
pose the deliverance of the devil himself.H

Ross argues that God's mercy is "regulated by his owne wis-

dome, not by our conceits." Scripture instructs us in the

boundaries of God's temperament, so if some are made melan¬

choly by the thought of eternal fire, they must think Instead

of eternal bliss (pp. 13-14). If Ross is not swayed by either

Origen or Browne's expansive conception of God's mercy, George

Rust writing on Origen's opinion believes that if God truly

created nothing in vain and if he pronounced what he created

as being "good," then in His foresight some release must have

been planned for the damned as well as the saved. Leading

into a corollary in Origen's thought that the damned will be

released so they may try again to fulfill the aim which God

had set for them, Rust explains that even the end of the world

p. 788 (XXI, 17)
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does not mean eternal death or eternal punishment. 12 Rust's

and Origen'8 argument based on the "gracious providence of

God, or the necessity of the Nature of things," would probably

have caught Browne's liking since his main concern was a merci

ful release from eternal torture, the eternal fire which Ross

alntains is ever necessary.

(c) Browne's third error was a charitable inclination

toward prayer for the dead. Ross's rebuttals are commonplaces

such prayer is "needlesse" for the saved and "fruitlesse" for

the damned; such prayer reveals a belief in Catholic purga¬

tory which 1s "injurious to the bloud of Christ" because He

"purged us"; such prayer has no scriptural basis. Primitive

Christians did not pray to or for the martyrs but "rehearsed"

their names "that they might not be obliterated by silence

and that posterity might know that they were in blisse," so

Ross surmises that prayer for the dead is another of those

superstitions which have "crept by degrees into the Church"

(pp. 15-16).

(d) Browne's preference for "Platonick" and "Alle¬

gorical" descriptions rather than "Metaphysical" ones does

not please Ross, who prefers to define the soul as "first

act and perfection of the body" than to accept Browne's

fancies about the soul being man's angel or the body of God.

Ross first dismisses as "absurd" the theory that "Soules and

12
A Letter of Resolution Concerning Origen and the

Chief of His Opinions, ed. Marjorie Hope Nicolson (New York,opi
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Angels are of the same species, . . . seeing the one . . .

subsist without bodies, so are not the other: the one are

intellective, the other rationall substances." In other words,

angels are capable of "understanding" without having to resort

to organic reasoning such as man's soul or mind must do. Ross

thus Incorporates "intellect" in an Aristotelian sense (pe

Anima, 429&13-29). Even more directly, Ross may be thinking

of the distinction made by Aristotle between the active intel¬

lect and the passive intellect. The latter is "potential"

and is •* t n time prior to actual knowledge." The former is

"actual" and "is identical with its object" (430a20-21).

Aristotle's discussion is elliptical and only superficially

parallels Ross's dichotomy between souls and angels. Of

course, Aristotle does not mention angels at all.

Ross continues that if the understanding intellect

subsists without substance, then angels must differ not only

"specifically," i.e., as to species, but also "numerically,"

i.e., quantitatively, fro the souls of men. If Ross had

looked at Browne's discussion of angels in section 33, he

would have found the distinction being made when Browne writes

that angels "have knowledge not onely of the specificall,

but the numericall formes of individuals" (p. 44). Boss's

desire to assert the immortality of angels continued through¬

out his career, for in 1653 he attacks Hobbes' efforts to

reconcile angels with the materiality of all created things.

^Ross, Leviathan Drawn Out with a Hook (London, 1653),
p. 33, cited' in West", ojc. clt.. p, 287
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Ross's citation of "the Schools" in support of his case seems

strange in the light of his bias, but Protestant writers on

angels "were likely to use many scholastic articles and now

and then to refer cordially to Catholic authorities. ..14 The

need to proclaim the reality of the spirit lead to strange

bedfellows allied against the materialist philosophy. The

degree of Ross's concern may well be measured by his strong

retorts to Browne, who hardly shows any inclination toward

corporeal interpretations of spiritual beings. Ross usually

follows Scriptural authority faithfully but he deviates

sharply in a disagreement over Browne's contention (p. 45)

that know of the affairs of men, according to Luke

xv:10. Ross retorts that such omnipotency is only God's.

He continues in the Aquinian tradition that the knowledge

which angels have is dependent upon God. Ross then embarks

on a rebuttal to Browne's liking for the metaphor calling

light a "spirituall Substance, and may bee an Angelí." Ross

asks what kind of "a skipping Angelí will ignis fatuus make?

The Chandlers and Bakers trades are honourable; those can

ake lights, which may in time become Angels; these wafers,

which in time become gods" (pp. 42-43). Ir. preferring the

material explanation for tne nature of light, Ross ignores

the Augustinian identification of light with angels (The City

of God, xi, 9), Browne with hia theocentric emphasis would
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have agreed with Ross's traditional stipulation that all

knowledge goes back to God.

Ross is aroused by a rejection of his master, Aris¬

totle, and the Schoolmen, since Hermetic and Platonic views

are too allegorical for his liking. This unseen Body of God

posited by Browne is analogous to the Platonic World-Soul,

against which Ross complains so frequently. The metaphor,

God' body, compels Rosa to argue that God is incorporeal,

for if He contained matter "there must be in him a passive

possibility, and quantity also, and distinction of parts, all

which essentially follow the matter." If God and our soul

are compounded of elements, he continues, then "God must be

after our soules, and mu3t be subject to some cause; for

every compound hath a cause of its composition." Would it not

be better, Ross asks, to reject this "strange God" and "admit

the metaphysicall definition of the soule, to wit, actus

primus corporis naturalis organic! potentia vitarn habentis,"

which is Aristotle's proposition that the "soul is the first

grade of actuality of a natural body having life potentially

in it" (De Anima. 4l2a27-28). Ross in his disdain for a

metaphorical description once again supports a semi-corporeal

but Aristotelian one. For Aristotle had to determine whether

the souls "belong to the class of potential existents, or

is it not rather an actuality? Our answer to this question

is of the greatest importance" (402a25-27). Rejecting the

theories of his predecessors, Aristotle identifies matter

with potentiality, form with actuality, thus the soul "must
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be a substance In the sense of the form of a natural body

having life potentially within it” (4l2a20-21). But there

are two kinds of actuality, "that of knowledge as possessed'1

which would be the actuality of the soul and '*the actual exer¬

cise of knowledge” which would refer to the body (412a21-23).

The need for the qualification “first actuality” means the

soul is the form of a body having life and having “organs”

or organization (412bl-5). Later Aristotle settles the ques¬

tion of the relationship of the body and the returning

to his conceptions of matter as potentiality and form as

actuality:

Reflection confirms the observed fact; the actuality
of any given thing can only be realized in what is
already potentially that thing, i.e. in a matter of
its own appropriate to it. From all this it follows
that soul is an actuality or formulable essence of
something that possesses a potentiality of being
besouled (4l4a25-28).

Ross closes his attack on Browne’s Platoni with this slur

“You were as good speak out in plaine terms with Plato, and

tell us, that the world is a great animal, whereof God is

the soule” (pp. 17-19). Probably Ross alludes here to

Timaeus, 30c: “In the likeness of what animal did the

creator make the world?” Ross conveniently ignores Plato's

rejection of a model based on any one animal since the world

encompasses all creatures.

(e) Browne's discussion of traduction and the union

of the soul and the body in section 36 (pp. 48-49) provokes

a lengthy rebuttal by Ross, who lists ten reasons against

the belief that the soul and the body are conceived together
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Ross contends that

Immortal

These qualities

he soul Is immaterial, self-existent,

ritual, non-seminal, and non-transmutable

confirmed by the authority of the church,

the ancients (Aristotle and Apuleius), and Scripture, These

qualities of the soul affirm that it is separate from the

body and superior to it, Ross believes. Although Ross cites

particularly De Generatione Anlmallum in his behalf, Aristotle's

explanation of the union the soul and the body does not

entirely endorse Ross's viewpoints. For example, the soul

although Independent of matter, is transmitted seminally:

applie
Has the semen soul, or not? The same argument

i here as in the question concerning the
parts. As no part, if it participates not in soul,
■will be a part except in an equivocal sense (as the
eye of a dead man is still called an 'eye'), so no
soul will exist in anything except that of which it
is soul; it is plain therefore that semen both has
soul, and is soul. (De Generatione Anlmallum, 735a5-8)

Ross calls on Aristotle's authority with particular reference

to the fact that "the Intellect" enters "into the body fro

without." There is little about the soul or the mind in

De Generatione Anlmallum. but De Anima will partially bear

out Ross's view. We have already seen Aristotle's conception

of the mind in that work, but to return to it here will not

be irrelevant. To Aristotle the mind "seems to be an inde¬

pendent substance implanted within the soul and to be

incapable of being destroyed" (De Anima, 408al8-19). Seem¬

ingly the mind combines with the soul, but the mind "can¬

not reasonably be regarded as blended with the body: if so,

it would acquire some quality, e.g. warmth or cold, or even

have an organ like the sensitive faculty: as It is, it has
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none" (429a24-26). Thus the tnind or intellect never actually

combines with the body, although the soul and the body do

merge in some living sense:

the body cannot be the actuality of the soul; it is
the soul which is the actuality of a certain kind of
body. Hence the rightness of the view that the soul
cannot be without a body, while it cannot be a body;
it is not a body but something relative to a body.
That is why it is in a body, and a body of a definite
kind. It was a mistake, therefore, to do as former
thinkers did, merely to fit it into a body without
adding a definite specification of the kind or char¬
acter of that body. Reflection confirms the observed
fact; the actuality of any given thing can only be
realized in what is already potentially that thing,
i.e. in a matter of its own appropriate to It. From
all this it follows that soul is an actuality or
forraulable essence of something that possesses a poten¬
tiality of being besouled. (414al7-27)

But Ros3 deviates from this exact description, preferring

a God who creates first the body then the soul, later in

the same order lets the body die, then reclaims the soul.

By this explanation Ross escapes the, to him, pitfalls of

both traduction and pre-existence. The temper in which Ross

approaches this entire question may be shown by his citation

of Psyche in Apuleius as an example that the '‘soul is not

infused, till the body be first framed” (p. 47). Later

(pp. 78-79) Ross uses the same argument to counter Browne's

marvelous phrase, "something that was before the Elements”

(P. 95).

(f) As for the puzzling question of the "tincture

and impression of reason” which Browne detects in the "mon¬

strous productions ... of man with beast" (p. 48), Ross

answers that more reason is found in an elephant than in these
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the seed of man, but "infused into the body, when it is

articulated"; and that if the soul of man were "transfused

into beasts" the offspring would be "capable of salvation

and damnation, of faith and the Sacraments, and the other

mysteries of Religion," the impossibility of this happening

speaks for Itself (pp. 47-48). Noticeably Ross does not deny

ooss

(g) When Browne contends that the body is not the

"instrument ... of the soul, but rather of sense" (p. 49),

Ross counters that the sense is dependent upon the body,

rather than the reverse. Finally Ross reports that Browne

should not have expected to "find in the braine the organ

of the rationall soule" for as Browne says this absence

argues for the "soules inorganitie"; however, Ross in agree¬

ing with Browne on this point is not disturbed by the simi¬

larity of the human and the animal cranium because "mans

braine differs specifically," i.e., in species. Ross con¬

cludes that the brain is indeed the "seat of reason" because

the senses and the fancy or imagination originate there and

are then used by the rational soul as it sees fit (p. 49).

There is apparently for Ross no mystery in this relationship

(h) Ross reaffirms through Biblical example the

doctrine of the transcendence of the soul in answer to

Browne's mortallstic speculation (p. 52) that the soul may

remain for a time in the grave with the body. Roes holds

that Scripture and not the Philosopher's Stone should be
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Browne's guide in this matter (p. 51). But Ross misreads

the passage since he thinks that Browne Is denying Immortality

when the latter says that the soul sleeps within the house of

flesh, l.hat Erowne means is clearly shown by his allusion

to "those strange and mystical transmigrations that I have

observed in Sllkwormes." Erowne is here speaking of the

presence of the soul within the body during ite earthly

existence.

(i) Ross's numerous objections to Erowne's theory of

the regenerated plant (p. 53) may serve as a summary of Ross's

views on form and matter, soul and body. Browne held that the

form of the plant could not be destroyed and that plant would

grow again out of its ashes. Ross answers that if the form

of the plant remains then it has not been "consumed" by the

flames. Any philosophy that tells us that matter is eternal,

while form perishes, is deceiving us. If the plant is regen¬

erated, then "Art and Nature is all one, both being able to

introduce, or, rather, educe a substantiall forme." If the

plant survives the fire, then the "radicall moisture and

naturall heat" which are necessary for the survival of the

form were not consumed by the fire, but instead "lurkes within

the ashes." If the plant survive then the "effect is nobler

than the cause.
»f If the cause has been removed, then "there

ay be a naturall regresse
M Ihe form which "actuates, dis¬

tinguishes, denominates, defines, & perfects the matter" must

still be In the ashes, e.g., "in the Masse, Christs bodie

under the accidents of bread." Fro uch beliefs it is too

easy to pass on to transubstantiatlon and the Phoenix. Even
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if the form is in the ashes, it is ashes, not form. Finally,

the "appetite of the matter is taken away; for to what can

it have an appetite, seeing it retaines the plant?

Ross concludes "your revived plant will prove more Artifician

then naturall" or "nothing but an Idea, or a delusion of the

eye through a glasse held over a flame. « Robs retorts that

n
a sallet of such plants may well tantalize you, they will

never fill you" (pp. 55-57). So Browne' ystlcal Idea receives

short shrift from the materialistic Ross, who attacks Browne

from nearly every direction, since self-contradiction does not

seem to perturb Ross. An in

in Ross's Arcana Microcosml:

parallel can be found

Ross

The whole composition cannot be transformed
into another composition nor the form to another
specification Is not the changing of one composi¬
tion into another, but an introduction of a new
form into the matter. . . . Transmutation then of
species is impossible to nature, not chemists who
think to transform silver into gold, not to the
Roman church which holds a transubstantiation of
breed into Christ's body.15

s explanations of the nature of the generation and the

decay of plants generally follow Aristotelian assumptions.

The "forme" of the plant which endures the flames would be

essentially the "soul" of the plant. In Aristotle plants

are alive in so far as they "possess in themselves an

originative power through which they increase or decrease in

all spatial directions" (De Anima, 4l3a25-28); in other words,

^Quoted in Pagel, o£. cit., Bull. Instlt. Hist. Med..
Ill, lOln.
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living plants have a nutritive soul which creates growth.

This growing process is explained by the heat of which Ross

speaks. The loss of this vital heat which is tempered by

cooling moisture results in death and decay, Aristotle writes

(De Resplratione, 479a8-10, 33-b3). The intermingling of

form and matter is explained in terms of soul:

We must maintain, further, that the soul is also the
cause of the living body as the original source of
local movement . . . change of quality and change of
quantity are also due to the soul. Sensation is held
to be a qualitative alteration, and nothing except
what has soul in it is capable of sensation. The
same holds of the quantitative changes which consti¬
tute growth and decay; nothing grows or decays natur¬
ally except it feeds Itself, and nothing feeds Itself
except what has a share of soul in it.

(De Anima, 4l5b22-28)

Even the spontaneous generation of plants arises from some

combination of form and matter:

some coming
theby

The same holds good also in plant
into being from seed and others, as it were,
spontaneous action of Nature, arising either from
decomposition of the earth or of some parts in other
plants, for some are not formed by themselves
arately but are produced upon other trees, as the
istletoe. (De Generatlone Anlmallum, 715b26-7l6al)

Of course, even Ross's allusions to the mixture of Art and

Nature are drawn from Aristotle, perhaps such an explanation

of orderly causation as this one in the ?hy3lca, 199a23-33,

199bl4-33:

By gradual advance in this direction we come to
clearly that in plants too that is produced which is
conducive to the end—leaves, e.g. grow to provide
shade for the fruit. If then it is both by nature
and for an end that the swallow makes its nest and
the spider its web, and plants grow leaves for the
sake of the fruit and send their roots down (not up)
for the sake of nourishment, it is plain that this
kind of cause is operative in things which come to
be and are by nature. And since 'nature' means two
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things, the matter and the form, of which the latter
Is the end, and since all the rest Is for the sake
of the end, the form must be the cause in the sense
of 'that for the sake of which'.

Moreover, among the seeds anything must have
come to be at random. But the person who asserts
this entirely does away with 'nature' and what exists
'by nature'. For those things are natural which, by
a continuous movement originated from an internal
principle, arrive at some completion; the same comple¬
tion is not reached from every principle; nor any chance
completion, but always the tendency in each is towards
the same end, if there is no impediment.

It is absurd to suppose that purpose is not pres¬
ent because we do not observe the agent deliberating.
Art does not deliberate. If the shipbuilding art
viere in the wood, it would produce the same results
by nature. If, therefore, purpose is present art,
It is present also in nature. The best illustration
Is a doctor doctoring himself: nature is like that.

It is plain then that nature is a cause, a cause
that operates for a purpose.

Ross extends the Aristotelian comparison between art and nature

to a facetious attribution that art is ephemeral and immaterial;

thus no substantial effect can come from it. The plant itself,

i.e,, the form, is not urned the fire, but no true plant

can be regenerated just from ashes Ashes are ashes, the

material-minded Ross retorts.

Browne and draw on the concept of

the Aristotelian "form" and use the same philosopher's classi¬

fication of "species," the latter cannot accept the former's

reuniting the form and the body in mystical terms. The exact¬

ness of Browne's correspondences between spirit and matter

carry him beyond Ross, especially when he evokes the divine

voice in this action. Ross's final view denies material

regeneration since he holds that the plant of Browne's experi¬

ment would be an "artificial!" one rather than a "naturall"

one
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IV

(a) Ross's hesitation to acoept the possibility of

a regenerated plant grows out of his conception of the world

of nature. For example, he attacks at Browne

definition of nature as ’’that streight and regular line,"

while Ross prefers "the principle of motion and rest."

Ross's first rebuttal is that Browne is not redefining nature

but is overthrowing a perfectly good definition for a mysti¬

fying metaphor. Ross directs our attention to Aristotle's

charge in Tópica, 139b34, that metaphors should be avoided

because of their obscurity. Of course, Ross says, we know

that Browne delights "in such fancies" as

light ... the shadow of God: I think Empedocles
. . . would please you well, who defines the sea to be
the sweat of the earth; and Plato defines the Poles
to be the little feet, on which the great animal of
the world moves it selfe. Such definitions are good
for women and children, who are delighted with toyes;
wise men search into the causes and natures of things.

(P. 21)

Ross's knowledge of Empedocles is here probably not based on

the fragments themselves,1^ but on Aristotle's criticism in

Meteorolo 357a24-27:

It is equally absurd to suppose that anything
has been explained by calling the sea 'the sweat
of the earth', like Empedocles. Metaphors are
poetical and so that expression of his may satisfy
the requirements of a poem, but as scientific theory
it is unsatisfactory.

1 &
°Empedocles, The Fragments of _

William Ellery Leonard " ( Chicago,“"T90
edocles, trans.

(Fragment



A critic's answer to the unfairness of Aristotle's accusa¬

tion emphasizes the integral importance

to his thought:

poetry

Imaginative vividness took hold of him with more per¬
suasiveness than did logical consistency, and he
inevitably baffles minds not constituted like his own.
The important thing in understanding him is to stop
thinking at the right moment. On almost every proble
his thought, when pushed beyond a certain point, pre¬
sents contradictions and absurdities; up to that point,
it is singularly suggestive and clear.1'

A blending of "the artistic and the scientific impulse" not

unlike this is found in Browne oments of abstraction and

condensation. tfrihe earth's sweat" i arvelously concrete

by any poetic standard, so Ross has chosen a fine example,

but of course it. Empedocles joins Plato in

Ross's eyes as invalid and obscure; the poetic rightness and

genius of both is not recognized by Ross's inflexible literal¬

ness.

Ross's argument against Browne's definition of nature

as a line is thoroughly Aristotelian and nearly metaphorical

itself, as he ridicules the comparison by making one himself

between "the ten Plagues" and "the ten Commandments." A line

has "quantity" which nature does not have, an idea which pos¬

sibly refers to Aristotle's argument in sica, 193b31-

194a6, which distinguishes the mathematical from the physical

and the abstract from the concrete on the basis of quantity

and quality:
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'Odd' and 'even', 'straight' and 'curved',
likewise 'number', 'line', and 'figure', do not
involve motion; not so 'flesh' and 'bone' and
'man'--these are defined like 'snub nose', not
like 'curved'. (194a3-6)

Ross then asks Browne cannot see that nature is "a

circular line,* as revealed by the shape of the world, the

stars and the heavens; by the process of generation and cor¬

ruption, and even the circulation of the blood. pri

and naturalness of circular movement is shown in De Cáelo,

269al9-21: "For the perfect is naturally prior to the imper¬

fect, and the circle is a perfect thing. This cannot be said

of any straight line," Huntley comments that "Ross overlooks

Browne's context and full Intention" and notes Browne

immediately following sentence concerns the 'revolution* of

the Sun; and the whole context is one of God the geometrician

who can divide a line by a stroke of his compass but who some¬

times chooses 'a circle or longer way.' ,.18 Next, Ross merely

suggests that "Nature is not a settled course, but in the

workes of Nature there is a settled and constant course; if

you speake properly, and like a Philosopher" (p. 22). Ross does

not agree with Browne's metaphor that "Nature is the hand of

God, and an instrument" and with Browne's contention that we

must never forget God's power for "to ascribe his actions unto

her, is to devolve the honor of the principal agent upon the

iSprank L. Huntley, "Sir Thomas Browne, M.D., Wlllia;
Harvey, and the Metaphor of the Circle," Bull. Hist. Med
XXV (May-June, 1951), 245.

• f
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Instrument," because Ross believes Browne carries them too

far: "It Is not the fire, but God that rosts your meat"

(p. 23). Ross in his hatred for the Platonic metaphor of God

as the soul of the world and hierarchical ruler has aligned

himself against a teleological argument which another con¬

text would probably call forth his agreement. For Browne

is warning against the error of mistaking "the creation for

its creator . . . the t

The remainder of Ross's

ur

nature

religion.

motion, "doe

not you know, that the forme actuates the compositum, and

restralnes the extravagancie of the matter," parallels Aris¬

totle's definition In Physlca, 193b2-8:

Thus in the second sense of 'nature' it would be
the shape or form (not separable except in state¬
ment) of things which have in themselves a source
of motion. (The combination of the two, e.g. man,
is not 'nature' but 'by nature' or 'natural'.)

The form indeed is 'nature' rather than the
latter; for a thing is more properly said to be

what It is when It has attained to fulfillment
than when it exists potentially.

To deny this Ross concludes would be for Browne a physician

to deny the processes of "generation and corruption, composi¬

tion and mixture in Nature" (p. 24). Little of Ross's

criticism is either original or Justified; for the most part

it grows out of a personal prejudice against metaphor and

toward circularity,

(b) Ross's literalness may be seen when a series of

mock problems suggested by Browne (p. 30) prompts Roi to

Baker, op 119-120.
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answer in his usual serious-minded manner the question of

whether there is a '‘right side of man." Ross locates the

right side of man by praising the location of the liver there

Since Nature has declared the right hand the "honourable" one

Ross warns piously that Browne eavour to know

Christs right hand from his left, that, in the last day, you

ay stand there with Joy amongst his sheep" (p. 36). In

putting his complete 3tock in the honor of the liver, Ross

goes counter to his master, Aristotle, who says: "But no

one could ever deem the liver to be the primary organ either

of the whole body or of the blood" (De Partlbus Animalium,

666a25). But this is precisely does hold, so his

view apparently goes back to the Galenic view that "the liver
on

must be the earliest organ." No anatomical evidence or

observation is considered necessary by Ross. Browne's shift

of his "bundle of curiosities" to "Pantagruels' libraryw

epitomizes the difference between him and a literalist like

Ross who answers all questions soberly. The frivolous ques¬

tions about Adam and Eve, especially about the rib, were not

taken seriously by most commentators.21
(c) Finally a conflict regarding the nature of heaven

and hell defines the particularity of Ross's thought. The

nature of angels and the meaning of Judgment must also be

considered In this context. Ross perceives "divers errour
11

20Needham, Embryology, p. 127.

21Williams, 0£. clt., p. 90.



in Browne's discussion of such matters in section 35 (pp. 46-

47). First, when Ross discovers that Browne has called

heaven the "imraateriall world," Ross counters that Browne has

confused the "celestiall world with the intellectual," only

the latter is "immaterial!, and had its being in the divine

Intellect, before it was made." having called the

"great Sphere, the first movable" is an error since if the

heavens are immaterial, as Browne says, then "they are not

ovable." Ross continues that no immaterial realm could be

the abode of the "bodies of the Saints" after resurrection.

The heavens have no "matter, they have not quantity and parts

They are "simple, as spirits," not "compounded substances of

atter and forme." Their matter is not "as the elementary

world" which is subject to "generation and corruption." Ross

next disagrees with Browne's assigning the habitation of

angels to "every where where is his essence" for they would

then be omnipresent, which is not the case. Finally, Ross

reminds Browne that the creation of angels as "ministring

spirits to the heires of salvation" does not so Intercede

them between man and God so as to shadow His glory; instead,

we should love Him even more for creating them. Ross argues

dogmatically that Browne's contention that generation and

creation are based on contrarieties is not true, because

creation has no "subject, without which contrarieties cannot

be in nature" (pp. 43-45).

Much of what Ross has said here about the nature of

the heavens and Heaven is elliptical, but essentially
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Aristotelian in basis. In Ross's mind the heavens are imma¬

terial, but "they have not such a matter, as the elementary

world . . . they have a matter, the subject of quantity,

though not of generation and corruption." Aristotle had said:

It is equally reasonable to assume that his
[heavenly] body will be ungenerated and indestructi¬
ble and exempt from increase and alteration, since
everything that comes to be comes into being from
its contrary and in some substrate, and passes away
likewise in a substrate by the action of the contrary
into the contrary. . . . For it is in contraries that
generation and decay subsist. (De Cáelo, 270al3-23

Thus the heavens are eternal, changeless, and perfect. Aris¬

totle will define "heaven" in three senses, the first, "the

substance of the extreme circumference of the whole, or that

natural body whose place is at the extreme circumference"

is deemed "the seat of all that is divine" (De Cáelo. 278bl0-

22). This description parallels most nearly what Ross Judges

heaven to be. This divine entity, Aristotle goes on, moves

continuously in a circle for an infinity of time (279bl-4,

281b26). Materially the heavens are neither light nor heavy

(269b30-31), and apparently do not incorporate the properties

of earthly and sublunarly bodies.

Ross makes a distinction between generation and crea¬

tion in his final comment on this section of the Reli

To him creation is not susceptible to the action of contraries;

thus, the creation of the universe differs materially fro

the natural act of generation and decay. In this Ross is

probably thinking of the creatio ex nihllo. When he speaks

of the heavens as spirits, he is distinctly separating the

from the material world. Although Aristotle does not use
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these terms, he does remove the heavens from generated matter

and he does conceive the heavens to be alive, as did Aristotle

(292a20-21).

Although Aristotle was still the standard university

authority, surely few men of the time were so fundamentally

aligned with and comm to the philosophy of Aristotle as

was Ross. 11 io him Aristotelianism was a live philosophy,

which he applied to what he observed. Thus he was Inevitably

and hopelessly on the wrong side as regards most of the new

ideas of the day." Francis R. Johnson compares Ross's

views to those of Ignorant Southern legislators who combatted

the teaching of evolution:

His arguments opposing the new scientific ideas
revealed a complete ignorance, not only of the
elementary principles of which all science is
founded, but also of the essential fe
the very theories he was attacking. . . . But
Ross was the last voluble champion of bigoted
Aristotelianism in an age that was moving rapidly
away from the old scholastic philosophy. The very
violence of his defense of the old ideas was sympto-
¡atic of the hopelessness of a losing cause.2"5

(d) Ross Introduces a traditional line of objection

to Browne's location of heaven and the destruction of the

atures of

world (p. 64). Concerning the latter, Ross disbelieves:

2?Richard Foster Jones,
University Studies, new
No. 6 (Gt. Louis,

Ancients and Moderns, Washington
s, language and literature,

1936), p. 125.

Astronomical Thought in Renaissance Lngland (Baltimore,
1937), 277-27
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that this sensible world shall be destroyed in the
substance thereof: its qualities shall be altered,
the actions, motions, and influences of the Heavens
shall cease; because then shall be no generation or
corruption, and consequently, no transmutation of
elements, (p. 58)

Having assured us that the world as such will not be ultimately

destroyed, Ross admits that even if it were destroyed, "yet

it will not follow, that therefore above the tenth Sphere

there is not the Thus Ross makes an explicit

differentiation between the material world subject to change

and the immutable heavens or particularly Heaven, where

"blisee and happlnesse" prevail and God is wholly present.

By making this religious reversal, Ross has implied that per¬

haps the immutability of the universe in Aristotelian terras

does not encompass the moral heavens. Here then the ter

"heaven" and "heavens" do not overlap as they do earlier in

the work. Both Scriptural and ecclesiastical tradition certify

the reality of heaven and the fact that it is not "everywhere,"

but is "locall," a place where Christ has "gone to prepare a

place for us." Not even the "Gentiles" were ignorant of such

a plaee, Ross informs us (pp. 57~59). Ross directs Browne to

chapter fifty-four of De Anima by Tertullian for proof that

the Gentiles, including especially Plato, knew of Hell. 24 As

Richard Westfall has pointed out, Ross "for all his extravagant

diction . . . had put his finger on the central issue—the

^Tertullian, "On the Soul," A
trans. Edwin A. Quain, 41 vols. (New

etical Works,
296-297
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relative authority of natural philosophy and Inspired

divinity.

(e) Ross treated Browne's location of heaven as an

interesting and even vital question; but the matter of hell

draws forth an angry series of retorts. Ross thinks that

Browne cannot 'understand "how . . . fire is the essence of

hell, ... or conceive a flame that can pray upon,

a soule." Browne had said that the flanies of Kell must

refer to that Hell "to come" and not to "this present Kell"

(p. 65). Ross rejects these questionings by summarily stating

that "the fire of Hell is corporeall" and that the soul "may

be affected and afflicted" in various ways: it can be "united

to the fire, and shut up as it were in a prison there"; "it

shall retaine the experimentan knowledge of those palnes, which

it suffered in the body"; "it is the principium and originall

of the senses, which shall remaine in the soule as in their

root"; and finally because the fire symbolizes God's "indigna¬

tion," it is not any more impossible for the fire "to worke

upon a spirit, then for the materiall humours of the body to

worke upon the soule" (pp. 59-60). Thus Ross uses teleological

speculations to dismiss Browne's rational questions.

(f) Naturally Ross continues to turbed

Browne places hell within the conscience of man, rather than

beneath the earth (p. 67). This inner hell is supposedly

rebutted by a traditional argument, circular though it may be:

g5pp. clt.. p. 21.
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"wee believe Hell to be under earth, because It stands with

reason and Gods Justice, that the wicked should be removed

as farre as might be from the Saints, and the place, which is

above." Besides those who are in hell did not aspire to

heavenly virtue, so it is "fitting that their hab1ta-

tion should be within the earth." The terms for hell in

Hebrew, Greek, Latin and English further signify that hell is

"low, and in darknesse." Both Scripture and the ancients
26

(Xertullian, Juvenal, Virgil, and Homer) speak of hell as

beneath the surface of the earth (pp. 60-62). The striking

Imaginativeness Browne view is wasted on the literal¬

minded Ross, defender of orthodox images

V

Ross repeatedly falls back on a literal interpreta¬

tion of Scripture as a final authority. This is true in both

general cases, such as the nature of the Judgment Day, and

on specific points of Interpretation.

(a) Browne has doubts about the literalness of a

Judgment Day:

I cannot dreame there should be at the last day any
such Judiclall proceeding, or calling to the Barre,
as indeed the Scripture eeemes to imply, and the
literall commentators doe conceive: for unspeakable
mysteries in the Scriptures are often delivered in

26
A . ,A marginal
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a vulgar and illustrative way, and being written
unto man, are delivered, not as they truely are,
but as they may bee understood. (p. 59)

Such remarks prompt Ross to depreciate reading the Scriptures

"mystically." j.he church from its beginning has believed that

Christ as judge will deliver sentence. "A mysticall and

unknowne way of tryall, will not stand so much with the honour

of Christ, as an open and visible, that all may see and wlt-

nesse the justice of the Judge." Ross reaffirms the "literal

sense" of the Bible, the "consent" of the church and reason

hold that since the creation was not a "mysterie" neither shall

the "consummation" be. Ross then continues his graphic re¬

hearsal of the last day: Christ was judged "visibly ... by

sinners" so he shall judge them openly especially since the

saints "shall see their desire upon their enemies" and the

wicked shall suffer so much the more if openly. Finally Ross

suspects that a view such as Browne's leads to conceiving the

final punishment itself as mystical rather than sensible, a

view "which is indeed to overthrow all Religion, and open a

wide gap for impiety and security" (pp. 51-53). Modern com¬

enta tors such as Ziegler and Kocher can compliment the "true

Catholic ideal"2^ and the "prophetic"2^ quality of Browne's

view, but these verdicts would be utterly foreign to the mind

of a Ross with its need for literal damnation and eternal

g7op. clt., p. 84.

g80p. clt.. p. 91.
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punishment. Ross Is not convinced

but holds to the old dispensation.

bare word

In the course of his discussion Ross also cites the

infamous Faustus Socinus who, according to Ross, held ’’that

eternall death and eternall fire prepared for the wicked

is only mysticall, and signifleth nothing else but the anni¬

hilation of the wicked for ever, without sensible paine. . .

According to a recent historian, Socinus in arguing against

the common conception of Christ*s atonement for our sins held

that repentance, not punishment, is the nature of God's for¬

giveness. 29 Browne himself may have come under the influence

of Soclnlanlsm through his Oxford tutor, Dr, Thomas Lushington,

and "had to be protected from that association by his surviv¬

ing well-wishers."-^ Ross is able by these few words to draw

an affinity between Browne and point of Socinian thought

(b) Browne's conjectures (p. 60) about the ambiguity

of "those progno ureM about the second coming

of Christ and the revelation of the Anti-Christ are answered

matter-of-factly by Ross. Of the former he writes that the

omens cannot be mistaken because they signify the final

destruction of Jerusalem and they will be greater in ’’extent

and number" than any ever seen before. Then, echoing Matthew

29H. John McLachlan, Soclnlanlsm in Seventeenth-Centur
England (London, 1951)» P. 15.

50Frank L. Huntley,
The Hi

"Sir Thomas Browne and His Oxford
Tutor; or Academic Guilt by Association,"
Newsletter, II (1956), 50. See McLachlan, o_£. clt., pp
110, on Lushington.

of Ideas
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xxiv:37-39, Ross warns that mankind will b

unprepared as it was before the Flood. On

caught just as

he Anti-Christ

Ross renews his attack on the Pope, citing both Scriptural

and theological authority that all descriptions of the

Anti-Christ fit the Pope. Echoing his earlier attack, he

lists some of the Pope's defamers such as Wyclif, the

Vialdenses, Huss,-^- and others who have identified the Pope

and the Anti-Christ (pp. 53-55). For Ross the Biblical por¬

tents of both the second advent and the Anti-Christ are clearly

delineated for all to understand and be forewarned by.

(c) Ross had earlier complained of Browne's attitude

toward Christ and implored him to follow the example of the

Bible. Bypassing the famous "o altitudo" apostrophe, Ross

takes Browne to task for being glad that he "never saw Christ

nor his Disciples" or been "one of Christs Patients" out of

the possible fear of having his "faith . . . thrust upon me
ff

(p. 14). Ro8S capitalizes on these statements by resurrect¬

ing the traditional prejudice against physicians:

Was it because he or they, by curing all diseases
freely would have hindered your practice? . . .

The poore Hemoroisse got more good by one touch

Three Treatises, ed.
of Antichrist and his

James Henthorn Todd
Meynee" in

¡ law of the

■^John Wycl
(Dublin, 1851), include
which Wyclif accuses the clergy
Pope rather than the law of Christ. Harnack, op. cit.,

136-149, surveys the conflict between the hierarchical
of the Roman Church and the espousal

its implications of the "invisible church"
by such groups as the Lollards, the Waldenses, and the
Hussites.

VI,
sys te
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of Christs garment, then by all the physlcke she
had received from those of your profession, (p. VJy¿

Having listed some of the Biblical persons who desired greatly

to see Christ, Ross compares Browne's presumption to Peter's

faith when he attempted to walk on water. Ross then offers

this prayer on Browne's behalf: "I beleeve, Lord, help my

unbeliefe" (p. 17). When Browne writes that he is happy that

he did not witness first hand the miracles of Christ and his

disciples, he has committed himself to a faith of acceptance

which was both naive and contemptuous to many of the dogmatists,

such as Ross.

(d) Later Ross corrects Browne's speculations about

the miracle of the brazen serpent. If Browne believes that

this miracle was a mere "AEgyptian tricke" (p. 28), then he

is as deceived as that second century snake cult, the Ophits,

who worshipped the miracle of the snake itself. Ross con¬

tinues facetiously by remarking that perhaps the Egyptians

learned of the snake's powers from Moses rather than vice

versa. Besides, Ross explains, the power of sympathy works

through "a hid vertue, having alwaies a naturall substance

from the subject of itM; the brass figure of the serpent

could therefore have no sympathetic powers. The attraction

of sympathies and antipathies may be found in such living

•^Bennett,
reader of the

op. clt.. p
seventeenth

58, comments that "no Christian
is-

Browne
century would have genuinely

eant." She denounces Ross's statementunderstood what
as a "cheap Jibe [which] betrays the dishonest controversial¬
ist."
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33things as rhubarb-'-" and rhod od end run?. The Imaginative power

of Moses' feat lay not In the Image of the serpent, but In the

Image of the erected cross, Ross concludes. Ross then answers

Browne about the miracles of Elias, Sodom, and Manna

by referring to the sanctity of the Biblical text and by offer¬

ing such solutions as Elias could not have started the fire

with bitumen, as Browne suggested, because he would have been

seen, and the miracle of the manna lay in its quantity, exactly

enough for everyone, and its ability to withstand putrefac¬

tion (pp. 27-32). In another context Paul H. Xocher comments

on the difficulties arising from Ross's handling of the Bible:

Ross of course stayed close to the literal meaning
of the words of Scripture and argues that this was
the only one applicable. With regard to the theory
of accommodation [offered by John Wilkins] he retorted
rather cogently that it would have been as easy and
as intelligible to the people for the Holy Ghost to
say that the earth moves as to say that the sun moves.
The Bible, he argued, never tells a palpable lie about
any fact in the physical world. Nevertheless, Ross
was considerably embarrassed by his inability to stick
to the letter of the text In some passages like those
describing the windows of heaven, the four corners of
the earth, and the flatness of the earth. Even he had
to admit that the Fathers had erred there.34

Although none of Browne's Scriptural speculations seem con¬

troversial, they are denounced as ''impious and ridiculous";

thus Browne's "honest endeavours" are overridden by literalism

and caustic bad humor.

3^3ee waiter Pagel, Paracelsus (Basel, Switzerland,
1958), pt>. 255, 260, for discussions of the "celestial
virtue" and "ocular demonstrations" found in rhubarb.

^Kocher, oo. clt., p. 198.
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(e) Browne continues his series of "niceties" (pp. 31-

35); of these Ross objects to five. (1) The curious fact

that no horses were found in America, although other less

"necessary" were there, may be explained, Ross believes, by

the "Strait of Anien, between Asia and America." (2) The

length of Methusalem's life Is certified by both the Bible

and the church. (3) Scripture is also "plalne" on the hanging

of Judas, and no mistake has been made in the translation,

Ross assures Browne. (4) Why should not the lower of Babel

have been built on the plain as the Bible say
ft men must

build where they can, not alwaies where they would." Browne's

rational quibble about the plain being an inappropriate place

to escape another flood holds little charm for Ross. (5) Ross

believes that "'Tis not lateriall, whether it was a messenger,

or Peters tutelary Angelí that was supposed to knock at the

door; for the word signifieth both." Nevertheless Ross is

in doubt about the full meaning of this passage (Acts xii:13-

17). He seems reluctant to accept that an angel was sent

as a messenger "from man" (pp. 36-39). Surprisingly Ross

does not interject any objections about Browne's view that

the Flood "seeraes not to mee so great a miracle, as that

there is not one alwayes." Browne's "arguments for the

universality of the Flood" were "written during the height

of that argument. >,35 Later (pp. 35-34) Browne praises the

35üon Cameron Allen, The Le
in Language and Literature,
1949), P. 148.

end of Noah,
XXXIII, Nos

Illinois Studies
3-4 (Urbana,
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Bible as a supreme literary work and complains of the pro¬

fusion of books which engulfs the world; unexpectedly the

pedantic Ross does not object to either disrespectful note.

(f) To Browne's speculation that miracles have ceased,

Ross agrees since Scripture confirms this cessation. He agrees

with Browne on the Aqulnlan definition of miracles as the

"extraordinary effects of Gods hand." But Rose disagrees with

Browne's contention that "there is not one Miracle greater

than another," because Ross holds that some miracles have

greater "effects" than others, e.g., the creation of the world

versus the man He laughs a bit at Browne's

"mannerly" proposition that "God can doe all things; how he

should work contradictions, I do not understand, yet dare not

therefore deny." Ross states emphatically that God cannot

work contradictions because His "object ... is possibile

absolutam."

goodnesse

here are actions "repugnant to his wisedome,

power" such as suffering, dying, or creating

another God. On these points Ross is much more confident of

his knowledge than is Browne, who vacillates, unable to con¬

firm or deny. Ross considers it "a breach of good manners"

to believe that God would do anything not suitable to his

nature. Ross concludes that "although his power and will

ake but one God, yet they are different attributes ratlone;

for the will commands, and the power puts in execution"(pp. 39-

41). While Browne's approach is more "urbane"^ than that

36gennett, o£. clt., p. 72.



of Dlgby and Rosa, he is also the most ambivalent of the

three.

VI

The certainty with which Ross discusses the nature

of God is reflected in a number of objections which he raises

to Browne's views on God.

(a) Questions about God's knowledge are raised by

Ross when he objects to Browne's description of God's wisdom:

"Hee is wise, because hee knowes all things; and hee knoweth

all things, because he made them all; but his greatest knowl¬

edge is in comprehending that he made not, that is himselfe"

(p. 18). Ross complains that the order is just the reverse:

God knoweth all things, because he is wise, for his
wisedome is not like ours; ours is got by knowledge
and long experience, so is not Gods, whose wisedome
and knowledge is co~eternall. . . . We know first
the effects of things and conclusions by discourse,
and then come to the knowledge of the principles,
which we call wisedome: but God knowes the principles
and causes of all things simplici intuitu, and imme¬
diately, being all in himselfe; the effects and con¬
clusions hee knowes in the causes and principles.

Ross's argument is essentially that of Aquinas, who contrast

man's division of the "different kinds of knowledge, accord¬

ing to the different objects of knowledge," whereas "God

knows all these by one urn

Theolopia, Q. 14, Art. 2, ad 2). Yttiile man gains knowledge

through examination of causal relations, God

"knows the effects on the cause" (Art. 7» ad. 2). Ross

continues that God does not know things because he made them,

but "hee made them, because hee knew them; ... he knew then

from eternities, he made them in time, and with time." Aquina
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writes: Hit.Ihe knowledge of God, joined to His will is the cause

of things" (Art. 9» ad. 3), and "for whatever is, or can be

period time, is known by God in his eternity"

(Art. 15» ad. 2). Ross also reads into Browne's statement the

supposition that Browne is limiting God's knowledge to only

that which He has made. But Ross lists four attributes which

God knows: "himselfe"; "those notions of oure mindes which

we call entia rationales"; "non-entities"; and "evill" (pp. 19-

20), Aquinas deals with the last in Art. 11, ads. 1-4, in
#

which he accepts Augustine's definition of evil as the privation

of good, and then concludes that because God knows good perfectly,

he roust also know evil, the opposite of good. Therefore evil

Is much Inferior to good, since it can "neither be defined nor

known except by good." For an explanation of entia rationales

and non-entities we must look elsewhere. Non-ens or non-being

is discussed by Aquinas in Q. 16, Art. 3, ad. 2, when he defines

not-being as having, "nothing in itself whereby it can be known;

yet it is known in so far as the intellect renders it knowable.

Hence the true is based on being, inasmuch as not-being is a

kind of logical being, apprehended, that is, by reason." Since

ens is being, or that which is, ens rationis is ha

existence only as an object of reason. The latter concept has

become more associated with the philosophy of Puns Scotus, who

defined it as

that which has being in the understanding which con¬
siders it, and which can have no being outside the
understanding; it posits nothing in the actual thing
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and it is not itself an actual thing, but it is
none the less formed or apprehended by reason.37

Although Scotus* division of ens and rationis is not

entirely compatible with Aquinas' identification of being

and non-being, Ross does not seem to mind, since his point

is solely that God's wisdom is sufficient to allow Him to

know both. As for Browne's general argument that man's mind

does not operate as directly as God's, whose mind wills and

acts at one instant in a mysterious way that man can only

contemplate, Ross ignores completely. The contrast between

Ross's heavily philosophic language and Browne's mystical

phrasing illustrates the differences in attitude and approach

in each writer. Ross speaks of God perceiving intuitively

the "principles" or primary truths which men call wisdom;

this process encompasses more than God can create, for God

did not create himself, entia rationis, non-entities or evil.

The basic discussion here is non-controversial and for the

iost part Ross's catalogue of Scholastic explanations seems

largely irrelevant since at best Browne is only interested

in "Contemplations Metaphysicall."

(b) Ross ignores the beginning of Browne's analysis

of Fortune, "that serpentine and crooked line, whereby he

[God] drawes those actions that his wisdome intends, In a

ore unknowne and secret way" (pp. 23-24); instead, he turns

to the possibly more concrete statements (pp. 25-26) as

Selections from Medieval37
Roger Bacon to W
McKeon, 2 vols. (New York,

Philosophers:
, trans. and

II, 451.

Vol. II:
ed.' RicKard
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it i inTis not a ridiculous devotion to say a Prayer before a

game of Tables," and "Judiciall Astrology . . . doth not

tire Ross declares the first a "profanation."

The second statement requires lengthier treatment because Ross

sees such approval of astrological Influences as compliance

with the devil and contrary to "Councels, Canons, civlll and

unlclpall Lawes, and Gods Word." Ross thinks it would be

better to declare "in plalne termes" that Mercury and Jupiter

have no influence over wealth and wit, that "the Stares were

¡ade to ignes measure time, to warme and illuminate

. . . promption comes neither from East nor West, but fro

the Lord." Ross cites Scriptural evidence of God’s influence

in the world, then he lists many ways to obtain wealth and

asks Browne if he can make Jupiter the cause of all of the

Praying to Jupiter makes it unnecessary to pray to God. Ross

borrows without giving credit a passage from The City of God

to conclude his argument:

You were as good tell us of the goddesse Pecunia,
of the god, AEsculanus, and his
worshipped among the Romans, for
of mony, brasse and silver, that
wealth on us, wee will thank the
it, not them, as to call Mercury
lent aspects, because %hey dispo
and witty, (pp. 25-27p

son Argentarius,
being the authors
if they dispose
Supreme giver for
and Jupiter benevo
e us to be wealthy

56The City of God, ed. olt.,
Augustine argues that virtue and

126-128 (IV, 20).

so it is senseless to implore

PP.
felicity exist in themselves

the various deities for these
qualities. Instead practice virtue and receive felicity,

Aesculanus, and Argentinus
asks wittily why if Aesculanus

he maintains. He lists Pecunia,
among those gods worshipped, and
(brass) begot Argentinus (silver) did not the latter beget
Aurinus (gold).
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Ross in a gesture of magnanimity suggests that if there were

any truth in astrology he would recognize it, but all laws,

sacred and secular, "condemn" astrology. All fortune emanates

from a benevolent God, Ross concludes.

(c) Later his analysis (pp. 68-70) Ross will object

rather strongly to Browne's statements about chiromancy and

palmistry. Browne merely wonders aloud if facial markings

ight not indicate in some way "the motto of our Soules" (p. 78)

Ross reminds Browne that Christ warned against deceptive appear¬

ance; we must "Judge righteous Judgement." While Ross does

not deny that "sometimes the face proves index animi" such as

•50
in the cases of Julian the Apostate 7 and Esau, any effort to

predict the future from such signs is a "superstitious folly."

Ross then cites the famous sixth satire by Juvenal on women
40

as evidence of those who superstitiously seek the secrets of

fortune. He then lists five more objections: the markings of

the body are often "by accident, then by nature"; learning

changes the future of men, e.g., Socrates; man has free will

over his "morall actions"; the grace of God "doth quite trans¬

forme nature"; men perceive the foolishness of believing

"that Jupiter must containe himselfe within his owne line,

and not encroach upon the line of Venus or Mercury" in one's

39ross cites the attack of Gregory Nazianzen against
Julian. See Julian the Emperor, containing Gregory Nazianzen's
Two Invectives and Llbanlus'ls Monody, trans. Charles Willia
King (London, l88"8).

Juvenal and
Library (London,

trans.
130.

G.G. Ramsay, Loeb Classical
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palm. Instead Ross declares men should "follow him, who only

hath the seven Stars In his right hand," i.e., God or Christ.

Again Ross asserts the power of the Christian God as a rebuttal

to any contrary explanations of the meaning of life—even

facetious explanations such as offered by Browne. Ross shows

himself to be in line with the customary religious opposition

to superstitions which encroach on teleological answers to the

nature of man’s existence.

(d) idien Browne chances on three occasions to ponder

the nature of atheism and doubt, he draws angry retorts fro

Ross. Browne's ironic contention that there are no atheists

(p. 28) provokes a listing of fifteen instances from Saint

Paul, Virgil, Cicero, Homer and others which shows that

atheists do exist. Ross is especially angered by Browne's

explanation that the "doctrine of Epicurus, that denied the

providence of God, was no Atheism, but a magnificent and high-

strained conceit of his Majesty." To Ross, Epicurus and all

who believe "the world to be casually and rashly agglomerated

of small Atomes" are atheists. Ross's objection is as much

moral as scientific, for an anathema to the libertine reputation

of Epicurus would have been strong in Ross. Ross holds that

denying God's providence or any of His attributes is as

great an atheism as to deny Hie very essence. Perhaps on

this basis Ross can call Galen an atheist, although his

main purpose is to associate atheism with the medical
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profession.
41

Ross continues that any who believe that

religion is man-made "to keep people in awe" are atheists.

God's providence reaches to the very hairs of our head, Ross

contends. So a literal acceptance of a personal God does not

allow Ross to share Browne' peculation that such minute con¬

cern by the deity about man may not do Him honor. Ross directs

us to book De Natura Deorum for collaboration of the

atheism of Epicurus, Democritus, and some six others. So

closely are Ross's examples drawn from Cicero that he even

cites that author's comparison between Epicurus's overthrow

of the temples of the gods by argument with Xerxes's doing

it by force.
42 Browne's identification of the "fatal neces-

sitie of the Stolckes" with the "immutable Law" of the will

of God can only mean, Ross says, that no matter what man does,

good or evil, it is done by "an inevitable necessity" to which
« even Jupiter himselfe was subject." Ross admits that he would

not have expected to have heard this heathen belief, which he

associates with the Turks, from a "Christian Physician till

now” (pp. 32-35). Undoubtedly the universe pictured by

Lucretius would have been a horror to Ross:

^■Richard Walzer, Galen on Jews and Christians, Oxford
Classical and Philosophical Monographs (London, 1949),
pp. 11-13, 23-27, points out that Galen sets a limitation
of God's powers; He will do only the best of the possibillti
open to Him and there are certain things "impossible by na¬
ture" and God will not intervene miraculously.

^See Cicero, ed. cit., on Democritus, pp.
117, 197; on Epicurus and Xerxes, p. Ill; also
5» 61, 63, 113, 375.

33, 73, 115,
see pp. 3,
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To say again that for the sake of men they [the
gods] have willed to set in order the glorious
nature of the world and therefore it is meet to
praise the work of the gods calling as it does
for all praise, and to believe that it will be
eternal and immortal, and that it is an unholy
thing ever to shake by any force from its fixed
seats that which by the forethought of the gods
in ancient days has been established on ever¬
lasting foundations for mankind, or to assail it
by speech and utterly overturn it from top to
bottom; . , . all is sheer folly.^3

(e) Ross also disagrees when Browne (p, 40) calls

those who deny witches atheists. Ross denies that there

is "such a strict relation between witches and spirits, that

hee that denies the one, must needs deny the other?” Surely,

Ross contends, spirits exist without witches (p. 41). Apparent¬

ly Ross did not unite the levels of the great chain of being

in the stricter manner of Browne and others who felt that the

denial of any level, such as witches, was a denial of the

whole. Although curious dependence on belief in Satan in

order to retain belief in God does exist in the century,
44

Ross

does not raise this point in his objections. It is Interesting

that Ross does not bother to comment on Browne's meanderings

about changelings, cohabitation with devils, and Satanic

possession.

(f) Ross concludes his criticisms of part one of the

Rellglo by denouncing Browne's doubts about the certainty of

his salvation because the latter realizes his "unworthinesse."

^On the Nature
Stoic and
York,

icurean
Things, trans

ers. ed
H.A.J, Munro in The
Whitney J. Oates' (New

Willey, o£. pp. 60-61.
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Besides Browne its that "no infallible warrant" of either

salvation, or, for that matter, the city of Constantinople

can be given (pp. 73-74) All of these remarks are abhorrent

to Ross. First, Ross declares that "to be fully perswaded,

and not to sweare it, is a contradiction." Then there is uch

that must be accepted as true without empirical evidence. Most

important, Ros

humilitie, but

that "doubting is not the fruit of

itie." To him Browne is an infidel

after the manner of the Church of Rome

which would rob us of the comforts wee reap in our
afflictions, and in death it selfe, from the assur¬
ance of our salvation; For, if we doubt of our
salvation, wee must doubt also of our election,
and of the certainty of all Gods promises.

The Sacraments and the words of Saint Paul (the last cited in

rebuttal to Browne's citation of the apostle) reaffirm the

closeness our Christ Finally does admit

that some believers have doubts, but they are comforted "that

Christ prayeth for them, that their faith shall not falle."

Ro concludes that Browne "to be still doubting, is a signe

of a bad Christian; and ... of a bad man" (pp. 65-67). With

that personal condemnation Ross ends his discussion of the

first part of Rellglo Medici. magnanimity almost

includes doubting Christians, but not certainly bad men.

Modern critics detect in Browne's skeptioism signs of his

scientific thought. Zeigler^ finds a near "triviality" and

45'Op. oit., pp. 13, 73-74.
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exploitation in Browne’s wit regarding eternity, while Merton^
Judges this passage to be "a striking example of how Browne'

soience functions as the medium through

can assimilate conventional concepts.*'

Imagination

VII

The last group of criticisms made by Ross may be best

considered as rebuttals to Browne's personal allusions. All

except the first occur in part two of the Religio in which

Browne discusses charity, the relationships between a man and

his friends, marriage, and other personal subjects.

(a) Browne expresses a certain disdain for death when

he writes that "I finde not any thing therein able to daunt

the courage of a man, much lesse a well resolved Christian"

and "nor can I highly love any that is afraid of" death

(pp. 50-51). These remarks do not suit R03S at all and he

cites Biblical and classical rebuttals (David, Ezekial,

Christ, Seneca and "the greatest of all philosophers") who

feared death. The latter, Aristotle, Ross quotes directly,

although he neglects to state the context. Aristotle does

indeed call death "the most terrible of all things" but he

also says that man should not fear death in all situations.

An honorable fear of death may be felt by the "noblest" man

such as in battle where the danger of death is greatest

(Ethica Nicomachea, 1115a2728). There is no such tempering

remark by Ross who says that even the good man fears death,
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for it '’dissolves his fabrick" (p. 50). On this grim topic

Ross has no levity. Browne's equanimity and calm tone—death

is a force to be considered and met with bonor--is much closer

to Seneca and Aristotle than Ross's views. Even more important,

Browne' annered indifference parallels the Christian ethic

thatthat man should be so dissatisfied with this earthly life

he should anticipate the next. But Ross is not so easily

placated and quotes Scripture in support of fear.

(b) Browne's confession (p. 85) that his love of

friends exceeds his love of kin motivates a strong rebuttal

by Ross, who believes that Browne is in danger of violating

the Fifth Commandment. God has decreed "an order in our love"

which must not be broken. Ross is so assured of this truth

that he concludes "but what needs the urging of this duty,

which is grounded on the Nature? Then Ross

isconstrues in the same manner as Digby a statement by

Browne: "I have loved my Friend as I do vertue, and as I

do in my soule, my God." Both critics attack Browne for dis¬

respect to God, surely a misreading. Ross counters that the

love of God, un goode," transcends the "selfe-

love" of friends, a "particular" good (pp. 70-72).

(c) A profession by Browne that his original sin has

been cleansed by baptism and that he need not fear for the

sins of his youth (p. 88), the last probably meant ironically,

prompts Ross to a stern-minded rebuke that only the guilt and

the curse of original sin is removed bapti "root"

of the sin remains like infectious "leprosie . . . never
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totally abolished," until Ross thinks that Browne

is guilty of self-deception if he no longer fears for his

sins (pp. 72-73). Ross misses the whimsical comfort Browne

draws from the knowledge that he has "no sinnes that want a

name" and that he is not of the nature to invent new ones.

Such understatement is wasted on Ross, who is unwilling to

eparate sins and study them objectively as

Browne does.

(d) Ross shares with many readers, including Digby,

a moment of doubt when Browne confesses that he is thankful

that he "escaped" the vice of pride (p. 89). Ross's rebuttal

is strait-laced, far more so than Browne deserves, although

a recent critic who considers Ross's book "comparatively

mild" compliments him for making a "good point" on this pas-

47 After comparing Browne with the infamous Pharisee,

Ross reminds him of the subtlety of pride and asks the ques¬

tion that nearly all readers consider: "And have you not

pride, in thinking you have no pride?" Ross directs Browne to

Saint Bernard's warning against bragging, the fourth of the

twelve steps of pride:

But when increasing vanity begins to make the
windbag swell, then the wind must be belched out
through a larger opening, a wider passage, else

47
Bottrail, op. 40-41.
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it will burst ... in the multitude of words you
ay recognize boastfulness.48

(e) Browne’s disparagement of the "blind pursuit of

knowledge" and his desire to rest in a "modest ignorance"

reveal to Ross a lack of appreciation for the blessing that

present knowledge will be later in heaven, an argument that

Dlgby also uses. Along with his usual Scriptural authorities,

Ross points out that "by the knowledge of the creature, we

come to know the Creatour; and by the effects, we know the

supreme cause, whom to know in Christ, is life eternall,"

Knowledge brings us "neare to the Angelicall nature." God

ade nothing in vain including man's "understanding, appre¬

hension, judgement." Although some knowledge is "uncertaine,"

the Christian through his accumulation of knowledge in "Phil¬

osophy, and other humane studies, did more hurt to Gentillsme,

then all the opposition and strength of men could doe." To

conclude ignorance is better than knowledge" is to con¬

clude that "bllndnesse is better than sight" (pp. 73-76).

Once again the irony of Browne's self-depreciation eludes

Ross, who renders Instead a pious and evangelical call to

Christian learning. Ross identifies ignorance with religious

confusion which to him would be an unbearable state.

48
Bernard, Abbot of Clairvaux,

trans. George Bosworth Burch
It is interesting to note

of Humilit

206.
humility, p
emphasis on

125,
the

i ü very
self-knowledge of

(Cambridge Mass.,
that Bernard's

close to Browne'

, PP.
definition

205-
of

s (p. 74) with Its
unworthiness.
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(f) Naturally Browne’s famous renunciation of '’the

foolishest act a wise man commits in all his life" (p. 91)

would draw Ross's fire. Wisdom and God have conceived this

ethod of procreation, so it is not folly; however, Ross

does admit that the "circumstances" may be foolish at times,

but not the act itself (p. 77). About the same time that

Ross was registering his dislike, James Howell in a letter to

Thomas Young, dated 28 April 1645, records his reaction:

But to com at last to your kind of Wiving, I
acknowledge, that marriage is an honorable condi¬
tion, nor dare I think otherwise without profane-
nes, for it is the Epithet the Holy Text gives it:
Therfore it was a wild speech of the Philosopher
to say, That if our conversation could be without
women, Angels would com down and dwell amongst us;
And a wilder speech it was of the Cynic, when pass¬
ing by a Tree where a Maid had made herself away,
wish’d, That Trees might bear such fruit. But to
pass from these Motheaten Philosophers to a modern
Phislclan of our own, it was a most unmanly thing
in him, while he displaies his own Religion, to
wish that ther wer a way to propagat the world
otherwise than by conjunction with women, (and
Paracelsus undertakes to shew him the way), whereby
he seems to repine (though I understand he was
Wiv’d a little after) at the honourable degree of
marriage, which I hold to be the prime Link of
humane society, the chiefest happines of Mortals,
and wherein heaven hath a special hand.4-9

(g) Browne's fea the "contagion of commerce

without me," but of "the corruption . . . within me" (p. 94)

leads to nothing more than a reminder from Ross that Browne

should, of course the inner corrup¬

tion. After citing the proverbial pitch which defiles and

Forren
istolae Ho-Ellanae Familiar Letters Domestic and
th ed.; London, 1673), P.
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the ubiquitous sun which is not corrupted, Ross mentions the

restrictions placed upon the Israelites by God and Juvenal's

advice in the Second Satire (lines 79-81) that "the scab of

one sheep, or the mange of one pig, destroys an entire herd;

Just as one bunch of grapes takes on its sickly colour from

the aspect of its neighbour. «50 Ross either misreads or is

isled by an incorrect edition when he endorses Browne's

view that his "conversation must not be, like the Suns, with

all men" (pp. 77-78). In Browne's more magnanimous view,

the "not" is not there (p. 93). All in all, Browne's emphasis

on the psychology of inner corruption is wasted on Ross; intro¬

spective writers need introspective readers, ideally of kin¬

dred emotions, or at least of pliable emotions.

VIII

Ross concludes his pronouncement by addressing Browne

directly. He tells Browne that he has indicated his "aber¬

rations . . . not out of an humour of contradiction or vain¬

glory, nor of any intention I have your

Books into obloquie, that I have marked out its obliquities."

F. P. Wilson comments on this passage:

When Ross mentioned the 'obliquities' of the Reli
Mediol. he had in mind Browne's innocent heresies.
When Charles Lamb praised Browne's 'beautiful obli¬
quities,* he had in mind the unexpectedness of his
thought. His mind is like a seventeenth-century

23, 25.



perspective glass which made what was awry look
straight and what was straight look awry.51

Since Ross had repudiated Browne for his so-called impious

loyalty to friends, it is worthwhile n

the motivation for his book once again

that Ross credits

charge on me; and
some

only to satisfle the desire of my friends (for
whom we are partly borne) who have laid this

to let green hands and incon¬
siderate young Gentlemen see, that there is
danger in reading your Book, . . . for, whilst
they are taken with the gilding of your phrase,
they may swallow such pills, as may rather kill
then cure them.

Ross continues that some lesser errors by Browne have been

omitted since he did not wish to appear "too Eaglesighted in

other mens failings, whereas I have enough to doe with mine

owne.
n Compli Browne for the "much worth and good

language," in his work, Ross also admits praise for Browne's

Ingenuousness (a constant praise it seems Browne) and

for his "modesty" in admitting the relevance of "maturer

judgements" on what he has written. Perhaps this Ros

eans himself. Ross protests his own lack of malice and

concludes piously: "The God of truth direct all our hearts

into the way of truth. Amen" (pp. 79-80). The final blow

indeed is for Ross to pray for Browne.

Seven years later Sir Thomas Urquhart published in

his j-he Dlsoovery of A most exquisite Jewel the following

praise on Ross's behalf:

I must salute that most learned and worthy gentleman,
and most endeared minion of the muses, Mr. Alexander
Ross, who hath written manyer excellent books in Latin

510p. cit.. pp. 84-85.
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and English, what In prose, what In verse, than
he hath lived years. . . . Besides all these vol¬
umes, books, and tractates, he composed above
three hundred exquisite sermons, which were by the
merciless fury of Vulcan destroyed all In one night,
to the great grief of many preachers, to whom they
would have been every whit as useful as Sir Edward
Coke's reprints to the lawyers. ¡.He] who for
his piety, theological endowments, philosophy, elo¬
quence, and poesle, Is so eminently qualified, that
(according to the metempsychosis of Pythagoras) one
would think that the souls of Socrates, C-hry30stome,
Aristotle, Cicerón, and Virgil, have been transformed
into the substantial faculties of that entelechy,
wherewith, by such a conflated transanimation, he is
informed and sublimely inspired.52

Despi this effusive praise, Dr. Johnson can report

in his Life of Sir Thomas Browne that the Medleus Medlcatus

is "universally neglected by the world,"53 And Foster Watson,

who resurrected Hose in 1895» must report that "the Pellglo

Medici Is read and treasured; Med leus Medlcatus is hardly

known as a name."5^

Although W. K. Jordan groups Ross under the "principles

of moderation and latitude" and assesses Ross's Pansebela:

Or. a View of all Religions In the World, unquestionably

written on a controversial and dogmatical subject, as "marked

by an objective temper of mind,"55 Ross's attitude toward

Browne laoks both objectivity and magnanimity. Ross prefers

52wilkin,
for

cit
dryly: "Alas for
must, on
souls."

• 9 I, lxll-lxlli note. W'ilkln adds
person of poor Mister Ross, which

this theory, have been rather thickly peopled with

53ibid., I, XXV.

5^0p. cit., p. 47c.

55q£. cit., IV, 428.
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religious intolerance and philosophical inconsistency. Even

though Ross embroiders his argument with Aristotelian proofs,

most of his conclusions rest solidly on preconceived notions

no less metaphysical than the ones he objects to. Many of

Ross's rebukes are unfair because they ignore Browne's context,

in some cases even contexts which state or imply ideas that

Ross introduces as rebuttals. Although Browne derives many

of his views from teleological and causative arguments, Ross

persistently Introduces just these arguments in rebuttal,

more extended animadversions In Ross are elliptical, self-

The

contradictory, irrelevant, and unimaginative in many instances

In no way has Ross submitted his conclusions Judiciously and

fairly. By calling Browne stupid and evil Ross brings no

credit to his discussion. Instead he presents himself as

essentially a dull and ingraclous commentator, unwilling

either to rebuke or respect Browne honestly

Mr. Ross has missed Browne's point.

The learned



CHAPTER V

Although Sir Thomas Browne apologized in his brief

preface for his Reliólo Medici and rewrote some passages in

it, he left it a substantially controversial and—to some—

an alarming work. This defense against the charge of athels

has the mark of both an eagerly inquisitive mind and a lover

of "private truths" which could not help but prompt responses

in many conservative readers,

readers responded pointedly a

have seen, two of these

orably in print. Browne's

expressed dislike for religious and intellectual quarrels

could never counterbalance his hyperboles and paradoxes which

beg for retorts—both serious and facetious. While much of

the Reli is not controversial or even committed, it con¬

tains enough important questions and answers to arouse a dog-

atic reader or one preoccupied with certain religious and

scientific positions. Probably today the Reli is appre¬

ciated for its style or its modernism, but we have seen that

in its porary its daring and Inventiveness was

either valued or attacked. Browne's equivocations and ambiva¬

lences are taken today to be the words of a cautious rational¬

ism or a compromising piety, but to those such as Digby or

Ross such hesitancy suggests cowardness or impiety.

Usually Digby and Ross will not attack the broad

lines of Browne's tolerance or skepticism or faith or personal

215
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confession; instead they attach rebukes to specific

contentions, many times of a minor or subordinate signifi¬

cance, While it is not wrong for them to attack the concrete

Browne their case by ignoring the broader

lines of Browne's argument. Only Ross's frontal attack on

Browne's tolerance or Digby's confusing to Browne's

doctrine of moral charity raise significantly broad debates

Usually Ross and Dlgby only carp at minutiae Browne

whether it be an occasional overstatement or witticism, or

a metaphorical sally or conceit. For example, instead of

attacking Browne's "o altltudo” itself, the two critics only

object to the individual paradoxes which his imagination and

speculation allow them to see. Thus many of the more for¬

midable debates degenerate to merely contrasting Browne's

vision against their own. A modern reader is many times sur-

Browne perceives idea itself or

the language in which he expresses it, while in reading Digby

or Ross the reader is often dulled by redundant objections.

The fact that ultimately Browne is neither radical nor revo¬

lutionary in his thinking makes Digby's and Ross's complaints

seem all the more perverse. In some ways both of Browne's

critics outreach him in their modernity, but neither nears

the imaginative heights which he attains.

While the extravagances of Browne may amuse and excite

the reader, the extravagances of Digby may irritate and annoy.

Whereas Browne intrigued the reader with mysteries unexplained

and oxymorons unforeseen, Digby indulges in undeveloped

rebuttals and immaterial explanations. have seen
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Digby is not to be satisfied. While Browne's inconsistencies

seem personally based and the result of private contemplation,

Dlgby's contradictions seem arbitrary and ill-humored. Actu¬

ally Dlgby and Browne could be compatible in their thinking,

if the former were not so inflexible in his morallsms. Appar¬

ently Dlgby was too preoccupied by his version of existence

to respect the ingenuity of Browne's views. A tendency to

disagree for the sake of disagreement does not enhance the

quality of Digby's retort.

Nevertheless Digby seems almost sympathetic to Browne

when pared terrible-tempered Ross whose fixed

Aristotelianism and Anglicanism prevent a tolerant reading of

Browne. Ihe extremity of Ross's sometimes foolish objections

actually makes his tedious Medicatus more enjoyable reading

than Digby's Observations, but this Í3 more curiosity value

than genuine validity. Ross rebukes Browne's arguments more

by misrepresentation or by irrelevancy than anything else.

Much of the time Ross deluges Browne's point in a catalogue

of Aristotelian assumptions or Scriptural principles without

directly relating either to what Browne is saying. For those

readers of Ross's mind perhaps ouch attacks have effect, but

to most reader the imaginative idealism of Browne withstands

such blanket protests. Vfoile Ross and Browne are substantially

in agreement on most moral and religious matters, only the

extremity and rigidity of Ross's arguments separate them.

But after Ross has elaborated one of his views, the gap

between the two writers widens. It is fascinating to watch
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Ross separate himself from the moderation of Browne's views.

All in all, Ross brings a most unsatisfactory perspective

from which to judge a mind and talent such as Browne's.

Browne's genius lies in the ingenious and the provoca¬

tive. Any reader who too quickly rejects the insights of

Religlo Medici need only turn to the animadversions of Digby

and Ross to see superfluities and prejudices sufficient enough

to underscore the intellectual pleasures which can be gained

from Browne's work. Even though Browne ultimately is a con¬

servative thinker--looking back to Platonism and Scholasti¬

cism, rather than ahead to modern rationalism and science—hi

ideas are presented with such a high quality of expression and

vigor that they carry a w<

might be expected. Browne

ight authority much greater than

attackers increase this authority

by making Browne's ideas appear more controversial and uncom¬

promising than they truly are. But even without the defamers

and the historical hindsight many readers would still find the

Rellgio a most invigorating book. cape the mun

dane and the the can scarcely be rivaled.

Perhaps we can object as strongly to Digby and Ross's attempts

to pull Browne back from his elevated and Idiosyncratic view¬

point to any counterattack that they present against him.

Once the reader recognizes that it is a progression

of an individual mind and not a logical progression that is

unfolding in the Hell then he releases himself to be

swept away by the very copiousness of this mind. The personal

touches, the Janus-like quality of Browne's mind, the pursuit
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of religious mysteries, the extremity of his faith, the degree

to which he seeks out correspondences between man and God,

the divinity and the artistry which he conceives in Nature,

the tempered skepticism of his rational faculties, his

superstitiousness, the grandiloquence of his language, his

ultra-paradoxes, his human!tarianism--these are some of the

qualities which many readers value in Browne's Rellglo Medici

They are infrequent but durable qualities which carry great

value.
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